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Abstract 

This thesis provides an improved characterisation of the evolution of soot nanoparticles in 

laminar and turbulent flames with a particular focus on the transition from nucleation to 

solid particles where intermediate structures occur. Laser pulses of wavelengths 266 nm 

and 1064 nm are used to probe a variety of combustion conditions, including; diffusion, 

premixed and turbulent flames. Laser light at 266 nm is primarily used for Laser-Induced 

Fluorescence (LIF) measurements as a means to detect and characterise incipient soot 

nanostructures that retain molecular qualities with sizes in the order of a few nanometres 

known to absorb light in the ultraviolet (UV). These species are often referred to as soot 

precursors and do not absorb light at longer visible and infrared (IR) wavelengths. In 

addition, the 266 nm laser is used for Elastic Light Scattering (ELS) and Laser-Induced 

Incandescence (LII) that prevail where larger solid particles are present. The 1064 nm laser, 

on the other hand, is used to exclusively excite solid soot particles that do absorb in the IR 

and preferentially incandesce. The combination of these Laser-induced-Emissions (LIE) is 

used to track the presence and character of both soot and soot precursor nanostructures. A 

key feature of these measurements is the ability to track the temporal decay of LIEs. This 

is captured by using suitably fast photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) placed within a purpose-

built spectrometer. Measurements taken in different combustion conditions highlight 

different behaviours and properties of combustion formed particles. In all cases the lifetime 

of the majority of LIF signals is found to be much longer than that expected for molecules 

present with these flames at the same temperature, yet much shorter and spectrally different 

than that of soot particles, as is expected from semi-rigid structures. Premixed flat flames 

show a co-existence of soot precursors with lager soot particles in downstream locations, 

whereas laminar diffusion flames exhibit some separation where these two particle modes 

are observed. An obvious transition from smaller aromatic species to larger more rigid 

nanostructures is inferred from redshifted spectra downstream and longer fluorescent decay 

times.  
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The in-house developed technique also proved sensitive enough to resolve instantaneous 

LIE from the intermittent turbulent combustion. Measurements in a diffusion jet flame with 

a Reynolds number of 10,000 highlighted the spatial and instantaneous co-existence of 

nanostructures and soot in downstream regions, showing similarities to premixed flames 

more than laminar diffusion flames. Nanostructures investigated in laminar partially 

premixed flames also exhibit LIE somewhere between that of premixed and diffusion 

cases. Additionally, partial premixing shows that the initial enhancement of soot formation 

due to the presence of small amounts of oxygen is subsequently supressed due to the effects 

of dilution whilst nanostructures persist.  

Collectively, these findings confirm the hybrid nature of nanostructures (semi-solid 

structure retaining molecular qualities) that dominate the early evolution of soot and 

highlight the multiple pathways in which soot precursor nanostructures initiate and evolve. 
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 Introduction 

The energy density and availability of hydrocarbon fuels still makes combustion a very 

versatile and sought-after source of energy. Although there is a strong social shift towards 

the use of ‘renewable’ energies, such as wind and solar, there are many industries where 

the near-term demand cannot be met by renewable sources. While research into such 

technologies is prevalent and important [3], the role of combustion in the world’s energy 

future is all but set to continue as energy demand continues to increase. Hence the research 

and development into the many forms of combustion and related technologies is very 

relevant given the associated environmental and health impacts. 

There is scientific consensus that recent anthropogenic activity is a major contributor to 

climate change. Industries including power generation and transport are front and centre of 

this issue due to their significant emissions of CO2 (carbon dioxide) and other pollutants 

from the burning of fossil fuels [3]. Over the past few decades improvements to combustion 

processes have increased efficiencies and reduced pollution emissions. However, 

combustion is still a significant contributor to greenhouse gas emissions and other 

pollutants [3, 4]. Particulate emissions, such as those found in photochemical smog, have 

also received increased attention in recent years, in particular soot and ultrafine particles. 

Particles ranging from few nanometres to hundreds of nanometres have their own direct 

environmental and health implications [5-11].  

The majority of combustion generated particulates originate from unburned and partially 

burned hydrocarbons. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are abundant in our 

environment, being present as volatile, semi-volatile and particulate pollutants that are the 

result of incomplete combustion [12]. Airborne particulate matter was a concern to health 

before combustion technologies, consequently the human body has natural defences 

against inhaling and ingesting such particles [6]. However, significant correlation has been 

established between fine particle exposure and adverse health effects [5, 7]. Combustion 

formed particles often consist of harmful and carcinogenic chemicals and are present in 

sizes less than 100 nm [11, 13]. The fine nature of these particles allows them to bypass 
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some of the body’s defences and facilitates uptake into cells, which then allows access into 

blood and lymph circulation. The adverse health implications include reduced lung 

function, heart disease, lung disease and cancers [6, 7]. Emission from traffic in urban areas 

is known to consist of large quantities particles as small as 3 nm [13] and thus governments 

are putting stricter restrictions on ultrafine particulate emissions [14]. 

The field of atmospheric chemistry also places importance on ultrafine particle emission 

into the atmosphere and has provoked debate on the impact of primary particles emitted 

from combustion systems and the secondary particles produced through atmospheric 

reactions [15]. Fine particles emitted from the burning of biomass and fossil fuels influence 

the climate by changing cloud formation and disturbing the radiation balance in the 

atmosphere. Ultrafine particles can serve as nucleation points for the formation of clouds, 

impact their reflectance and reduce droplet size [16]. Black-carbon (often referred to as 

soot) emissions are also problematic for climate change as they strongly absorb light in the 

visible and infrared (IR) spectrum [17]. Deposits of these larger particles are known to 

reduce the reflectivity of snow and ice and accelerate their melting [18, 19]. 

While the formation of most particulates can be prevented by having complete combustion 

of the fuel, this is not always possible in practical combustion devices, nor is it always 

desired [20]. Industrial furnaces, for example, rely on soot formation to maximise heat 

transfer rates through radiation. Biofuels can be used to close the carbon cycle and provide 

a “greener” alternative to fossil fuels, but do not necessarily result in fewer particle 

emissions [21, 22]. Furthermore, combustion is often used for the synthesis of materials 

[23], where the production of particles and solids is desired. Gaining a thorough 

understanding of the formation and evolution processes of combustion formed particles is 

important both for the reduction of harmful pollutants and the formation of unique 

materials. 

Combustion processes can be broadly separated into premixed and non-premixed (also 

referred to as diffusion) modes. Premixed combustion is where the fuel is mixed with the 

oxidiser, typically oxygen in the form of air, prior to burning. Non-premixed, on the other 

hand, initially has the fuel and oxidiser separate and relies on mixing and transport 

phenomena to produce locations of flammable mixture to facilitate the combustion. Lean 

premixed combustion, where there is excess oxygen within the flammable mixture, will 

result in complete combustion of the fuel and will not produce particulates. On the other 

end of the spectrum, non-premixed combustion will facilitate the formation of PAHs in 

pyrolytic regions that then leads to the formation of soot precursor particles and finally soot 

[15]. Rich premixed and mixed mode combustion can also produce PAHs and particulates. 

Non-premixed or partially premixed combustion is common for practical combustion 

devices. Spray and particle combustion, such as occurs in internal combustion engines and 
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coal furnaces for example, operate in a diffusion mode of combustion as the fuel source is 

in a different physical state than the oxidiser (air) [24, 25]. 

The formation of PAHs and particulates is also linked to many other properties including 

fuel chemistry, flame temperature, pressure and residence time [15, 26, 27]. Understanding 

the mechanism of soot particle formation in flames, particularly in the inception stages, 

remains an outstanding challenge despite extensive research that has already been 

published on this topic [15, 28-30]. It is noted here that soot precursor particles are also 

often referred to as ultrafine particles, condensed phase, semi-volatile, nascent soot or 

nano-organic carbon (NOC). However, in this work soot precursor particles are mostly 

referred to as “nanoparticles” or “nanostructures”. Such particles exhibit physical and 

chemical properties somewhere between those of large aromatic molecules and solid 

particles [31]. Soot primary particles and aggregates are found to absorb light over a broad 

spectrum, from the ultraviolet (UV) to the infrared (IR). Nanoparticles, on the other hand, 

are found to be mainly visible-transparent and appear to interact with light somewhat 

differently from soot aggregates because of their condensed phase state and transitional 

nature [15, 32-34] while exhibiting transport and surface related phenomena typical of 

larger particles. These characteristics of nanoparticles and their role in the initiation and 

evolution of soot will be further explored through this thesis. 

There are a variety of techniques used to identify and characterise combustion formed 

particles, both in-situ and ex-situ, that exploit their range of physical and spectroscopic 

properties [15, 29, 30]. Ex-situ techniques such as differential mobility analysis (DMA) 

[13, 35-39] and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [40-42] can provide rich 

information on size, structure and morphology. In-situ techniques, on the other hand, are 

often far are less intrusive, such as the optical methods: elastic light scattering (ELS), 

absorption, and laser-induced emissions (LIE). These optical methods can also be used to 

infer size, concentration and chemical composition. Within this document the term “soot” 

is used specifically in reference to solid particles, both primary particles and aggregates, 

defined by their ability to absorb in the IR and incandesce. An optical technique, Laser-

Induced Incandescence (LII) is generally attributed to soot particles and aggregates in the 

order of tens to hundreds of nanometres that are sufficiently graphitic to be heated up to 

temperatures of 3500-4500 K [30, 43-47]. Other “nanoparticles/nanostructures”, nominally 

less than 10 nm in diameter, are less likely to absorb in the IR and hence are defined by 

their capability to fluoresce under UV excitation. While Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) 

has been reported from nanostructures, both in the presence and absence of soot [28, 29, 

33, 48-53], controversy about the hybrid nature of these nanoparticles and their ability to 

fluoresce still exists [31, 52, 54]. Although the fluorescence from these structures is from 
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aromatic groups, an important distinction is made in the current work between LIF 

originating from gas phase PAHs and those bound in nanostructures. 

The primary objective of this work is to show the hybrid nature of nanoparticles and track 

their role in the formation and evolution of larger particles. The use of LIF, LII and ELS 

techniques provide crucial insight in the nature and evolution of combustion formed 

particles. While an extensive body of literature is reported on the structure of sooting 

laminar premixed and diffusion flames using a variety of techniques [15, 28-30], similar 

research in turbulent flames is rather limited [49, 55-63] due to the difficulty of applying 

the same diagnostic methods and simultaneously resolving the relevant time and spatial 

scales. A secondary objective of this work addresses particle measurements in turbulent 

combustion. The LIE based technique developed here was designed to simultaneously 

probe both soot and nanoparticles whilst also being able to resolve instantaneous 

measurements, making it very suitable for resolving instantaneous features in turbulent 

combustion. 

This thesis presents a novel application of LIE techniques that required the design and 

manufacture of a custom spectrometer. This spectrometer allowed for the simultaneous 

collection of ELS, LIF and LII, originating from combustion formed particles. The 

combination of fast response photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and a high bandwidth 

oscilloscope meant that individual signals could be temporally resolved. This temporal 

resolution is crucial in delineating between types of LIE and the origin of them. This 

technique was then applied to a range of combustion conditions in laboratory flames. Rich 

premixed, diffusion, partially premixed and turbulent diffusion flames are explored and 

compared in terms of their sooting propensity and structure. This thesis consists of 8 

Chapters, including the introduction, background, methodology, four Chapters 

investigating different combustion conditions and finally conclusions and 

recommendations. The majority of the work presented here has either already been 

published [1, 2] or is currently under review, hence the discussion is presented in a similar 

format to that of journal papers. 

Chapter 2 discusses the current state of research in soot formation including relevant 

techniques. Fundamental concepts and theory are introduced here facilitating further 

discussion in later Chapters. 

Chapter 3 describes the experimental apparatus used throughout this work, including the 

design and calibration of the system. Also covered are methods of data processing and 

description of the burners used in the proceeding investigations. 
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Chapter 4 concerns measurements within rich premixed flames used to establish the novel 

technique. The work presented in this Chapter has been previously published [1] and 

contains complementary measurements from Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II.  

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 investigate the evolution of soot and nanoparticles across diffusion, 

partially premixed and turbulent diffusion flames respectively. Discussions and specific 

conclusions to each Chapter are contained within. These Chapters are followed by a general 

conclusion and the author’s thoughts for the direction of future work in Chapter 8. 
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 Background 

Combustion occurs in many forms with each having unique characteristics and 

applications. At one end of the flame spectrum exists premixed combustion. This is where 

fuel and oxidiser, usually pure oxygen or air, are homogeneously mixed prior to ignition at 

the flame front. The flame front is defined by an area of dense chemical reactions and heat 

release resulting in a rapid increase in temperature, consumption of reactants and formation 

of products. Premixed flames may also be lean, rich or stoichiometric depending on the 

relative amount of fuel and oxidiser are present in the mixture. This distinction is typically 

defined using the fuel-air equivalence ratio (ϕ). Equation 2.1 defines ϕ as the ratio between 

the relative mass (m) of fuel and air present in the mixture and relative amount of fuel and 

air found in a stoichiometric (st) mixture. At the other end of the spectrum is non-premixed 

combustion (also referred to as diffusion). These flames rely on diffusive transport of 

initially separate fuel and oxidiser to achieve locations of a flammable mixture. The non-

premixed flame front exists at the interface of the fuel and oxidiser, spread either side of 

the stoichiometric mixture contour. While there are various examples of practical 

combustion that utilise either premixed or non-premixed modes, many combustion 

technologies operate somewhere in between having some level of mixing prior to 

combustion but where flame propagation is still limited by diffusion of fuel and oxidiser 

molecules to reach a combustible mixture. This mode of combustion is known as partial 

premixing. Additional characteristics such as inhomogeneity, stratification and dilution in 

fuel and oxidiser mixtures add complexities to these definitions. 

ϕ =
𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟⁄

(𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟⁄ )
st

         (2.1) 

The formation of particulate matter, in particular soot, and other pollutants is generally 

associated with incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons. This is where there is insufficient 

oxygen present to complete the stoichiometric reactions of fuel and oxidiser to water (H2O) 
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and carbon dioxide (CO2). Such conditions exist in rich premixed flames and on the fuel 

side of diffusion (including partially premixed) flames. These conditions, by definition, 

have ϕ > 1, meaning that the local oxygen content is insufficient for a complete 

stoichiometric reaction. The excess fuel thermally decomposes and recombines to form 

benzene [64, 65] naphthalene and other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). PAHs 

are a group of molecules defined by their aromatic ring structure. Aromatic rings are unique 

carbon molecules, where the six sp2 hybridised carbon atoms are sigma (σ) and pi (π) 

bonded in a hexagonal (or ring) configuration. PAHs consist of two or more aromatic rings 

joined in a chain or cluster. PAHs with relatively few number of rings, such as pyrene and 

anthracene, are commonly found in flames, while much larger PAHs can also be present 

but exist in much lower concentrations [66-68]. Pyrene is found to be a very common 

product in combustion of organic fuels and has previously been used in kinetics models 

[69-72] built to help understand the inception process. The Hydrogen-Abstraction Carbon-

Addition (HACA) mechanism is generally accepted as a dominant contributor to the 

formation of PAHs [28], where acetylene (C2H2) is an important intermediate species in 

fuel rich conditions [73-75]. Model reactions for PAH growth via HACA mechanism is 

presented in Equations 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, where A is an aromatic species with i number of 

rings. PAHs are known precursors of soot, with formation of the first nanoparticles linked 

with the nucleation of PAHs and acetylene formed through pyrolysis of the fuel [28, 29, 

64, 65, 76]. Despite the large amount of literature on the subject, the formation and 

evolution mechanisms for combustion formed particles have not been completely 

identified [15, 28, 43, 64, 69, 77-82]. 

A𝑖 + H ⇌ A𝑖− + H2         (2.2) 

A𝑖− + C2H2 ⇌ A𝑖C2H2        (2.3) 

A𝑖C2H2 + C2H2 ⇌ A𝑖+1 + H        (2.4) 

2.1.1 Combustion Formed Particles 

Understanding the nature and formation processes of combustion formed particles is 

crucial for the responsible use of combustion technologies given the extent of their 

environmental [12, 16-19] and health impacts [5-9, 11]. Ultrafine particles formed in 

combustion can escape controlled combustion systems and be emitted into the atmosphere. 

Particles less than 10 nm are known to bypass particle filters in diesel engines for example 

[83] and be released through the exhaust. The combustion conditions and the fuel 

composition play a significant role in the morphology, number and size of formed and 

emitted particles [64, 76, 84-86]. Soot particles have been characterised in terms of size 
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distribution [13, 35-39], optical features [34, 87-93] and their impact on the environment 

[12, 17] and human health [8]. The existence of compounds different from primary soot 

particles and aggregates based on size, optical features, and lifetimes in flames and the 

atmosphere has also been known since the early 1990s [32-34, 87]. 

Particles formed in combustion can generally be grouped under two headings: 

“nanoparticles/nanostructures” and “soot” particles. Nanoparticles exist in the transition 

between the gas-phase and solid particles and are also labelled as soot precursor particles 

[41, 87, 94-96], condensed phase [28], nascent soot [28, 97] or nano-organic carbon [15, 

49, 98-102]. Soot particles, on the other hand, can be labelled as either young or mature* 

[40], but is largely concerned with solid particles. The definitions of nanoparticle and soot 

can vary slightly depending on the technique used to measure them due to the transitioning 

of properties experienced by the particles in the growth process. However, there are general 

characteristics associated with either nanoparticle or soot that can be used to discriminate 

between them.  

Nanoparticles are believed to be PAH clusters, stacked compactly or in loose oligomers 

comprising of aliphatic and aromatic bonds [29, 51], nominally less than 10 nm in diameter, 

but not exclusively defined by size. While nanoparticles display transport and surface 

related phenomena typical of larger particles, they also maintain chemical reactivity and 

spectroscopic properties of their constituent gas-phase products. Because nanoparticles are 

composed of organic species with high hydrogen to carbon ratio (H/C) [43, 103] and often 

contain oxygen [66, 104-106], these particles are thus typically more reactive. On the other 

hand, the largest soot particles, that can be 100s of nanometres in diameter, have a well-

known chain-like structure in which primary particles can be distinguished within 

aggregates [42, 91, 107]. The primary particles are covalently bonded to form aggregates 

with fractal dimension typically in the range of 1.7 to 1.9 [108, 109]. Soot primary particles 

have a more graphite like structure, exhibiting low H/C [43, 110, 111]. Soot does not 

display molecular characteristics such as fluorescence and behaves like a blackbody in 

terms of its absorption and emission spectra [43]. In fact, the presence of soot can often be 

observed by eye as the yellow part of the flame in fuel rich conditions, caused by 

incandescence of hot solid particles. 

Particle size distribution in laminar flames has been shown to be bimodal [13, 22, 36, 97, 

112]. Measurements in a rich premixed ethylene flames presented by D’Anna [15] by 

                                                 
*
 In the literature the term “soot” is often used more broadly than it is in this work and the difference between 

“nanostructures” and larger soot primary particles is distinguished by a scale of “maturity”. Maturity of soot is usually a 

function of the H/C ratio. The techniques used in this work are unable to determine the H/C ratio of measured particles 

and thus using such a definition does not makes sense here. In any case, the author would also argue that this definition 

of soot is too broad as the properties possessed by “nanostructures”, chemical, physical and photo-physical, are starkly 
different from those of primary and aggregated soot particles as described in this chapter. 
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means of differential mobility analysis (DMA) demonstrated two population peaks. 

Particles as small as 1 nm in diameter were able to be detected with this technique in a 

premixed ethylene flame of carbon to oxygen ratio (C/O) = 0.77, or ϕ = 2.31. Figure 2.1 

reports size distribution of particles in the flame, showing a distinct peak of nanoparticles 

in the first mode and a much broader distribution of particle sizes in the second mode. 

Nanoparticles predominate just downstream of the flame front (HAB = 4 mm). In this 

region of the flame light absorption in the UV up to 300 nm is observed via extinction 

measurements [15, 88] as well as fluorescence from UV excitation [21, 113]. Similar 

extinction and fluorescence observations have been made on the fuel side of diffusion 

flames [51, 99, 101, 113]. Also observed in these regions, prior to soot, is excess of ELS 

above the gas phase [15, 88, 101, 114]. While the nanoparticles detected by both DMA and 

excess scattering are correlated with the presence of absorption and Laser-Induced 

Fluorescence (LIF), this spectroscopic behaviour is generally associated with molecular 

species, specifically PAHs absorbing in the UV and exhibiting fluorescence that ranges 

from the excitation wavelength up to at least 500 nm [26, 115-117]. However, Bruno et al. 

[98, 118-121] showed that the fluorescence from this region originates from larger 

structures through the use of time-resolved fluorescence polarisation anisotropy (TRFPA). 

This is a technique that assesses the rate of depolarisation of fluorescence emission and 

attributes it to the size-dependent rotational diffusion rate due to Brownian motion of the 

particles. Thus, TRFPA found that the species responsible for fluorescence were larger 

than 2 nm and up to 20 nm is some cases [122]. In addition to this, the general fluorescence 

lifetime measured in these regions has shown to be excessively long for it be attributed to 

gas phase PAH. Ossler et al. [117] showed that the fluorescence lifetime of molecular PAH 

decreased rapidly in presence of elevated temperature. PAHs such as naphthalene exhibit 

an exponential decay with a characteristic decay time (τ) less than 1 ns at 1200 K. Flame 

temperatures in the pre-soot region very often exceed 1200 K whilst also exhibiting 

fluorescent decay times in excess of a few nanoseconds [51]. Although the attribution of 

fluorescence in these regions to nanostructures is apparent in the literature, there are still 

numerous publications that attribute LIF only to molecular PAH [26, 123, 124].  

Moving further downstream in the C/O = 0.77 flame (HAB = 8 mm) as shown in Figure 

2.1 the second mode of particles emerges. These larger particles exhibit an increase in ELS 

signal by orders of magnitude [15, 101, 114, 125]. Extinction measurements in this region 

show absorption into the visible and infrared (IR) wavelengths [30, 88, 101]. These 

particles, with their increased mass and rigidity, have lost their molecular character such 

that internal conversion increases and thermal radiation is favoured over fluorescence [43]. 

Exploiting this, a technique known as Laser-Induced Incandescence (LII) is used 

extensively to track and characterise these soot particles. Figure 2.1 also highlights that in 

the downstream region, the distribution of the first mode of particles broadens to include 
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particles up to around 8 nm. This is indicative of the coalescence process of nanoparticles 

into larger soot particles [15, 28, 97, 112]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Particle size distribution measured via DMA at 4 mm and 8 mm HAB in 

premixed C/O = 0.77 ethylene/air flame [15]. 

Particle inception and initial growth is theorised to progress via two key pathways [15]. 

The first pathway can be considered to be chemically driven, where particles begin to form 

through polymerisation reactions. PAHs are joined by C-C σ bonds and aliphatic 

compounds such that constituent PAH that make up these oligomers are distinguishable 

within branching chains [78, 126]. This pathway is believed to be more active in the 

presence of oxygen with correspondingly higher temperatures, where high number of 

radicals facilitate this growth mechanism, i.e. the addition of aromatic radicals to other 

aromatics [15]. The second pathway relies more on physical interaction of the van der 

Walls attractive forces between peri-condensed PAHs [50, 77] that begin to stack into 

graphite like structures, also known as dimerisation. This van der Walls interaction is also 

responsible for the further coagulation of either of these initial nanostructures into the first 

primary soot particles. This pathway is favoured in lower temperature pyrolytic and fuel 

rich flame regions, where radial concentrations are limited. The relative contribution of 

these two pathways to the inception of soot appears to be strongly dependent upon the 

combustion conditions [49, 51, 127-129]. Further processes increase the carbonisation 

of soot particles through dehydrogenation and oxidation reactions.  

These two formation processes produce distinctly different nanostructures that can be 

distinguished between by their measurable properties. Specifically, fluorescence 

lifetime and spectra have been correlated with the internal structure of the fluorescing 

species [51, 98]. The chemically driven nanostructures exhibit absorption and emission 
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akin to that of the constituent PAHs, transparent to visible wavelengths (> 300 nm) 

[88, 101, 130-134] and fluorescing predominantly in the UV (250 – 450 nm) [51, 113, 

121, 131, 134]. These structures tend to be smaller (nominally < 3 nm) and have 

comparatively shorter decay times (τ) due to the loose chain-like structure. The PAH 

fluorophores are still able to dissipate energy through non-radiative channels, such as 

roto-vibrational movements, resulting in short fluorescence lifetimes [33]. On the other 

hand, nanostructures that favour more stacked configurations exhibit fluorescence in the 

visible spectrum (400 – 600 nm) [51, 98, 121] and extended fluorescence decay times. 

When fluorophores are bound within semi-rigid structures they are less able to give roto-

vibrational movements and are less able to lose internal energy through non-radiative 

means, resulting in a longer fluorescence lifetime [51, 130, 135]. Additionally, absorption 

of these particles shifts to longer wavelengths [122]. While absorption and fluorescence 

at longer wavelengths may be attributable to PAHs with larger ring numbers [26, 123, 

124, 136] grown through the HACA mechanism [28], it is also a consequence of the 

stacked nature of these particles. Interactions of the π electrons between aromatic 

islands induce a red-shift of the fluorescence [51]. It is also possible that these stacked 

nanostructures would have reduced fluorescence quantum yield and dissipate energy 

via thermal emission as observed by Desgroux et al. [52, 54]. “Nucleation” flames 

exhibited LII, corresponding to particles between 1 and 6 nm indicating that some 

nanostructures may lose their molecular quality quickly. 

Nanoparticles have been shown to be quasi-spherical when imaged by Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) [137-139], but have 

also been shown to have extreme aspect ratios [140]. However, this is suspected to be 

consequence the liquid-like nature of these particles [28, 92, 128, 137, 139, 140] and 

the interaction they have with the mica imaging surface. As nanoparticles begin to coalesce 

they form the first soot particles that are quasi-spherical [137], while their structure more 

resembles graphite [42, 95]. During this process, and as these particles grow, internal 

conversion of absorbed energy becomes the dominant pathway and thus soot particles lose 

the ability to fluoresce and preferably incandesce. Surface growth also adds to the particle 

size, where molecular PAH and other small structures condense on the surface of these 

primary soot particles [30]. Further processes, thermal and chemical, then lead to 

dehydrogenation [43, 103, 110, 111] and a more graphitic structure as the ratio of aliphatic 

to aromatic bonds decreases [103, 141]. The age or “maturity” of soot is usually defined 

their H/C, where nanoparticles can be as high as 0.7 and soot particles can fall as low as 

0.05.  

Primary soot particles range in size from that of a collection of a few nanostructures up to 

50 nm in diameter [28, 41, 116, 142]. From here aggregation of primary particle dominates 
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the growth process of soot, with the aid of continuing surface growth. Aggregates can 

become many 100s of nanometres and are better described by a radius of gyration and 

fractal dimensions rather than a diameter [108, 109]. As soot continues to mature within 

the flame the graphitic crystallite size increases, becoming more ordered on the soot 

exterior, while the core remains relatively disordered [40, 143]. However, geometric 

constraints on PAH layer curvature would prevent concentric layering close to the centre. 

Finally, soot may be oxidised, particularly at the closing tip of a diffusion flame, when 

oxygen concentration increases again. Oxidation will then start to reduce the size of the 

primary particles and aggregates alike and reduce the overall soot volume fraction (SVF) 

[110]. Although the fuel chemistry is known to play a significant role in the formation, 

nature and concentration of nanoparticles, if soot is produced, the underlying morphology 

of soot particles appears to be relatively common regardless of the fuel [109]. 

Not all the combustion-produced nanoparticles form larger aggregated soot. In fact, they 

have a very low coagulation rate measured in flames. Thermal rebound of nanoparticles is 

believed to be a major source of this low ratio between coagulation and collision of 

particles at flame temperatures [144]. This has been demonstrated by a plateauing of ELS 

signal that is a result of nanoparticles unable to undergo coagulation [88, 114, 132, 145]. It 

is this unique behaviour that could explain how these particles bypass exhaust systems [83] 

and are reluctant to grow to larger soot particles at high temperature [146]. The coagulation 

rate of nanoparticles is currently described by the balancing van der Waal-interaction 

energy and the kinetic energy of the particles [145]. The low rate of coagulation may also 

be due to functional groups containing oxygen. Within the structure of nanoparticles these 

groups often exist and are believed to greatly influence the coagulation efficiency of the 

particle [15]. 

2.2 Experimental Methods 

Capabilities to detect soot and nanostructures in reacting flows may be classified into two 

broad categories: in-situ and ex-situ techniques. In-situ techniques are important for the 

determination of particle formation kinetics and concentration. Ex-situ techniques 

alternatively can provide rich information particle structure and morphology. To 

comprehensively characterise combustion formed particles a combination of in-situ and 

ex-situ techniques are required [15]. Soot particles and its precursors span a variety of sizes 

and possess a variety of properties. Nanoparticles display different photo-physical and 

chemical characteristics than mature soot and consequently require different techniques to 

detect them.  
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Very small particles behave similarly to the molecules that make them up. These include 

spectral qualities like absorption and fluorescence, which can be exploited in both in-situ 

and ex-situ techniques. Other light interactions, like static and dynamic scattering, from 

these particles will be in the same order of magnitude as that from gas phase products in 

which the particles are suspended [15]. Hence, non-intrusive methods of measuring 

nanometre scale particles rely on absorption, fluorescence and to some extent ELS. Larger 

particles will display much larger ELS signals and will also incandesce above the flame 

background upon excitation [15, 43]. A combination of Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF), 

static scattering, and Laser-Induced Incandescence (LII) can be used to determine size and 

relative concentration of both nanoparticles and soot [41, 42, 51]. These diagnostic 

techniques are very useful, however, specific information about the measured particles can 

be difficult to obtain from the data. Often additional data from other techniques is required 

to calibrate such a system. For example, SVF can be measured through extinction 

measurements and used to calibrate LII. However, these methods can only provide limited 

information on particle size distributions, number density and morphology. These details 

are crucial for modellers as well as developing comprehensive understanding soot 

formation. Some of these properties can be obtained from ELS TEM and DMA [13, 35, 

41, 42, 107, 142, 147-153]. 

In-situ and ex-situ techniques possess their own advantages and disadvantages which will 

be discussed in the following subsections. 

2.2.1 Ex-situ Methods 

Ex-situ techniques used to sample flames require extraction of particles and gas-phase 

products and reactants. This allows careful and detailed measurements on the sample due 

the controlled environment that can be maintained. Particle size and distribution 

measurements that are vitally important can be performed using methods such as mass 

spectrometry (MS), TEM, AFM and DMA. 

Although Ex-situ measurements provide very useful information, they are not without 

shortcomings. For example, the Differential Mobility Analyser technique [13, 35-39] 

involves the use of horizontal and vertical suction probes to withdraw particles from the 

combustion environment. Alternatively, particle probing can be performed through 

thermophoretic sampling onto a specialised substrate to be further analysed by TEM [40-

42], Atomic Force Microscopy [100, 140, 145] or Raman [23, 85, 154]. One disadvantage 

of these ex-situ techniques is the inevitable perturbation by the physical probe, and the 

disruption this has on the local flow field and temperature [97, 155, 156]. Additionally, 

sampling techniques can suffer from saturation, where too many particles saturate the 
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detection device such that it is difficult to distinguish individual contributors or in the case 

of ionising processes, the device does not have the capacity to ionise all the relevant 

products that are being sampled [29]. To combat this, samples are usually diluted and 

cooled to prevent further reactions. However, the final measured sample may differ from 

that originally existent in the flame as gas phase and particles can coagulate and condensate 

on each other or on the walls of the device. Probing measurements also have limited 

capability in turbulent flames. The extraction process takes time to build up samples, much 

longer than inherent fluctuations in turbulent flames. Measurements are still taken in 

turbulent flames, but represent a time-averaged sample [157-159]. Never the less, ex-situ 

techniques remain extremely valuable and continue to be used to track the evolution of 

nanostructures in a wide range of flames [22, 97, 155]. 

Differential Mobility Analysis 

Differential Mobility analysis (DMA) has recently become an important tool in identifying 

sub 10 nm particles. Particles are sampled from the flame location via probe, generally 

horizontally, with an entrance pinhole in the order of a few hundred microns. However, 

larger pinholes of 0.8 mm have been used for sooting flames to prevent clogging [22, 112]. 

A vacuum pump supplies constant suction for the probe while the sampled gas and material 

are also diluted with nitrogen. This dilution aims to prevent further chemical reactions in 

the sampling device and limits coagulation and condensation of particles and gas phase 

species. A secondary dilution prior to the sample entrance to the differential analyser is 

also required. Suction probes like this obviously perturbate the flame and have been shown 

to reduce the temperature locally and downstream, although, the impacts on the measured 

particle size distributions (PSD) appears to be marginal [36]. 

The differential mobility analyser assesses the mobility of charged particles within an 

electric filed. The particles entering the analyser are charged using radioactive source such 

that have a Fuchs equilibrium charge distribution [160]. These charged particles then pass 

through the electric field, maintained between two high voltage electrodes. Here positively 

charged particles are attracted to the negatively charged collector rod. Where the particles 

land depends on the particles electric mobility, fluid flowrate and the internal geometry of 

the analyser. A particle counter is used to determine number concentration. Stoke’s law, 

see [161] for more detail, has been traditionally used for determining the mobility diameter 

of particles (dp), however, this on its own has proven insufficient for size determination of 

quasi-spherical carbonaceous particles. Singh et al. [71] proposed the following 

relationship between the diameter measured by the analyser and the actual carbonaceous 

particle, Equation 2.5.  
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𝑑𝑝,𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

𝑑𝑝,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
= tanh(1.4334 + 0.01248𝑑𝑝,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑)(1.0676 −

0.4463

𝑑𝑝,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
)  (2.5) 

Nano-DMA devices have been used extensively to identify both nanoparticles and soot 

[13, 35-39]. It is established that, compared to soot, the number density of 

nanostructures/nanoparticles is more than an order of magnitude higher while their 

contribution to the total mass concentration is negligible [15] and can be seen in Figure 

2.1. 

2.2.2 In-situ Methods 

In-situ techniques do not have the same capacity to provide quantitative data that ex-situ 

techniques do. Quantitative measurements are possible but often require careful calibration 

usually obtained through ex-situ techniques or complex models. In-situ techniques can, 

however, provide pertinent information on soot formation within flames. As discussed 

above ex-situ techniques suffer from a number of shortcomings some of which are 

overcome by in-situ techniques. Laser-based measurements are non-invasive by allowing 

observation of the flame as it exists without concern of changing the conditions by the 

physical act of sampling. By exploiting the rich interaction of light with particles, the 

presence, size, concentration and morphology of soot have been investigated using optical 

processes such as absorption, scattering, fluorescence and incandescence in a wide range 

of combustion systems [15, 29, 32-34, 87, 162-164].  

In-situ techniques are not without drawbacks. By measuring directly in the flame, there is 

no way to separate the individual constituents within the probe volume. For example, 

probing for fluorescent properties of PAH will also return incandescent and scattering 

signals. Subtraction of signals and appropriate calibration can mitigate this, only if all 

sources of returned signal are known [50, 51]. Due to this, a certain amount of uncertainty 

is involved when extracting quantitative results from in-situ measurements. 

Pertinent to this thesis, a big advantage of laser-based in-situ techniques are their suitability 

for turbulent flame measurements. Additionally, these techniques have the capacity for 

high spatial and temporal resolution, making them more suited for the detection of 

nanostructures and soot agglomerates in turbulent flames [29, 99]. The inhomogeneous and 

intermittent nature of turbulent combustion is an important variable to observe as it an 

inherent in many practical combustion devices. 
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Elastic Light Scattering 

Elastic light scattering (ELS) technique relies on the ability of molecules and particles alike 

to scatter light. ELS can be an intended or unintended feature of any laser-based 

measurement. For molecular species and small spheroids ELS is best described by the 

Rayleigh approximation. The Rayleigh approximation for scattered light holds true when 

the object being measured is smaller than the wavelength of light (dp << λ). The magnitude 

of ELS is also a function of wavelength such that, the smaller the wavelength the greater 

the degree of scattering. Equation 2.6 defines the Rayleigh approximation ELS intensity 

(Qvv with vv corresponding to vertical polarisation for both incident light and the detected 

light) as also a function of particle size (di), number of particles (Ni) and the particles 

complex index of refraction (m). This Equation highlights the strong sensitivity ESL has 

to particle diameter (Qvv ∝ d6), and hence ELS measurements have been used in 

combination with other techniques to infer particle size and volume fraction [99, 125, 148, 

151, 165-167]. Without calibration, comparing ELS with other measurements that are 

indicative of volume fraction, such as LII, allows inference of changes in average particle 

size. Determination of average particle size is skewed towards the largest particles within 

the sample, due to the proportionality to d6. The Rayleigh approximation is appropriate for 

gas phase and nanostructures, even at UV wavelengths, given the absorption spectra of 

PAH and nanoparticles. Absorption in the UV can be attributed to a number of other 

compounds that are present in the gas phase. At high temperatures CO2 and H2O are known 

to absorb UV light, but typically at wavelengths below 230 nm [26, 168]. 

𝑄𝑣𝑣 =
𝜋4

4λ4
∑ |

𝑚𝑖
2−1

𝑚𝑖
2+2

| 𝑁𝑖𝑑𝑖
6        (2.6) 

As particles get larger as is the case with soot and soot aggregates, the Rayleigh 

approximation no longer holds. In this regime (dp ~ λ), Debye or Mie scattering would be 

more appropriate, if one cannot use incident light at larger wavelengths. However, because 

soot aggregates are also non-spherical other approximations are generally used. The 

Rayleigh–Debye–Gans approximation has been used, among others approximations to deal 

with soot aggregates [30].  

Laser-Induced Incandescence 

Laser-Induced Incandescence (LII) is a workhorse for particulate measurements in a 

variety of fields and has broad application when combined with complementary methods 

such as scattering and probe measurements [43]. The optical properties of soot make it 

suitable for LII measurements. Soot absorbs strongly in a broad wavelength range from the 
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UV into IR. Mature soot is also a refractory material with a sublimation point, about 4000 

K, well above the flame temperatures in many conditions [43]. 

The principle of this technique is to heat up the soot particles to a temperature high enough 

to emit measurable quasi-blackbody radiation at temperatures well above the background 

temperature of the flame. This is achieved with a high-power pulsed laser that is absorbed 

by the soot allowing it to subsequently thermally radiate. 

Interpreting LII quasi-blackbody radiation is a problem of energy and mass balance. The 

known contributors to this balance as identified in Equations 2.7 and 2.8 for the energy and 

mass balance respectively [43, 169]. Where Uint is the internal energy of the particle, t 

represents time, Q̇abs is the absorptive-heating rate for a single primary particle, Q̇rad is the 

radiative-cooling rate, Q̇cond is the conductive-cooling rate, Q̇sub is the evaporative-cooling 

rate, Q̇ox is the oxidative heating rate, Q̇ann is the heating rate from annealing, and Q̇therm is 

the thermionic cooling rate. The mass balance is only practically impacted by sublimation 

and oxidation as seen in Equation 2.8, where M is mass of particle. An in-depth description 

is not provided here on each of these contributing process, the reader is advised to see [43] 

for more detail. During the very short period that particles are heated by the laser and 

measured for their radiation, it is assumed that they would otherwise have been in 

equilibrium in the flame. During the laser pulse the particle begins to heat up as some of 

the laser energy is absorbed (Q̇abs), increasing the particles internal energy (Uint). The 

particle reaches its maximum temperature toward the end of the laser pulse where a number 

of processes attempt to bring the particle back into thermal equilibrium. The major 

contributors to the energy balance are Q̇abs, Q̇cond, Q̇sub and to a lesser extent Q̇rad. As for 

the mass balance, this is generally modelled by sublimation only (Q̇sub). The rest of the 

components are generally omitted in LII models due to their limited impact or unknown 

nature. 

𝑑𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑑𝑡
= �̇�𝑎𝑏𝑠 + �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑 + �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + �̇�𝑠𝑢𝑏 + �̇�𝑜𝑥 + �̇�𝑎𝑛𝑛 + �̇�𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚   (2.7) 
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        (2.8) 

The quasi-blackbody radiative emission (Q̇rad) is the signal that is collected in LII 

measurements. This signal (S(λ)) is temperature and wavelength dependent as dictated by 

Planck’s law adapted for Equation 2.9. Where ελ is the emissivity, h is the Planck constant, 

c is the speed of light, kB is the Boltzmann constant, λ is the emission wavelength and T is 

the temperature of the particle. The emissivity (ελ(λ,m)) describes the deviation of emission 

from a perfect blackbody for particles with a diameter in the Rayleigh approximation (dp 

≪ λ). Various definitions of emissivity are available in the literature [45, 170-172]. 
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Because S is a function of both temperature and wavelength and if measurements are taken 

over at least two separate wavelengths, or bands, then LII temperature can be determined. 

This is only true for temporally resolved signals as the temperature changes rapidly in these 

measurements. Although radiation is one of the mechanisms for cooling the soot, it is not 

as dominating as conduction (Q̇cond). 

𝑆(𝜆) = 𝜀𝜆(𝜆,𝑚)
2𝜋2𝑑𝑝

2ℎ𝑐2

𝜆5[𝑒
(

ℎ𝑐
𝜆𝑘𝐵𝑇

)
−1]

        (2.9) 

Conductive cooling (Q̇cond) at atmospheric and greater pressures accounts for the majority 

of the exponential decay in the LII signal, in the case where laser fluences are not high 

enough to induce substantial sublimation mass loss. Q̇cond is described by Equation 2.10 

and is a function of the temperature difference of the particle to the surrounding bath gas. 

Where p0 is the bath pressure, T0 is the bath temperature, R is the universal gas constant, 

Wa is the molecular weight of air, Cp is the heat capacity of air at constant pressure and αT 

is the thermal accommodation coefficient.  

�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 =
−𝜋𝑑𝑝

2𝛼𝑇𝑝0

𝑅𝑇0
√

𝑅𝑇0

2𝜋𝑊𝑎
(𝐶𝑝 −

𝑅

2
) (𝑇 − 𝑇0)      (2.10) 

The above expressions become a little more complex when particle size and mass is not 

considered constant during these processes. Particle sublimation (Q̇sub) begins to influence 

the LII signal once laser fluences exceed around 0.3 J/cm2 for 1064 nm laser pulses. At and 

above these fluences particle temperatures approach and surpass the expected sublimation 

temperature of soot, which is around 4000 K. Heat and mass is thus lost from the particle 

in the form of vaporised carbon clusters, including C2 and C3 that are known to have excited 

emission bands in the visible. An initial decrease in signal is approximately contained 

within the laser pulse duration as is expected as sublimation processes will drop 

significantly as the particle temperature falls below the sublimation temperature. After the 

laser pulse the enduring signal remains dominated by conductive cooling. Choosing the 

correct laser fluence is a trade-off of signal magnitude versus its impact on the particle size 

and morphology and the resultant signal interpretation. 

A laser wavelength of 1064 nm is generally preferred for selective measurement of solid 

particles as longer wavelengths are not absorbed by most gaseous and condensed phase 

species in combustion. For lasers with top hat spatial profiles the LII signal  increases with 

increasing fluence levels up to a point where it plateaus around 0.5 J/cm2 before decreasing 

again towards 10 J/cm2 [173] for 1064 nm as seen in Figure 2.2. It is deemed good practice 

to operate in this plateau region in heavily sooting flames to minimise the impact of beam 

attenuation as it travels through other areas of the flame [29]. Although mass loss does 
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occur, it has a marginal impact on determination of SVF [149, 150]. For Gaussian spatial 

beam profiles there are less defined features in the LII vs. fluence curve. This is a 

consequence of the fluence variation along the Gaussian profile, i.e. the centre of the 

Gaussian beam has a higher fluence than the wings. Consequently, any decrease or 

plateauing of signal of the LII signal in the centre of the beam due to high fluences is 

compensated by an increase in wing area that exists at intermediate fluence levels [43, 

174]. Because of this variation in laser fluence, when using a Gaussian profile, particle 

sizing becomes more challenging, although has little impact on determination of SVF of 

pointwise or spatially integrated measurements [175]. 

 

Figure 2.2: LII signal intensity against 1064 nm laser fluence recorded at 650 nm [173]. 

When breaching the sublimation threshold, ejection and excitation of C2 and C3 radicals 

can be problematic due to their own spectral emission. Irradiation at 1064 nm requires high 

fluences (> 0.5 J/cm2) before any faint spectral features of C2 and C3 are seen in the 

broadband quasi-blackbody spectrum [176]. Visible wavelengths and lower such as 532 

nm require much lower fluences (> 0.25 J/cm2) before these features are visible and 

significant [176-178]. Laser wavelength deep in the UV have the energy to overcome the 

sigma bonds between carbon atoms and thus may preferentially induce mass loss by 

photodissociation from the soot surface rather than vaporising by means of reaching high 

temperatures [179, 180]. A number of studies using laser wavelengths of 193 nm have 

shown substantial mass loss and particle disintegration at modest fluences of 193 nm light 

[179-181]. This photodissociation does not occur using slightly longer wavelengths such 

as 213 nm and greater where LII has been observed [41, 99, 116, 124, 182]. Shorter 

wavelengths have a much higher propensity to excite fluorescing species within the flame 

compared to 532 nm and 1064 nm [183]. However, using UV wavelengths has proven 

advantageous in probing aromatic species and nanostructures [50, 51, 99, 122, 184]. 
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Broadband fluorescence peaking between 300 and 400 nm has been attributed to these 

species. 

Laser-Induced Fluorescence 

Fluorescence is the phenomenon of almost immediate light emission after excitation of a 

molecule. Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) uses a pulsed laser, much like LII 

measurements, as the excitation source, where the incident light, often in the UV, is 

absorbed by the molecule. Unlike ELS, the emission process is measurably longer than the 

absorption, although still happens only in a number of picoseconds or nanoseconds. When 

an incident photon is absorbed, an electron is promoted from the “ground state” to a higher 

energy state known as an “excited state”. Due to the nature of quantum mechanics, these 

electronic excited states are quantised which restricts the absorption of light to specific 

wavelengths. Although, the absorption spectrum is broadened due to the sublevel states of 

vibrational and rotational energy that exist within electronic states. These specific states 

are most commonly illustrated on a Jablonski diagram. Within flames, due to the elevated 

temperatures and many species that co-exist, the absorption spectrum is broad [29] and 

without strong features to identify individual contributors. As discussed earlier, the 

absorption in the UV (< 300 nm) is attributed to aromatic species [26, 29, 88, 101, 130-

134]. 

For the molecule to return to the ground state, it undergoes three following generalised 

sequential processes. (1) The molecule moves to the minimum free energy state (lowest 

vibration sublevel) of the higher electronic state. (2) The electron returns to the ground 

electronic state. This step is where the fluorescence emission occurs, but there are also 

other competing mechanisms to dissipate the energy that would not result in photon 

emission. (3) The final relaxation of the molecule from higher energy vibrational or 

rotational states within the electronic ground state until equilibrium is reached with the 

surrounding molecules. As a consequence of these intermediate steps, the energy released 

via florescence is usually less than that absorbed resulting in the emission wavelength being 

longer than the absorbed wavelength. The quantisation of the energy levels is also 

responsible for the emission being confined to specific wavelengths.  

Fluorescence of an excited molecule is not guaranteed, it has a probability balanced against 

other non-radiative processes, such as internal conversion, quenching and intersystem 

crossing. For more detail on these processes and fluorescence in general the reader is 

advised to see [135, 136]. Each of these processes have their own rate constants (k) that 

dictate the how and when the energy is dissipated. Each excited molecule only has the 

potential to release one photon, however, a collection of excited molecules will exhibit a 
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temporal distribution of this emission, known as fluorescence lifetime (τ). The fluorescence 

lifetime, can also be considered as the excited lifetime of the molecule and measuring the 

fluorescence is convenient way to observe this. Thus, fluorescence lifetime is a function of 

all the contributing rate constants as seen in Equation 2.11. The emission intensity (IE) of 

a collection of fluorescing species is generally expressed as a single exponential decay as 

seen in Equation 2.12, where A is the initial intensity and t is time. 

𝜏 = 1 ∑𝑘𝑖⁄            (2.11) 

𝐼𝐸 = 𝐴𝑒
−𝑡

𝜏⁄            (2.12) 

Because absorption occurs in the order of femtoseconds and typical laser excitation sources 

are much longer, in the order of picoseconds and nanoseconds, the observed fluorescence 

signal is not a simple exponential function. The recorded signal (IR) becomes a convolution 

of the laser pulse function and the measuring equipment as seen in Equation 2.13. Often it 

is either the laser pulse or the limited response of the collection equipment that becomes 

the limiting system response (IS). To extract the actual decay function from the recorded 

signal, a deconvolution process is required [51, 117]. Signal convolution also occurs for 

LII and a similar deconvolution procedure is required for soot particle size estimations. 

𝐼𝑅(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑆 ∗ 𝐼𝐸 = ∫ 𝐼𝑆(𝑥)𝐼𝐸(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑑𝑥
∞

−∞
       (2.13) 

There are many factors that impact the fluorescence yield of fluorophores beyond their 

intrinsic rate constants. For example, pressure and temperature have large impact on 

concentration and the rate of collisions with quenching species. Ossler et al. [117] showed 

that gas phase PAH fluorescence lifetimes dramatically reduce with increasing temperature 

and also induces a slight redshift in the spectrum. Some broadening of the spectrum was 

also observed by Chi et al. [185] with increasing temperature. Whilst fluorescence is 

generally associated as a molecular phenomenon, molecules within larger structures still 

fluoresce. However, when fluorophores are bound within semi-rigid structures they are less 

able to give roto-vibrational movements and are less able to lose internal energy through 

non-radiative means, resulting in a longer fluorescence lifetime [51, 130, 135]. If the 

relationship between the fluorophore and other factors can be accounted for, some 

inferences on the particle structure can be made. 

The fluorescence spectrum and lifetimes can be used as guide to identify physical and 

chemical changes in the nanostructure and its environment. In the presence of oxygen 

(a known fluorescence quenching species), the higher temperature increases the 

effectiveness of vibrational pathways in fluorophores and keep fluorescence lifetimes 

low, particularly in aliphatic linked structures that allow many degrees of freedom, 
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that favour non-radiative pathways. Conversely in pyrolytic conditions, where 

temperature is generally lower, radiative pathways are enhanced due to more ridged 

stacked structure of particles formed here that don’t allow the same vibration freedom, 

resulting in longer fluorescence lifetimes [34, 51, 130, 135]. PAH are known to fluoresce 

primarily in the UV -Visible spectrum (250 – 450nm) as discussed earlier [26, 117, 185] 

with longer fluorescence wavelengths attributable to larger PAH species with more 

rings.  While fluorescence emission spectrum generally increases with the size of the 

aromatic island (number of rings) [34, 48, 123, 124, 130, 136], fluorescence spectrums 

peaking at wavelengths above 450 nm are difficult to attribute to the corresponding 

PAH sizes larger than coronene as their relative concentration in flames is quite low 

compared to smaller PAH species [66, 67]. A redshifted spectrum can also be 

associated with evolution of the structure of the nanoparticle towards a more stacked 

arrangement. In summary, a redshift and increase in fluorescent lifetime is indicative 

of nanostructure growth favouring physical dimerisation, whilst bluer spectrums and 

shorter/constant lifetimes indicate growth through chemical polymerisation. 

Fluorescence intensity for molecular species, in controlled environments, is known to 

be proportional to the concentration, provided the optical density remains small 

enough to avoid reabsorption effects [135].The same can also be said for fluorescent 

nanostructures within non-sooting premixed flames [98]. Fluorescence intensity in 

these flames is found to correlate linearly with UV absorption and light scattering 

coefficients that already correlated with NOC concentrations. In premixed flames, the 

temperature remains relatively constant downstream of the flame front and particle 

evolution is curtailed as coagulation is limited in low concentrations. Extending this 

conclusion to other conditions is challenging, such as in diffusion flames where 

temperature is changing along with particle evolution. However, fluorescence cross-

section and quantum yield should vary sensibly along the flame [184]. In fact, in high 

temperature (> 1300 K) regions in counter-flow diffusion flames, the concentration 

of two classes of nanostructures determined by sectional model approach showed 

good correlation with measured LIF intensities [50]. Such a correlation also exists 

among a range of sooting and non-sooting premixed flames [186]. 

Time-resolved fluorescence polarisation anisotropy (TRFPA) provides an even more 

robust way to assess the source of fluorescence. This technique exploits the fact that 

fluorophores preferentially absorb photons whose electric field is parallel with orientation 

of the molecule’s transition dipole. Since absorption happens relatively instantly the 

molecule or larger structure has not had time to shift its orientation, however, during the 

fluorescence process it does. The emitted photon is also preferentially polarised with 

respect to the molecule. Consequently, the prompt fluorescence emission is relatively 
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polarised, while later emission’s polarisation becomes scrambled due to rotational 

diffusion. The rate of depolarisation can then be used to infer particle size [1, 98, 118-122, 

184, 187]. Fluorescing particle sizes from 1 to 20 nm have been identified both in-situ and 

ex-situ of premixed and diffusion flames using this method.  

Thermocouple 

Thermocouple temperature measurements are intrusive in-situ measurements and do 

perturbate the flame to some extent as a thermocouple bead is placed within the flow. 

However, thermocouple measurements provide valuable data required for the 

interpretation of other in-situ measurements. A thermocouple consists of two dissimilar 

metals whose voltage difference under a thermal gradient are dissimilar. This potential 

difference is then measured and correlated with temperature. Platinum/rhodium-alloy 

thermocouples are often used in combustion measurements as they are suitable in high 

temperatures. Determining the temperature of the flow is then an energy balance problem 

as seen in Equation 2.14. Convective heat transfer is responsible for heating the 

thermocouple bead close to the gas temperature, while conduction through the wires and 

radiate loss from the bead often prevent the thermocouple reaching the gas temperature. 

Losses through conduction can be reduced by exposing more of the wire to the combustion 

environment under the assumption that temperature gradients are not strong in the probe 

volume [188]. Additional uncertainty can be due to catalytic effects, where the bead itself 

is responsible for enhanced reactions taking place on the surface that artificially increase 

the local temperature and that measured by the probe. This can be mitigated by the use of 

coatings [189]. 

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 0     (2.14) 

Thermocouple measurements in sooting flames further complicates the energy balance 

equations due to particle deposition of the thermocouple bead. This changes the diameter, 

roughness and emissivity of the bead. However, by measuring the temperature-time history 

it is possible to extract values for the emissivity of the particles within the flame through a 

technique called thermocouple particle densitometry (TPD) [190-192]. These 

measurements have further highlighted the difference in spectroscopic properties of 

particles formed early in the flame compared to soot.  

Thermocouples have thermal inertia that does not allow them to faithfully track 

fluctuations in gas temperature, such as those in turbulent flames. Whilst temporally 

resolved thermocouple measurements have been conducted in turbulent flames with 

compensations made for this thermal inertia, they are more suited to time-averaged 

temperature measurements. 
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2.3 Modelling 

Many experimental measurements of soot and its formation are used to inform or validate 

various computational models, particularly measurements in laboratory flames that focus 

on fundamental characteristics of combustion. These models range from those focused on 

fundamental flame structure, species and soot formation [27, 50, 69, 77, 79, 80, 186, 193] 

to models attempting to capture more practical combustion [58, 82, 194-196]. Modelling 

is not a focus of this thesis and thus only a brief overview will be given here, as it is a very 

involved and active area of research on its own. It does, however, provide some additional 

context for the measurements presented in this thesis. 

The coupling of fluid dynamics and chemical kinetics becomes more complex with the 

addition of mechanisms for the formation of the first PAHs and ultimately the interaction 

of the gas phase with solid and condensed phase species, as is the case with soot formation. 

Withstanding the fact that the formation mechanisms are not yet well defined, it is currently 

computationally infeasible to model all PAH isomer and nanostructure variations and 

accurately represent their populations. For this reason, simplification of these processes 

through soot models are used to capture the important features of soot within simulations, 

such as SVF and PSD. There are two general types of soot models used to address this 

problem; (1) Sectional Method (SM) [70, 72, 80, 81, 127, 191, 197-199] and (2) Method 

of Moments (MM) [58, 82, 194, 195]. 

Sectional method discretises aromatic compounds/particles formed into separate bins (or 

sections) based on molecular mass. Additional section dimensions such as H/C ratio are 

also used to further characterise particles and further define the interaction with the gas 

phase [81]. The output (PSD, SVF, etc.) of SM models is subject only to the model defined 

gas phase reactions and physical interactions (coagulation, aggregation) as SMs are directly 

coupled with the gas phase kinetics. SMs are generally able to provide a greater depth of 

information on the predicted particle distributions, extending from mass and size properties 

to include chemical composition and morphology. This, however, comes at a 

computational cost as a large number of sections are needed to adequately represent the 

continuous PSD and such SM models are generally limited to modelling simpler cases.   

Method of moments models consider a continuous PSD which can be defined by its 

moments, as opposed to a numerical solution. The first four moments of a distribution are 

representative of the distribution mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis respectively. 

Knowledge of the infinite moments would allow for a fully defined PSD. A description of 

the first few moments is generally sufficient to define such properties volume fraction, 

mean particle size and variance. However, some assumptions about the functional form of 
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the PSD need to be made, such as its bimodality, which are generally informed by 

experimental measurements. The MM approach is less computationally intensive 

compared to the SM, as the PSD is defined only by a relative few equations relating to the 

first few moments. These models thus lend themselves to more complex combustion 

conditions including turbulent flames [58, 82, 194, 195]. 

 In recent years there have been large improvements in these models’ ability to predict soot 

formation in a variety of combustion conditions. Advancements in these models and 

providing experimental data for validation is a key focus of the International Sooting Flame 

(ISF) workshop [200].  
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 Methodology 

As stated in the introduction, the objective of this thesis is to develop an improved 

understanding of the inception processes related to nanoparticles. For this purpose, three 

flame configurations are investigated: (1) premixed laminar flames, (2) laminar diffusion 

flames and (3) a turbulent diffusion flame. Combined LIF, LII and scattering technique is 

applied to all of these cases. This Chapter gives a description of the flames studied and the 

diagnostic methods employed.  

3.1 Optical Setup 

Temporally resolved LIE was the main event of this work. The experimental setup exploits 

the spectroscopic properties of PAH, nanoparticles and soot in laboratory flames. The setup 

includes two pulsed lasers and a custom designed spectrometer along with applicable laser 

and collection optics. The technique is similar to that seen in previous works [49, 50, 113, 

198, 201, 202], however, there are some important differences that extend this technique 

over others. 

3.1.1 Lasers and Timing 

Two pulsed lasers were used for excitation of combustion formed particles. The first was 

an Ekspla PL2251 Series Laser, while the second was a Spectra Physics Quanta-Ray Pro-

350 Series Laser. The Ekspla is a pulsed picosecond Nd: YAG laser, running at 10 Hz. The 

P80 echelon was placed within the resonance chamber to achieve a full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) pulse length of 80 ps. Although initially a pulse length of 30 ps was 

trialled, the 80 ps pulse was preferred as it reduced the likelihood of multiphoton processes 
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occurring in the probe volume, while not compromising the temporal resolution of the 

measurements. A pulse length in the order of tens of picoseconds was necessary to properly 

observe fast temporal evolution of LIF. The fundamental output of this laser is at a 

wavelength of 1064 nm. In the current work, the 2nd and 4th harmonic crystals were also 

installed to convert the output to 266 nm. As discussed in Chapter 2 to probe PAH and 

nanoparticles consisting of PAH an excitation source in the UV is required, hence the 

choice of 266 nm for excitation. The Primary purpose of the 266 nm pulse was for LIF and 

ELS measurements. Although LII was expected and was observed from larger particles 

after absorbing the 266 nm pulse it was difficult to separate contributions of LIF and LII 

from each other in the measurements. For this reason, a second laser probe was used; The 

Quanta Ray laser is also a 10 Hz Nd:YAG with a fundamental output of 1064 nm and 

FWHM pulse duration of 8 ns. The fundamental, 1064 nm, output was used to exclusively 

excite larger soot particles, as precursor molecules and nanostructures are known not to 

absorb in the infrared. The Quanta Ray laser is non-seeded, which is known to provide 

some challenges in LII measurements due to the shot to shot variability and uneven heating 

[43, 203]. The maximum shot to shot variability from the Quanta ray was less than 40% 

(peak intensity), much less than that experienced by Goulay et al. [203]. Whilst this 

variability can impact size determination based of LII decay times, the impact on LII 

temporal peak intensity when operating at or below 0.6 J/cm2 remains negligible. Unless 

otherwise stated LII measurements presented in this thesis refer to 1064 nm LII. 

Both lasers are focused for pointwise measurements, overlapping in space but temporally 

separated. The 266 nm Ekspla laser arrives first primarily for LIF measurements, with the 

1064 nm Quanta Ray laser arriving up to 100s of nanoseconds later exclusively for LII 

measurements. The exact temporal separation between these two pulses varied from 

experiment to experiment as adjustments were made and potential interactions between the 

sources were identified. The specific timing used for each study will be detailed in the setup 

sections of the relevant Chapters along with discussion on these interactions. Figure 3.1 is 

a conceptual diagram highlighting the temporal separation of the two laser pulses. The 266 

nm pulse arrives first resulting in the emission of LIF, followed by the arrival of the 1064 

nm pulse. The relatively short LIF signal from the 266 nm pulse has time to decay to 

negligible intensity and not interfere with the proceeding LII from the 1064 nm pulse. The 

timing of these two lasers was achieved by a SRS DG535 digital delay generator that 

provided minimal jitter (< 1 ns) between pulses. 
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual diagram of laser pulses and LIE temporal separation. 

In steady, laminar conditions measurements at 266 nm and 1064 nm could be made 

separately or combined. However, this is not possible for turbulent flames where joint, 

time-resolved measurements are essential and this is an objective of this work. The 

velocities in the turbulent flames investigated in Chapter 7 are such the packet of gas 

passing through the probe volume will not have moved significantly within a few 

microseconds. Hence the two laser pulses can be separated by microseconds and the two 

measurements (266 nm and 1064 nm) can still be considered simultaneous. 

3.1.2 Laser Optics 

Both lasers are directed and focused to the probe volume through a series of mirrors and 

lenses as seen in Figure 3.2.  The Ekspla 266 nm pulse first is reflected around a loop of 

UV coated mirrors (Lattice Electro Optics, Inc. RX-266-45-UF-2038) to bleed off any 

residual 1064 nm or 532 nm component of the pulse from the frequency doubling and 

quadrupling procedure. The 266 nm pulse is then directed to the probe volume at a shallow 

angle of 6.85° with respect to the 1064 nm pulse from the Quanta Ray. The laser energy 

was controlled using a combination of a half-wave plate (Lattice Electro Optics, Inc. CWO-

266-02-08-R10) and a polarisation cube (Lattice Electro Optics, Inc. PBU-266-100). The 

half-wave plate allows the adjustment of the linear polarisation direction of the laser, while 
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the polarisation cube siphons off only the component of the beam in the parallel 

polarisation. This allowed for fine control of the laser energy to ensure consistency between 

studies. The 266 nm laser was then focused using a 500 mm focal length UV coated plano-

convex lens (Lattice Electro Optics, Inc. UF-PX-50.8-500-266). The Gaussian beam was 

focused from 12 mm diameter to a point at the probe volume, where the converged beam 

diameter was measured to be 250 µm.  The laser energy per pulse was measured between 

the focusing lens and the probe volume using an energy detector head (Newport® 811E10-

25-F) connected to a Gentec-EO MAESTRO power meter. The resultant fluence measured 

at the probe volume for the majority of studies presented here was around 1.2 J/cm2 and 

achieved a RMS stability less than 1%. The specific fluence for each study will be detailed 

in the relevant Chapters. Not detailed in Figure 3.2 are a few irises and beam dumps that 

remove unwanted reflections of the 266 nm beam.  

Figure 3.2 also depicts the laser path of the 1064 nm Quanta Ray laser. The normal output 

energy range of the Quanta Ray was very excessive for the pointwise LII measurements, 

more than 2.5 J/pulse. To maintain stability the laser needed to be run at its peak output, so 

the beam was substantially attenuated before reaching the probe volume. This was achieved 

by reflecting the vast majority of the 1064 nm beam into a beam dump and taking the bleed 

through of the first mirror (Lattice Electro Optics, Inc. RX-1064-45-B-2038) as the useful 

part of the beam. This residual beam is not likely to have a pure polarisation; however, this 

is of no consequence for the LII measurements presented here. Before the beam was 

focused, it passed through a half-wave plate (Lattice Electro Optics, Inc. CWO-1064-02-

10) and a thin film polariser (Lattice Electro Optics, Inc. TP-1064-B-2025). The half-wave 

plate and thin film polariser served the same purpose as it did with the 266 nm beam; ability 

to precisely attenuate the laser energy. The 1064 nm laser was then focused using a 300 

mm focal length IR suitable plano-convex lens (Lattice Electro Optics, Inc. B-PX-50.8-

300). The super-Gaussian beam was focused from 12 mm diameter to a point at the probe 

volume, where the converged beam diameter was measured to be 450 µm.  The laser energy 

was measured in the same way as 266 nm. The fluence for the 1064 nm laser pulse was set 

to 0.6 J/cm2 and achieved a RMS stability less than 1%. This fluence maximises signal, 

while keeping effects of soot mass loss due to surface soot sublimation relatively low [43, 

173, 174]. 

The beam sizes at the focal point (probe volume) was measured using a scanning edge (also 

known as knife edge) technique. These measurements were in agreement with microscopic 

images of the laser burn marks taken on photosensitive paper.  

To ensure that both lasers passed through the same volume at their focus, a fully closing 

iris was placed centred at this location. Both lasers we aligned and focused through this iris 

to achieve good overlap. Further precision was achieved by imaging the two lasers with 
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photosensitive paper at the probe volume. The precision of this technique was determined 

to be < 100 µm distance between the centres of the focused beams at the probe volume. 

After the lasers pass the probe volume they are then terminated in a pair of beam dumps. 

The fluences used and the spatial overlap of the two lasers have the potential to influence 

the LIF and LII measurements. These interactions are handled specifically in the following 

Chapters where relevant. 

 

Figure 3.2: Top view schematic of laser optic setup. 
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3.1.3 Light Collection 

The LIE from both the 266 nm laser and the 1064 nm laser are collected for spectral 

measurements within a custom-built spectrometer. Light emitted from the probe volume is 

guided onto the spectrometer slit using two large diameter off-axis (OA) aluminium 

parabolic mirrors as seen in Figure 3.3. The mirrors are 101.6 mm in diameter and achieve 

a low collection f-number to maximise the collected signal. The choice of aluminium 

parabolic mirrors was also driven by the need to avoid spherical aberration to maximise 

the spatial resolution and avoid chromatic aberration as the collected light spans a broad 

spectrum from the UV into the visible. The mirror focused on the probe volume (Edmund 

Optics, Inc. #83-967) is a 30° off-axis with a parent focal length of 300mm. This mirror 

collects LIE signals from behind the probe volume with respect to the direction of the laser 

pulses. The second mirror (Edmund Optics, Inc. #83-959) is 15° off-axis parabolic with a 

parent focal length of 500 mm. This was necessary to match the spectrometer focal length. 

This combination provides an atypical collection angle, but was dictated by the geometry 

of mirrors available for purchase at the time. Typically, LIF and LIE measurements are 

taken at an angle perpendicular to the direction of the laser pulse, although measurements 

at other angles have a minor effect on pointwise LIF and LII measurements within 

axisymmetric flames. Taking measurements at this angle, compared to perpendicularly, 

does have the consequence of maximising ELS, particularly from larger particles. 

 

Figure 3.3: Collection optics and spectrometer internals. 
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3.1.4 Spectrometer 

The spectrometer consists of four photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) situated at the focal plane 

of a 0.5 m spectrometer, as shown in Figure 3.3 and some more detail is given in Figure 

3.4. A collection of flat and parabolic mirrors were used for the internal optics, with a 600 

line/mm reflective grating (Thorlabs, Inc. GR50-0603) providing spectral separation. The 

internal layout of the spectrometer was designed and constructed by the author. The slit 

width of the spectrometer was adjustable and tailored to each study to maximise the signal 

depending on the conditions which prevents direct signal comparison between studies 

presented in this thesis.  

 

Figure 3.4: Schematic of spectrometer and internal optical layout. 

All the optics within the spectrometer were “off the shelf”, but chosen specifically to 

achieve a high light reflectance across a broad spectrum and a spectral dispersion that 

allowed the placement of four 22 mm wide photomultiplier tubes at the focal plane. The 

light that is focused on the slit then starts to diverge again as it travels into the spectrometer. 

The first mirror (Edmund Optics, Inc. #48-569) is flat and serves to reflect this light into 
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the cavity of the spectrometer. The next mirror is parabolic (Edmund Optics, Inc. #83-971) 

and collimates the light before it hits the grating. The grating equation (Equation 3.1) 

dictates how the incident light onto the grating is then dispersed by wavelength, as further 

illustrated in the accompanying diagram in Figure 3.5. Where m is the order of refraction, 

d is the spacing between the grating grooves (1/(groves/mm)), θi the angle of incident beam 

with respect to the normal of the grating and θr is the angle of reflectance for the specified 

wavelength (λ) with respect to the normal of the grating.  

𝑚𝜆 = 𝑑(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑟)        (3.1) 

 

Figure 3.5: Angle of diffraction from ruled diffraction grating. 

In most circumstances, the first order reflection (m = 1) is used for spectrometers, as this 

provides the highest reflectance. However, this Equation highlights a potential problem 

when investigating a broad spectrum, especially if the highest wavelength of interest is 

more than double the smallest wavelength of interest, which is the case in the current work. 

This is because the first order (m = 1) reflection of 532 nm, for example, shares the same 

reflection angle as the second-order (m = 2) of 266 nm. A thorough spectral calibration, 

discussed later, showed that this interference was not an issue and that the second-order 

reflection was negligible in the spectral bins chosen. The spectrally separating light from 

the grating was then reflected off a final parabolic mirror (Edmund Optics, Inc #83-967) to 

focus the light to a spectral plane at which the PMTs where placed. Parabolic mirrors were 
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used on the interior of the spectrometer again to remove spherical aberrations and 

marginally reduced the complexity of the design.  

3.1.5 Photomultiplier Tubes and Oscilloscope 

The four PMTs (x3 Hamamatsu H10721-210 and x1 Hamamatsu H10721-20) 

simultaneously collect time-resolved signals in four distinct spectral bands: PMT1 at 

266 ± 15 nm, PMT2 at 350 ± 15 nm, PMT3 at 445 ± 15 nm, PMT4 at 575 ± 15 nm. Figure 

3.6 shows how PMT1 tracks the ELS of the 266 nm laser, while PMT2 and PMT3 measure 

LIF in the UV and the visible range in spectral bands chosen similarly to earlier studies in 

laminar flames [26, 29, 49-51, 113, 198, 201, 202]. PMT4 was primarily used for LII 

measurements as it was better placed within the quasi-black body spectrum of soot at ≈ 

4000 K, and being situated at longer wavelengths had reduced contribution from PAH 

originating LIF. PMT4 was also placed away from the wavelength 532 nm, as this part of 

the spectrum is prone to interference from second-order reflection of the 266 nm laser light. 

PMTs are highly sensitive photodetectors, often used for counting individual photons. A 

photon is absorbed by a photocathode that then emits an electron into the PMT via the 

photoelectric effect. This electron is then accelerated by a series of charged plates, where 

collisions with these plates results in further electron emission. This initial electron has 

become a cascade of electrons that now has an amplified and measurable charge. The level 

of amplification can generally be adjusted via a gain voltage which affects the level of 

cascading inside the tube and thus the final output voltage. PMTs themselves are not able 

to spatially or spectrally resolve incoming light, but their advantage lies in the ability to 

temporally resolve incoming light. However, placing the PMTs within a spectrometer 

allows a degree of spectral resolution, whilst spatial resolution is dictated by the laser and 

collection optics. Further details on PMT operation can be found in [204]. 

ELS was by far the brightest emission from the probe volume, particularly in particle-rich 

conditions and thus needed to be substantially attenuated before entering the spectrometer. 

This was achieved by a 280 nm high pass filter (Newport® FSQ-WG280) in front of the 

spectrometer slit. This attenuated the light reaching PMT1 by more than 98% and a few 

percent for all the other PMTs. This, however, did have the adverse effect of reducing 

resolution for lower ELS signals. The dynamic range of ELS emission from the probe 

volume is vast, extending many orders of magnitude from gas phase scattering through to 

solid primary soot particles and soot aggregates. 
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Figure 3.6: Spectral bins of PMTs overlay on example spectrum. Blackbody LII 

component highlighted in red (dashed). 

The signals from the four PMTs were recorded using a high sample-rate (25 Giga-

samples/s), high bandwidth (4 GHz) oscilloscope (Tektronix DSA70404C). Such a quick 

response oscilloscope was required to adequately capture the fast rise and fall of the LIF 

and ELS signals recorded on the PMTs. The system response in this setup was limited by 

the sub-nanosecond rise time of the PMTs and oscilloscope, rather than the 80 ps laser 

pulse, but was more than capable of resolving LIF lifetimes present in the following 

studies. A sample 266 nm ELS signal captured on PMT1 is presented in Figure 3.7 and 

exhibits a rise time of 0.85 ns. Identical system response was measured on all four PMTs 

by directly irradiating all of the PMTs with a significantly attenuated portion of the 266 nm 

laser beam. 

  

Figure 3.7: Normalised sample of measured ELS/system response (Is). 
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All 4 PMTs had a gain voltage that could be set between 0.5 and 1 V, corresponding to 

gain multipliers of 4 x 103 through to 2 x 106 respectively. Although gain voltage could be 

used to mitigate issues of dynamic range, keeping a fixed gain for all studies was preferred 

as it allowed a reliable spectral calibration of the entire collection system. The gains for the 

4 PMTs is given in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: PMT gain voltages. 

PMT Gain Voltage, V 

1 0.85 ± 0.002 

2 0.75 ± 0.002 

3 0.75 ± 0.002 

4 0.85 ± 0.002 

3.1.6 Calibration 

The spectral calibration of the system was necessary for some of the data analysis as it 

allowed direct comparison between PMTs, particularly PMT2 andPMT3 which covered 

the majority of the broadband LIF. The collection system was calibrated using a broadband 

light source, in this case a deuterium lamp (SpectroLamps D005). The light from the 

deuterium lamp was focused on the entrance slit of a monochromator (built in-house by 

the author) and the exit slit of the monochromator emitted only a narrow spectrum, 2 nm 

FWHM. Inside the monochromator was a curved holographic grating (Richardson 

GratingsTM 52094BK01-098C) that made for a simple design. Although the spectrum of 

the deuterium lamp is relatively well documented, the exact output of the lamp-

monochromator system was not known. The spectral width, output wavelength and 

constant deviation with grating angle was confirmed with the use of a compact CCD 

(charged couple device) spectrometer (Thorlabs, Inc. CCS100). This spectrometer was not 

sufficient to determine the spectral response of lamp-monochromator system. For this, a 

calibrated photodiode (Gentec-EO PH100-SiUV), sensitive down to 210 nm, was used. 

The lamp-monochromator system gave the spectrum shown in Figure 3.8. Various filters 

were used to assess the contributions of 2nd order reflections from the grating to the 

spectrum and corrections made, which ensured an accurate calibration of the PMT 

spectrometer. 
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Figure 3.8: Lamp-monochromator output spectrum. 

With the known output of the light from the monochromator exit slit the PMT spectrometer 

was calibrated. The exit slit of the monochromator was placed at the probe volume and the 

sensitivity of the PMTs to wavelengths across the spectrum from 250 nm to 600 nm was 

determined. The sensitivity and the spectral bins of the PMTs can be seen in Figure 3.9. As 

mentioned above, the intensity resolution of ELS measurements on PMT1 is compromised 

by the use of the WG280 filter, measurements are further complicated when considering 

the non-negligible tail of sensitivity PMT1 exhibits between 280 and 310 nm as seen in 

Figure 3.9. It is known that LIF signals extend down deep in to the UV [51], around 280 

nm, and thus can be present on PMT1. In sooting regions of flames, this signal contributes 

negligibly to the ELS signal. However, at low HAB where ELS is low and LIF signals are 

at their peak the interference of LIF on PMT1 can be significant, when the WG280 filter is 

used. Where possible ELS, measurements presented here will show an error band 

accounting for this LIF contribution. The location and spectral bands that The PMTs 

capture agreed very well with intended design and could capture the three different 

phenomena; ELS, LIF and LII, as intended. 
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Figure 3.9: Spectral response curves of PMT spectrometer with (solid) and without 

(dashed) WG280 high pass filter. 

3.2 Signal Processing 

The signals recorded by the oscilloscope were time traces of the measured emission, an 

example of LIF @ 350 nm and LII from 1064 nm is shown in Figure 3.10, and these are 

measured in volts. The recorded LIF signal is a convolution of the laser pulse, the system 

response (seen in Figure 3.7) and true dynamics of the material, be it molecules, 

nanostructures or particles being probed. There are several features of this emission that 

can be analysed.  

3.2.1 Peak, Integral and Tau 

The intensity of the signal can be measured either by taking the integral or the temporal 

peak that it measured only a few nanoseconds after the laser pulse. The other important 

feature of the signal is the temporal decay or, in the case of LIF, the fluorescence lifetime. 

For LIF measurements, intensity can be proportional to concentration of the fluorescing 

species [50, 98, 184, 186], providing the effects of temperature and quenching species [51, 

117, 136] is negligible, while the signal decay is exponential in nature as it originates from 

molecular electronic levels. Before any of these values were determined all signals either 

instantaneous or averaged were background corrected. Because each signal was recorded 

with at least a 50 ns window prior to the 266 nm pulse each signal had its own background, 

as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This allowed for active background subtraction in turbulent 

flames whose instantaneous luminosity fluctuated. The shot to shot fluctuation found in 
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steady laminar flames was found to have a standard deviation of 13% off the mean. 

Measurements in laminar flames, where multiple signals were averaged, the system 

showed excellent repeatability. 

Recorded LIE signals are a convolution of the exponential decay function is determined by 

the type of emission and the system response, as defined in Equation 2.13 and displayed in 

Figure 3.10. The recorded signal (IR) still resembles its exponential source, however, is 

distorted by the convolution process, exhibiting a finite rise and fall to the signal. To obtain 

the actual lifetime of the material being probed from the collected LIE signals, a 

deconvolution process is required to extract the exponential decay function (IE). It was 

found that, with the short 80 ps laser pulse and the quick system response (IS), the LIF 

decay was better fitted with a bi-exponential (Equation 3.2). This is likely due to the 

distribution of species being excited within nanostructures. A bi-exponential decay in 

TRFPA experiments has been found for nanoparticles and used to retrieve information 

about their sizes [98, 122, 184, 205]. Also, bi-exponential behaviour also has been observed 

by Ossler et al. [117] for PAHs at elevated temperatures. Some decay times presented in 

the current are the effective time decay (τeff) computed as a weighted mean between the 

two exponential components (Equation 3.3). The bi-exponential function constants are 

obtained by fitting the signal from each PMT to a multi-parameter library using a non-

linear least squares fitting algorithm. For this method, three independent variables were 

solved for, τ1, τ2 and A1. A2 is a dependant variable, such that A2 = 1- A1, where 0 ≤ A1 ≤ 1. 

Some restrictions were also placed on τ1 and τ2 to keep decay times within a reasonable 

range (0 and 500 ns). In laminar flames where LIF signals were relatively smooth due to 

averaging, the fitting error using this technique was always small, less than 5%. Having 

said this, a single exponential fit, discussed later, was found to be more than sufficient in 

determining τeff and assessing the changes in the decay times. 

𝐼𝐸(𝑡) = 𝐴1𝑒
(−

𝑡

𝜏1
)
+ 𝐴2𝑒

(−
𝑡

𝜏2
)        (3.2) 

𝜏𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (𝐴1𝜏1 + 𝐴2𝜏2)/(𝐴2 + 𝐴2)       (3.3) 

The same procedure can be performed on the 1064 nm LII measurements, although the 

total system response is very much impacted by the long pulse duration of the Quanta Ray 

laser. It was not possible to directly measure the combined response (IS) of the 1064 nm 

pulse as no PMT was positioned or sensitive to capture the scattering signal of the laser 

pulse in the IR region. As an alternative, the pulse length was measured using a photodiode 

to estimate the system response function with a FWHM of 8 ns. In this case, the precision 

of the system response function is less important considering the relative length of the 

measured LII signals (> 50 ns) as seen in Figure 3.10 where pure LII signals from 1064 nm 
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pulse decay at a much slower rate than those from LIF. The use of a bi-exponential fit for 

LII is rather mandatory as has been discussed in literature [43, 206]. This is found to be 

mainly due to the distribution of particle and aggregate sizes present in the soot leading to 

different constituent decay times. 

   

Figure 3.10: Example of a) underlying exponential emission function (IE) and convoluted 

bi-exponential fits for example b) LIF and c) LII signals. 

An alternative method for determining the effective time decay was also used in this work. 
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The value of this integral has a linear relationship with an actual single exponential decay 

time, provided that the actual decay time is not substantially less than the FWHM of the 

system response responsible for the convolution of the signal. The measured system 

response is shown in Figure 3.7 and has a FWHM of 2 ns. Consequently, decay times less 

than 1 ns, using this method, should be treated with caution, although, none are observed 

in these studies. Figure 3.11 highlights the suitability of this fitting procedure against single 

exponential functions and the proportional nature of the normalised integral for decay times 

greater than 1 ns. In this Figure, the peak normalised integral is taken from 0 to 200 ns and 

results in the displayed Equation for τeff. Using different integral windows will result in 

slightly different constants for the linear trend. This method provides a very good fit to the 

LIF signal and is acceptable for signals where there are not multiple emission contributing 

to the signal. Conversely in sooting regions of flames where fluorescing and incandescing 

species can co-exist it can be challenging to separate the relative contribution of LIF from 

LII. In areas of only LIF a maximum error of 18% was found compared to a bi-exponential 

convoluted fit described above. This simpler method proved to be a necessary time saver 

in the processing of turbulent data where thousands of decay times needed to be extracted 

for each location in a flame. This method was also used for the laminar diffusion and 

partially premixed studies presented here. Time-resolved 266 nm LIF measurements, used 

in the present work, can delineate between LIF from PAH and that originating from 

nanostructures. It is known that PAH LIF decay times decrease rapidly at flame 

temperatures [117]  and thus longer LIF decay times are attributed to nanostructures [1, 

51]. 

   

Figure 3.11: Normalised integral (0-200 ns) fit against actual single exponential decay 

time (solid). Linear trend highlighted in red (dashed) with the fitted decay time given in 

the Equation. 
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3.3 Burners 

Three different burners were used in the studies presented here to investigate various modes 

of combustion. These include, diffusion, partially premixed, premixed and turbulent 

combustion. All burners were rigidly mounted to the 3-axis traverse of a milling machine. 

This allowed the flames to move with respect to the laser and optical collection system 

facilitating measurements at numerous locations within each flame. The flowrates of fuel, 

oxidiser and inert gases were controlled by Alicat Scientific Mass flow controllers. The 

specific flames investigated and flowrates used are detailed in the appropriate Chapters for 

that study. All volume flowrates listed in this thesis are given as Standard Litters per Minute 

(SLPM) for standard conditions of 25 °C and 101.3 kPa, unless otherwise stated. 

3.3.1 Laminar Coflow Burner 

For the atmospheric diffusion and partially premixed flames a burner initially developed at 

Yale University was used [200, 207-209]. It consists of a stainless steel 4 mm inner 

diameter jet for the fuel mixture surrounded by a 74 mm diameter air coflow as shown in 

Figure 3.12. The air coflow is fed from four points spread around the base into a small 

plenum area before passing through two layers of honeycomb and a section of 3 mm 

diameter glass beads to create a uniform flow field at the exit. O-rings and compression 

tube fittings are used to ensure the burner is properly sealed.  

 

Figure 3.12: Yale coflow burner [209] a) solid model and b) cross-section drawing. 
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This burner has already been used for several studies of sooting flames [142, 167, 207, 208, 

210-213] that makes it very appropriate for comparison with the current technique. Many 

of these studies have been computational or focused on soot measurement through LII, 

extinction, TEM and scattering. Most notably, a selection of flames using ethylene have 

been chosen as a set of target flames for the ISF workshop [200], which becomes the focus 

of the study presented in Chapter 5.  

3.3.2 Laminar Flat Flame Burner 

Atmospheric rich premixed flames were stabilised on a Bronze McKenna burner flat flame 

burner [214] as seen in Figure 3.13a . The fuel-air mixture flows through a water-cooled, 

porous, sintered bronze 60 mm diameter outlet. This gives a uniform flow outlet allowing 

for the “flat” flame. The flame is shielded by an annular coflow of nitrogen. This 

configuration separates the centre of the flame from diffusion with ambient air. For the 

study presented in Chapter 4, a circular stabilisation plate is situated 28 mm above the 

burner surface to maintain a flat flame and can be seen in Figure 4.1. The height of the 

stabilisation plate varies between studies in literature. However, the purpose is always to 

contain the flame resulting in essentially a one-dimensional flame. To prevent the burner 

from overheating, cooling water is pumped around the bronze through a copper tube coil. 

A similar style capillary burner is also used in Chapter 4, with very similar dimensions and 

produces near identical flames. The only practical difference is that the sintered bronze is 

replaced with 1 mm diameter stainless steel tubes as seen in the photograph in Figure 3.13b. 

Similar and complementary measurements to the LIF and LII technique described above 

have already been made in flames using the McKenna or capillary burner [21, 113, 198, 

201, 215, 216]. For this reason, some of these flames were chosen for early experiments to 

validate the technique as discussed in Chapter 4.  
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Figure 3.13: a) McKenna burner cross-section [214] and b) Top view of capillary burner. 

3.3.3 Turbulent Jet Burner 

Turbulent combustion was investigated through the use of a piloted jet burner as a suitable 

choice for the investigation of sooting turbulent flames, similar in design to the Sydney 

piloted burner [217]. The fuel mixture exited from a 4 mm inner diameter stainless steel 

jet. The jet tube was 850 mm in length, ensuring that the turbulent flow reaching the jet 

outlet was fully developed. The mixture was ignited and the flame attached to the burner 

by a 15 mm annular pilot as shown by the drawing in Figure 3.14a. Having a pilot allows 

for investigation of sooting flames at substantial Reynolds numbers, in comparison to an 

unpiloted jet, and removes such variables as auto-ignition [217]. The pilot mixture of 

Hydrogen (H2), acetylene and Air was well within the flammability limits and first passed 

through a porous sintered bronze flame arrestor to prevent flashback. The pilot plate was 2 

mm thick was recessed only 4 mm from the jet outlet to minimise the pilot preheating the 

jet tube and gases. The pilot consisted of 3 concentric rings of holes that were sized and 

spaced to achieve uniform porosity (percentage of hole area) over the pilot plate. The 

purpose of this is to achieve a uniform flow and temperature boundary across the pilot 

flame annulus [218]. Detailed drawings of the burner are provided in Appendix A. The use 
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of a well-defined pilot is beneficial, particularly form a modelling perspective to have a 

known and defined boundary conditions [217, 218]. 

A large wind tunnel provided a coflow to shield the jet from ambient disturbances and 

provide a repeatable flow configuration. A cross-section of the coflow is provided in Figure 

3.14b. Filtered air is pumped through the converging duct before passing through a 

perforated plate (1 mm thick with 1 mm diameter holes with 2 mm spacing) and a series of 

wire mesh (0.25 mm wire with a spacing of 1 mm) and aluminium honeycomb to produce 

uniform flow at the 225 mm x 225 mm outlet. The two instances of honeycomb are not 

shown for the sake of clarity, although their position is indicated in Figure 3.14b between 

the perforated steel plate and mesh. The honeycomb filled the 50 mm gap between the 

mesh/perforated plate and had a cell size of 8 mm. The uniformity of the wind tunnel was 

measured with a hot wire anemometer, with a precision of ± 0.1 m/s. With a bulk coflow 

velocity of 5 m/s the variation over the coflow area was less than ± 0.3 m/s. 

 

Figure 3.14: Cross-section of turbulent jet burner outlet and b) cross-section of burner 

within coflow wind tunnel. 
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 Laminar Premixed 

Flames 

This Chapter presents both in-situ and ex-situ measurements of nanostructures and soot in 

laminar rich premixed flames. The bulk of the work presented in this Chapter has been 

previously published [1]. Two laminar flame burners are studied covering a range of C/O 

ratios and hence different sooting propensities. In addition to the temporally resolved LIE 

measurement technique described in Chapter 3, complementary measurements performed 

at Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II by Mariano Sirignano and Marielena 

Conturso are discussed here. These measurements are valuable in validating the technique 

developed at the University of Sydney and add to the discussion and interpretation of LIE 

signals. 

The objective of this first study is to confirm the presence of LIF from nanostructures and 

to exploit such phenomena, along with other measurements, to further elucidate their 

hybrid behaviour and transitional nature (from molecules to solid particles) by comparison 

to soot. Ex-situ measurements using DMA are reported here along with in-situ 

measurements using LII, ELS and LIF which is detected both in the visible and the UV 

bands. Collectively, the data reported in this Chapter demonstrates the capability of the 

aforementioned time-resolved LIE technique to simultaneously track nanostructures, soot 

and key features in their evolution within flames.  
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4.1 Experimental Setup 

This section describes a series of experiments conducted in two laboratories, in Sydney 

and Naples, using complementary in-situ and ex-situ techniques applied to similar laminar 

premixed flames. In-situ, spectrally resolved LIE, thermocouple and ex-situ Differential 

mobility analyser measurements were conducted in Naples, whereas time-resolved LIE 

measurements were carried out in Sydney under similar conditions. 

4.1.1 Temperature Measurements (Naples) 

Temperature measurements were performed using a rapid insertion procedure of a silica-

coated Pt/Pt–13%Rh thermocouple with 125 µm diameter wire and a bead diameter of 

about 225 µm [219]. The Thermocouple remained within desired location for more than 

100 seconds. To minimise the heat conduction along the thermocouple wires, the 

thermocouple was positioned parallel to the burner surface. The soot deposited on the 

thermocouple was burnt off after each measurement by exposing the bead to a methane 

torch. The applied radiation correction was similar to that of McEnally et al. [192] and was 

found to be of the order of 10% whereas the uncertainty associated with these 

measurements was estimated to be within ± 25 K. 

4.1.2 Flame Setup and Conditions 

Two burners were used to produce the atmospheric pressure premixed flat flames studied 

here. The laboratory in Naples used a stabilised capillary burner [21, 113, 201, 215, 216] 

while Sydney used a bronze McKenna burner (as detailed in Section 3.3.2). Both 

configurations stabilised the flame with a steel plate situated 2.8 cm above the burner 

surface. Ethylene/air premixed flames with a set of molar carbon to oxygen (C/O) ratios of 

0.67, 0.77 were investigated in both laboratories where the bulk gas mixture velocity was 

maintained at 10 cm/s at standard conditions. Images of the flames and the flowrates used 

are presented in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1 respectively. The capillary burner was cooled 

with water (1.0 L/min) kept at 70°C using a thermostatic bath whereas the McKenna burner 

was cooled with 0.7 L/min of colder water at 20°C. The Naples and Sydney burners 

produce near identical flames for C/O ratios of 0.67. However, the McKenna Burner 

produces flames slightly lifted compared to the capillary burner for the C/O ratio of 0.77. 

This difference is thought to be due to the different water temperatures employed in the 

cooling system and the difference in heat transfer (namely sintered bronze vs. stainless 
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steel tubing). Although this affects the absolute location of the reaction zone, it does not 

change the evolution of the particles, so the results from both burners remain comparable. 

The similarities between the flames stabilised on both burners can be noted from the mean 

axial temperature profiles measured along the centrelines and reported in Figure 4.2 Both 

flames have similar peak temperatures ranging from 1770 K to 1700 K depending on the 

C/O ratios, and the decay rate in the hot combustion products is identical. For the case of 

C/O = 0.67, the flame front is located at 1.5–2.0 mm above the burner whereas the flame 

with C/O = 0.77 shows a slightly broader shift in the location of the peak being between 2 

and 3 mm. 

Table 4.1: Rich premixed flame details. 

Flame C/O = 0.67 C/O = 0.77 

C2H4 flowrate, SLPM 2.08 2.35 

Air flowrate, SLPM 14.88 14.61 

ϕ 2.01 2.31 

Shroud N2 N2 

Soot Not detectable by LII Sooting 

All bulk velocities are 10 cm/s. Flowrates differ slightly for 

capillary burner but match the same bulk velocity. 

 

   

Figure 4.1: Photograph of flat rich premixed laminar flames a) C/O = 0.67, b) C/O = 

0.77. Scale in cm. 

 

Stabilisation Plate

a) b)
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Figure 4.2: Centreline temperature profiles measured in the McKenna burner in Sydney 

(squares) and the capillary burner in Naples (circles) for C/O = 0.67 and C/O = 0.77 

flames. 

4.1.3 Spectrally Resolved LIE Measurements (Naples) 

Spectrally resolved measurements of LIE were obtained between the wavelengths of 200 

and 550 nm using the fourth harmonic (266 nm) of an Nd:YAG with an 8 ns laser pulse as 

an excitation source. The experimental setup is the same as that employed in previous 

works [49-51, 113, 198, 201, 202]  and is similar in principle to the technique described in 

Chapter 3. A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 4.3. The laser beam was focused to 

a diameter of 350 µm at the centre of the flame. The energy of the laser pulse was kept 

constant at 0.8 mJ (0.83 J/cm2) as a compromise between laser-induced emission signals 

and species interference due to fragmentation. It is noted that the high fluence of the 

266 nm laser pulse can result in fragmentation of gas phase compounds (such as ethylene) 

or particles which subsequently produce small fragments of unknown nature. The spectral 

response allows the detection of suspicious bands due to undesired phenomena such as 

emission from these fragmented compounds or particles. The emitted radiation was 

collected at 90° with respect to the laser beam, focused onto the 280 µm entrance slit of a 

spectrometer and detected by an intensified CCD (ICCD) camera (placed at the spectral 

plane) thermoelectrically cooled down to −10 C to reduce noise. The measured spectra 

were corrected for the spectral response of the detection system. The emission spectra were 

detected using a gate time of 100 ns synchronised with the laser pulse and by summing the 

CCD counts over 150 scans. In this way, ELS, LIF and LII signals were detected 

simultaneously. 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of Naples Spectrally resolved setup [220]. 

Figure 4.4 shows spectral measurements of LIE performed in the capillary burner using 

266 nm excitation with 8 ns pulse duration. The spectrum is shown for height above the 

burner of 15 mm in a flame with C/O = 0.77 and covers the 200 nm to 550 nm spectral 

range. It is evident from Figure 4.4 that the four prominent spikes in the spectrum can be 

attributed to ELS from particles at 266 nm and the residual 532 nm along with the two C2-

swan band emissions centred 470 and 516 nm. Also shown in Figure 4.4 (dashed line) is 

the blackbody curve at 3750 K which matches the detected signal at 550 nm, hence 

implying the presence of LII from large particles and LIF both in the UV and the visible 

bands. The blackbody curve is here used, as in previous works [51, 99], to subtract the 

contribution of LII to the LIF. The use of 3500 K or 4000 K as temperature for the 

blackbody curve has a minor effect, on the order of 10%, on the LIF determination. More 

importantly, the profiles of the LIF along the HAB are not affected. 
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Figure 4.4: Spectrally resolved LIE performed in the capillary burner with an 8 ns, 266 

nm laser pulse in a laminar premixed ethylene flame with C/O = 0.77 at HAB = 15 mm. 

4.1.4 Time-Resolved LIE Measurements (Sydney) 

For the time-resolved measurements the technique described in Chapter 3 was used with 

the following setup. The 4 PMTs captured the temporal decays of the three prominent LIEs; 

ELS, LIF and LII in the chosen spectral bands. The 266 nm Ekspla laser had an energy of 

0.55 mJ/pulse measured at the probe volume, giving a fluence of 1.1 J/cm2 for the 266 nm 

probe. The 1064 nm Quanta Ray laser was set to a fluence of 0.6 J/cm2. 

The laser energy was selected to achieve the highest signal, whilst minimising the 

fragmentation of the particles and eventual side emission from these fragments. The use of 

UV excitation can result in particle fragmentation, however, no sign of fragmentation was 

obvious within the current measurements. Additionally, the laser fluences used are orders 

of magnitude lower than those used specifically for fragmentation of soot [221, 222]. In 

order to verify that the signal detected on PMT2 and PMT3 is genuinely LIF, in Figure 

4.5a signal intensities for the PMT2 obtained with different laser energies, in a region 

where large LII signal is detected, is reported to show the independence of the collected 

signal in the fluence range investigated. The linear trend observed in the non-sooting region 

(HAB = 7 mm) and the sooting region (HAB = 13 mm) is what is expected from 

fluorescence emission, whereas a departure from this linear trend would suggest a 

significant component of LII or photofragmentation (a multi photon process). Similar 

linearity was also measured for PMT3. Additional interference may come from a LII 

contribution to the signals seen on PMT2 and PMT3 induced by the UV laser. If a LII 

contribution is present on PMT2 and PMT3, then a correction similar to that applied in the 

spectral measurements (as shown in Figure 4.4) could be applied. It was found that, for the 
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cases studied here, such correction is not necessary because the influence of LII on PMT2 

and PMT3 was not significant. Figure 4.5b shows the signal recorded on PMT3 at various 

UV laser fluences and highlights that any contribution from long lived LII is insignificant 

as there is no difference in the response along the entire signal at various fluences. In fact, 

LII has less than 8% impact on the determination of fluorescence lifetime for the presented 

flames. 

  

Figure 4.5: a) Integrated signal detected on PMT2 (LIF @ 350 nm) in the C/O = 0.77 

flame at HAB = 7 mm (□) and HAB = 13 mm (■) versus the fluence of the 80 ps at 266 

nm laser pulse. b) PMT3 signal detected in C/O = 0.77 flame at HAB = 13 mm with 

various 266 nm laser fluences. 

The slit of the spectrometer was set to 20 µm to keep all signals within the dynamic range 

of the oscilloscope. Each flame was measured incrementally along its axis and at each 

location, 500 instantaneous acquisitions were recorded and subsequently averaged. In 

Figure 4.6, a typical measured signal collected using the temporally resolved system with 

the PMT positioned at 350 nm, (LIF @ 350 nm), is reported versus acquisition time 

collected at HAB = 10 mm in the flame with C/O = 0.67. The signals are reported starting 
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from the maximum of the ELS signal to help evaluate the accuracy of the technique for 

small decay times in the order of few nanoseconds, similar to those found in flames. The 

convoluted signals generated by using the measured ELS signal and a fixed decay time are 

also reported and these represent the typical fitting curve used to retrieve the decay time. 

The curve corresponding to a decay time of 0 ns represents the measured ELS (black dotted 

line). It is worth noting that this signal is longer than the 80 ps of the laser pulse due to the 

finite system response of the PMTs and oscilloscope. 

 

Figure 4.6: Time-resolved signals of LIF @ 350 nm measured in the McKenna burner at 

HAB = 10 mm in C/O = 0.67 flame (grey line). Exponential fits with different τeff are also 

reported. 

It is evident from Figure 4.6 that the measured LIF (solid grey line) is well-fitted by a 

convoluted signal generated using a decay time of 3.5 ns (solid black line) which is well 

within the sensitivity of the system. This decay time is significantly longer than that 

measured for molecular PAH fluorescence at flame temperatures (τeff < 0.5 ns, dashed line) 

[117] as represented by a convoluted curve generated with a decay time of 0.5 ns. A very 

similar behaviour has been found in the visible region, i.e., PMT positioned at 445 nm. 

These decay times, in the order of 3–5 ns are almost an order of magnitude shorter than the 

LII, which has decay times larger than 20 ns.  

For these measurements, the 1064 nm pulse was delayed by 100 ns with respect to the 266 

nm pulse. Due to the low jet velocities of 10 cm/s in the studied flames both these 

measurements are deemed to excite the same packet of gas. This is because the 

displacement over 100 ns is in the order of 1×10-7 m, orders of magnitude less than the 

diameter of the probe volume. This simultaneous measurement is not necessary in steady 

laminar flames, but is by design for the systems use in turbulent flames. However, this has 
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the potential for interaction between the two laser pulses. The first pulse could result in 

newly formed particles from laser ablation and sublimation of soot [150, 179, 180] 

affecting the particle morphology and particle size distributions [149]. To identify any 

influence of the 266 nm pulse on the subsequent 1064 nm pulse, an additional experiment 

was conducted where only the 1064 nm pulse was employed and the results are reported in 

Figure 4.7 for HAB = 10 mm in the C/O = 0.77 flame. Both profiles collected on PMT4 

shown in Figure 4.7 overlap confirming that the first 266 nm pulse has no influence on the 

LII collected on PMT4 due to the 1064 nm pulse. It is also worth noting that the second 

pulse is the 1064 nm laser and is used primarily as a marker of soot through LII, with the 

focus of the study more on LIF measurements. Additionally, in this study it was found that 

the LII generated from the preceding 266 nm pulse was insignificant in comparison to the 

LIF signal and the 1064 nm LII. Whilst the use of a laser fluence of 1.2 J/cm2 might be 

expected to at least partially sublimate or ablate soot, no observable impact was made in 

this test. As this result did not detrimentally impact results going forward it is not laboured 

in this thesis. However, it is tangentially an interesting interaction (or lack thereof) which 

warrants further investigation. Perhaps the picosecond regime of the 266nm laser pulse 

does not couple as efficiently with soot absorption as it does with nanosecond laser pulses.  

  

Figure 4.7: PMT4 signal detected in C/O = 0.77 flame at HAB = 10 mm using both 266 

nm and 1064 nm consecutive pulse (black line) and just with 1064 nm pulse (grey line). 

4.1.5 DMA Particle Size Distribution Measurements (Naples) 

Particles were sampled with a stainless-steel probe placed horizontally at different HAB 

from 6 to 15 mm in an arrangement similar to [13, 22, 35-39] as seen in Figure 4.8. 

Although the perturbation of the flame is evident, the system has proven to be reliable in 

the determination of the particles size distributions (PSDs) even in highly sooting flames 
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with equivalence ratios as high as 2.46. In the present work, the probe has an ID = 8 mm, 

a wall thickness of 0.5 mm, and a pinhole diameter of 0.8 mm which is larger than those 

used in previous works [112]. The large pinhole has the advantage of reducing the clogging 

which is a problem for smaller pinholes when placed in a fully sooting flame. With a 

pinhole of 0.3 mm, the dilution ratio required may be of the order of 104 whereas with the 

0.8 mm pinhole used here, a dilution of 500 is achieved for the investigated conditions. 

 

Figure 4.8: Schematic of particle sampling setup (Naples) [22]. 

The disadvantage is that the lower dilution increases the possibility of coagulation of 

particles and surface condensation of gas phase PAHs onto the particles in the probe line. 

To reduce the impact of these phenomena on the PSD, the probe line was modified so that 

the dilution is split into two stages. The first stage occurs in the probe itself by using a 

carrier gas, similarly to other apparatus [34, 87-93] while second dilution stage is placed 

just after the flame where the carrier gas containing particles is mixed with a cold gas 

stream. In the probe, the carrier gas has been reduced to 1 L/min (at 273 K, and 101.3 kPa) 

and the sample is immediately diluted with 45 L/min. This ratio between the two streams 

allows an immediate cooling of the sample, necessary to operate the DMA safely. Finally, 

the DMA has been placed just after this secondary dilution. The total residence time of the 

particles in the probe line is 160 ms. Comparable results are obtained from the 0.8 and 

0.3 mm pinholes for the slightly sooting flame conditions where both probes can be used 

without clogging. 

For the PSD measurements, a nano-DMA was used (TapCon 3/150 DMA system in high 

voltage mode corresponding to a nominal size range 2–100 nm equipped with a Faraday 

Cup Electrometer detector). At the entrance of the DMA, a radioactive (Am-241) bipolar 

70
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diffusion charger was placed such that particles reach Fuchs’ steady-state charge 

distribution [160]. Particles then enter in the nano-DMA where they are separated 

according to their electrical mobility in an electrical classifier. The classified particles are 

then counted by an Electrometer Faraday Cup. By varying the electrical field applied to 

separate particles it is possible to rebuild the original PSD. The PSDs obtained by DMA 

was successively corrected for losses in the pinhole and the probe following the procedure 

reported in the literature [146, 160, 223]. DMA separates particles on the basis of their 

mobility diameter so that finally the particle diameter was retrieved from the correlation 

proposed by Singh et al. [71]. 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

Results for two flames, namely C/O = 0.67 and 0.77, will be reported here as good 

respective representatives of non-sooting and sooting conditions. For convenience, the 

measurements performed in Naples are referred to as spectrally-resolved or intensified 

charge-coupled device (ICCD) data while results from the Sydney experiments are termed 

time-resolved or PMT data. 

Figure 4.9 presents axial profiles measured along the centrelines of flames with C/O = 0.67 

and C/O = 0.77 using both the capillary burner and the McKenna burner. The Sydney 

measurements in the McKenna burner employ a picosecond laser source and are time-

resolved as the signals are collected on fast PMT's (Sydney, right) while the capillary-

flames are probed with an 8 ns at 266 nm laser pulse and are collected on an ICCD hence 

spectrally resolved covering the region from 250 to 550 nm (Naples, left). For ease of 

comparison, the ICCD signals (left) are reported at selected wavelengths, namely the same 

spectral bands (350 ± 15 nm and 445 ± 15 nm) collected by the time-resolved 

measurements while the signals from the PMTs reported on the right-hand side of Figure 

4.9 are integrated over 100 ns, namely the same gate time of the ICCD. Results are 

normalised with the relevant maximum values to facilitate comparison. The uncertainty for 

both the ICCD and PMT measurements lies within 5% which encompasses the small 

bumps observed along the profiles. 

It is evident from the profiles shown in Figure 4.9 that the trends are similar for both the 

ICCD and PMT measurements and these, in turn, are comparable to what has been reported 

earlier in similar flames [21, 215]. Starting just after the flame front (which is around 2–

3 mm, as shown in Figure 2), the ELS signal in both flames is higher than that expected 

for gas phase scattering which is reported as a grey-shaded band in two top panels of Figure 

4.9. ELS from the gas phase was measured in cold ethylene and is scaled by the cross-
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section of the burnt gas (CO, CO2) at the flame temperature. Ideally it would be better to 

calculate the gas phase scattering including contribution from gas phase PAH. However, 

refractive properties of such species ae difficult to come by. The lower and the upper limit 

of the grey band correspond to temperatures measured in the current flames. ELS results 

obtained from both ICCD and PMTs for the C/O = 0.67 flame remain almost uniform at 

all HAB's. On the contrary, the C/O = 0.77 presents a strong increase of ELS signal moving 

towards the flame tip. In both flames, the LIF @ 350 nm signal (row 2, from top) peaks 

just after the flame front (HAB ∼ 3 mm) and decreases towards the flame tip. The LIF @ 

445 nm (row 3 from top) signal peaks just after the LIF @ 350 nm and then decreases 

slightly for the flame with C/O = 0.67 whereas it is possible to see an overall increase of 

the signal near the tip of the C/O = 0.77 flame. It should also be noted that both LIF @ 350 

nm and LIF @ 445 nm signals are consistently higher in the sootier flame with C/O = 0.77. 

The overall comparison presented in Figure 4.9 confirms that the techniques (ICCD and 

PMT) are substantially equivalent in tracking LIF signals and possess similar advantages 

and drawbacks which can be summarised as: (i) LIF @ 350 nm signals can be influenced 

by strong ELS from soot (as may be noted from the spectral responses reported in the 

Figure 3). (ii) LIF @ 445 nm signals can be affected by LII induced by 266 nm excitation 

and this is noticeable in the slight increase measured near the tip of the C/O = 0.77 flame. 

(iii) Despite these minor drawbacks, both techniques can simultaneously track ELS, LIF 

and LII in flames of different sooting propensities. 

The LII profiles for the PMT4 region in the lower row of Figure 4.9 show some differences 

between the two measurement schemes and will thus be explored in detail below. The 

results for 266 nm excitation (both ICCD at 8 ns and PMT at 80 ps) show a trend of 

increasing signal with increasing HAB, albeit with different slopes. The LII signal on 

PMT4 from the 1064 nm pulse shows no signal until HAB ∼ 5 mm, and then a steady 

linear increase further downstream. The signal between 560–590 nm on PMT4 is expected 

to be composed of both LII and LIF for 266 nm excitation, making the unambiguous 

attribution of any trends due solely to LIF or LII challenging [15, 33]. However, the signal 

on PMT4 from the 1064 nm pulse can be unambiguously attributable to LII and therefore 

differences between the 1064 nm pulse and 266 nm pulse on PMT4 can be attributed to 

LIF. Looking at Figure 4.9 it is possible to consider the influence of LIF is largely reduced 

at high HABs where the slopes of the ICCD signals and the PMTs become similar. 

Interpreting the 1064 nm pulse signal on PMT4 as LII, the profile in the lower RHS plot 

of Figure 4.9 confirms that LII is not detected for HAB less than about 5 mm, this being 

the region of the flame dominated by nanostructures rather than soot aggregates. It is 

notable that no LII signal was detected at any HAB with 1064 nm in the C/O = 0.67 flame. 
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Figure 4.9: LIE signal integrated over 100 ns for the ICCD camera (left column, a, b, c 

and d) and for the PMTs (right column, e, f, g and h) for the C/O = 0.67 (black symbols) 

and C/O = 0.77 (grey symbols). h) shows 266 nm (80 ps) LIE (circles) and 1064 nm (8 

ns) LII (triangles. Shaded grey areas (a and e) represent the gas phase ELS. 

The proposed hypothesis for the difference between the 80 ps–266 nm pulse and the 8 ns–

1064 nm signal on PMT4 is that the former is a combination of both LII and LIF, whereas 

the 8 ns–1064 nm pulse signal on PMT4 is only due to LII. The LIF component of the 

signal from the 80 ps–266 nm pulse is expected to decay relatively fast with a lifetime of 

approximately 5 ns (see decay time analysis below), whereas the LII component of the 

signal is expected to decay much slower, with a lifetime in the order of 50 ns and longer 
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[169, 224]. As the signal on PMT4 from the 80 ps–266 nm pulse is integrated over 100 ns, 

it is therefore expected that the initial component of the signal will consist mostly of LIF 

and a smaller LII contribution while the later parts will almost exclusively be due to LII. 

By beginning the integration of the signal from the 266 nm–80 ps pulse at progressively 

longer delays after the laser pulse, the proportion of LIF in the resultant signal will therefore 

decrease and the LII fraction will increase if the LIF and LII timescales are sufficiently 

separated. Starting the integration of the PMT4 signal at 10 ns, 20 ns, and 30 ns after the 

266 nm–80 ps laser pulse, it is shown in Figure 4.10 that for increasing the initial 

integration time the trend obtained becomes closer to the LII profile obtained from 

1064 nm excitation, until finally, over a 30–100 ns window the signal approaches the same 

trend found from the 1064 nm LII at HAB higher than ∼9 mm. The results presented in 

Figure 4.10 confirm that the LII obtained from 266 nm excitation is indeed affected by LIF, 

where the LIF component of the signal may be gradually eliminated by judicious 

integration of the signal. The profiles plotted in Figure 4.10 were normalised by the peak 

value for better comparison. Once the correct integration window is applied to the signal 

on PMT4 from the 266 nm–80 ps pulse, similar trends to those obtained from 1064 nm LII 

can be obtained. 

 

Figure 4.10: Normalised LIE signal collected on PMT4 (575 nm) with an 80 ps laser 

pulse at 266 nm (circles) integrated over different time range (see labels). Normalised 

LIE signal collected on PMT4 (575 nm) with 8 ns laser pulse at 1064 nm (triangles) 

integrated over 100 ns reported for comparison. 

A key observation from Figure 4.9 is that a change in the trend of the profiles of ELS and 

LII measured with the 1064 nm laser in the C/O = 0.77 flame occurs at HAB ∼ 6–8 mm. 

The ELS and LII profiles transition from an approximately constant level to a regime of a 

rapid increase at HAB∼8 mm. The simultaneous increase of ELS and LII is evidence of a 
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growth process that eventually leads to the formation of large soot structures. Such a 

transition at HAB≳8 mm from a near constant value to a rapidly increasing level is not 

observed in the LIF @ 350 nm or the LIF @ 445 nm profiles. The UV and visible LIF 

display the opposite trends of transitioning from a region of rapid increase then to a regime 

of near constant value at HAB ∼ 5 mm. Also, the ELS measured in the region where there 

is no LII, i.e., in the C/O = 0.67 flame or for HAB ≲5 mm in the C/O = 0.77 flame, is larger 

than that predicted for gas phase, which is shown as the shaded grey area in Figure 4.9. 

This finding of ELS in a region with no LII being significantly greater than the expected 

gas phase ELS is in agreement with previous measurements in flames at similar conditions 

[15]. The presence of excess gas phase ELS in region with no LII suggests the presence of 

small nanostructures that are not able to incandesce but can cause a non-negligible amount 

of excess ELS over that of the gas phase. Such nanostructures are also most likely 

responsible for the detected LIF signals which are generally attributed to aromatic 

structures, sometimes referred as soot precursors. The results reported in this Chapter point 

to the possibility that the LIF can be attributed to nanostructures, also referred as 

nanoparticles. The appearance of nanostructures between 1 and 10 nm with high number 

concentration before the onset of soot particles has also been confirmed by ex-situ 

measurements using nano-DMA or other scanning mobility particles sizers (SMPS)-like 

instruments by several groups [13, 35-39]. Furthermore, an evaluation of time decay of LIF 

signals measured here give further confirmation of the special role of the nanostructures as 

discussed below. 

The axial profiles of the effective decay times (τeff) for the time-resolved LIF @ 350 nm, 

LIF @ 445 nm and LII signals are presented in Figure 4.11. The results are reported along 

the centreline for both the C/O = 0.67 (left) and C/O = 0.77 (right) flames. For the LIF @ 

350 nm, values of τeff ∼ 3.5 ns are obtained along the length of both flames with a variation 

of less than 0.5 ns. Similarly, for LIF @ 445 nm, the effective decay times are also 

approximately constant, but with a somewhat higher τeff ∼ 5 ns. The LIF @ 445 nm decay 

times also feature slightly larger variations but still below 1 ns along the flame length and 

between flames, which could be possibly due to the influence of the LII signal at HAB > 

7 mm for the C/O = 0.77 flame. For comparison, in the higher sooting C/O = 0.77 flame 

where the LII signal is sufficiently high, the LII decay times increase with HAB from 40 

to 70 ns, which is consistent with the values reported in the literature for similar flames 

[23, 52, 53, 169, 224]. The horizontal dotted line in Figure 4.11 marks the effective decay 

time for PAH molecules, which is of the order of 0.5 ns [117]. It is evident from the results 

in Figure 4.11 that the measured LIF decay times of 3.5 to 5 ns are larger than those of 

molecular PAH yet much smaller than the LII decay times measured for soot. 
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Figure 4.11: PMT signal decay times in the two McKenna burner flames for LIF @ 350 

nm (○) and LIF @ 445 nm (●) with 80 ps laser pulse at 266 nm, and for LII (●) with 8 ns 

laser pulse at 1064 nm. PSDs measured in the capillary flames at determined locations 

are reported in the top panels. a) C/O = 0.67 and b) C/O = 0.77. 
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In the top row of Figure 4.11, the size distribution measurements are reported, with the 

circles identifying the dominant class of particle sizes which are responsible for the decay 

times shown in the lower part of the Figure. For the C/O = 0.67 flame, it is notable that the 

largest measured particle size in the particle size distribution (PSD) remains below 10 nm, 

with a significant peak around 2 nm and a shoulder that starts from 4 nm and reaches 7 nm 

moving from HAB = 10 mm to HAB = 15 mm. It is emphasised that no LII is detected in 

the C/O = 0.67 flame, which agrees with the finding that there are no particles larger than 

10 nm in the PSD for this flame. The C/O = 0.77 flame displays a broad size distribution 

over a 10 nm range at HAB = 10 mm and becomes clearly bimodal at HAB = 15 mm, 

showing particles as large as 80 nm. It is worth noting that small particles with peak values 

around 2–3 nm are detected in significant amounts at HAB = 10 mm and HAB = 15 mm 

in the C/O = 0.77 flame. Particles larger than 10 nm are found in the C/O = 0.77 flame in 

small amounts at HAB = 10 mm and much larger amounts at HAB = 15 mm, 

corresponding to the trends found in the flame from LII. 

The long LIF decay times relative to PAH molecules detected at all HAB for both flames 

can be explained by the presence of nanostructures with an aromatic character, where the 

size of the aromatic island, i.e., the number of the condensed aromatic rings, not larger than 

gas phase PAHs. These nanostructures correspond to the small nanoparticles detected with 

nano-DMA measurements (see arrows in Figure 4.11). According to the spectroscopic 

literature on LIF from PAH, in batch samples [136] and in cells [117], the consistently 

observed UV-centred LIF spectrum in the measurements suggests that a significant 

increase in the size of the aromatic island is unlikely, and the mean size of the aromatic 

island itself is not larger than pyrene. This attribution of the LIF signal to condensed phase 

nanostructures does not mean that some larger gas phase PAHs, e.g., 7 aromatics rings or 

larger, are not present, but rather, the relevance and contribution of such compounds in the 

process of formation and nucleation of particles is low. In fact, such species exist in smaller 

concentrations, compared to pyrene and smaller PAH [225, 226] and thus are unlikely to 

significantly contribute to LIF signals. Work by Bruno et al. [119, 122, 184] has also 

shown, perhaps more convincingly, that LIF in flames originates from structures up to 20 

nm in diameter in many similar conditions through TRFPA. Although some gas-phase 

PAHs may contribute to the total LIF signal, it must be only a partial contribution given 

the longer decay time and UV centred spectrum can only arise from non-gaseous structures, 

i.e., a condensed phase. This is consistent with the analysis of the decay time of PAH 

dimers: the presence of a structure with intramolecular interactions increases the quantum 

yield, i.e., results in a longer light emission decay time. The presence of LIF in the visible 

region can be attributed to the red-shift due to the interaction between aromatic planes 

which is typical of dimers. Also, the presence of visible radiation can be a sign of 

progressive aromatisation processes that transition from the small nanostructure, with a 
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low aromatic character and liquid-like features, to soot particles with a marked aromatic 

character and a solid-state lattice structure. These considerations on the physical state of 

these nanostructures are supported by the absence of any LII signal, i.e. no solid lattice 

structure, and previous measurements by AFM analysis which has suggested that such 

nanostructures may also exhibit viscoelastic behaviour [23, 140, 145, 227]. 

4.3 Conclusion 

Results from two experimental set-ups and two laminar flames burners are presented here 

to elucidate the behaviour of nanostructures as they evolve towards soot. Ex-situ 

measurements are presented along with spectrally and time-resolved laser emissions which 

include ELS, LIF and LII collected in flames of varying sooting propensities. From the 

measurements performed in different premixed conditions the following conclusions are 

drawn: 

Nanostructures rather than soot primary particles and aggregates dominate the early regions 

of the flames at low HABs. Such nanostructures exhibit a monomodal distribution peaking 

around 2–4 nm and possess hybrid physico-chemical properties that are somewhat 

transitional between those of molecules and solid particles. They emit LIF, both in the 

visible and UV regions but not LII, yet their ELS level is higher than that of molecules but 

lower than that expected from solid soot particles. Similarly, the LIF decay times of these 

nanostructures are much larger than those of molecules, yet much smaller than those of 

soot LII. 

Further downstream, nanostructures continue to exist along with soot as evidenced by the 

persistence of the LIF @ 350 nm and LIF @ 445 nm in conjunction with LII and excessive 

ELS. These nanostructures interact with larger soot particles although the nature of these 

interactions is not clear and warrants further investigations. The measured PSD confirm 

these findings showing bimodal distributions with one peak around 2–4 nm and another 

around 30 nm showing with particles in the range of 10 to 100 nm and above. The relative 

number densities between these two peaks change with distance along the flame length. 

Collectively, these findings confirm nanostructures dominate the early evolution of soot 

formation in flames and behave in a hybrid manner, displaying a combination of molecular 

and solid particle properties and behaviour. The ensemble of similar and complementary 

techniques presented here highlight the success of the newly developed time-resolved LIE 

technique. This technique has been successful in simultaneously tracking of nanostructures 

ranging from near molecular size to soot particles up to hundreds of nanometres.  
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 Laminar Diffusion 

Flames 

This Chapter explores soot formation in narrow coflow diffusion flames ranging from 

marginally sooting flames using methane as fuel to obviously sooting, non-smoking 

ethylene flames. In diffusion flames, the dominant transport processes and the structure of 

the reaction zones are different from those in the premixed flames, hence there is an impact 

on the mechanism of soot inception [15, 28-30, 51]. Soot formation in laminar non-

premixed flames has been studied in burner configurations ranging from planar [228] to 

circular [42, 101, 116, 124] to counterflow [50, 51, 129, 229]. More recently, the 

axisymmetric burner developed at Yale University seems to have become the accepted 

platform and adopted by the International Sooting Flame Workshop (ISF) [200]. Many 

measurements on sooting flames for the burner developed at Yale University have been 

performed, however, studies pertaining to soot inception are limited primarily to LII [27]. 

The purpose of this Chapter is to shed light on the mechanism of soot inception in these 

diffusion flames through the application of time-resolved LIF-LII. Comparisons are made, 

where relevant, with previous measurements and computations for the same burner and 

earlier time-resolved LIF-LII findings reported for premixed flames. Diffusion flames 

possess a range of conditions that favour the chemical growth or physical growth 

mechanism for the formation of nanostructures. Physical dimerisation is known to prevail 

in the fuel rich pyrolytic zone, while closer to flame front, where oxygen and higher 

temperatures are present, the chemical growth mechanism is expected to be more effective 

[15].  
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5.1 Experimental Setup 

There are some key differences in the experimental setup of the time-resolved LIE system 

and the burner used compared to that described in Chapter 4. The differences are outlined 

here. 

5.1.1 Flame Conditions 

The burner configuration adopted here, described in Section 3.3.1, was developed at Yale 

and consists of a 4 mm ID jet for the fuel mixture surrounded by a 74 mm diameter coflow 

of air. The bulk flowrate for both the jet and the coflow is common for all flames at 35 

cm/s. A number of different sooting propensities are examined from marginally sooting 

methane flames [167] to obviously sooting ethylene flames [27, 213] and details of the 

conditions for the investigated flames are presented in Table 5.1 and photographs presented 

in Figure 5.1 . All but M80 are flames that are targets for the ISF [200]. Time-resolved, 

pointwise LIE measurements are conducted along the centreline of the flames and some 

select radial traverses are also presented for the ethylene cases.  

Table 5.1: Axisymmetric coflow laminar diffusion flame details. 

Flame Fuel 

Fuel flowrate 

(jet), SLPM 

N2 flowrate 

(jet), SLPM 

Flame length, 

mm 

M65 CH4 0.172 0.092 28 

M80 CH4 0.211 0.053 37 

E32 C2H4 0.084 0.179 25 

E40 C2H4 0.106 0.158 32 

E60 C2H4 0.158 0.106 50 

E80 C2H4 0.211 0.053 74 
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Figure 5.1: Photographs of all laminar diffusion flames. All photographs were taken at 

same f# and exposure except for those labelled with extended exposure. Scale in cm. 

5.1.2 Time-Resolved LIE 

The 266 nm laser energy exhibited by the Ekspla laser at the probe volume for this study 

was measured to be 0.57 mJ/pulse, resulting in a fluence of 1.2 J/cm2. The 1064 nm Quanta 

Ray laser was set to a fluence of 0.6 J/cm2 as is the case for all the studies presented here. 

The slit of the spectrometer was set to 20 µm to keep all signals within the dynamic range 

of the oscilloscope. Each flame was measured incrementally along its axis and at each 

location, 500 instantaneous acquisitions were recorded and subsequently averaged. Some 

radial traverses were also measured to assess the formation of soot in the outer regions of 

the flame at selected heights. The 1064 nm pulse was delayed by over 900 ns after the 266 

nm pulse. The reason for this dramatic increase in the delay over the 100 ns used for the 

premixed flames in Chapter 4 is due to the heavy sooting nature of some of these diffusion 

flames. As is discussed later, the LII component of the 266 nm LIE signal in heavily sooting 

regions of these flames becomes significant and take more than 100 ns to decay to 

negligible values. Thus, to avoid interference between the 266 nm LIE signal and the 

proceeding 1064 nm LII signal the two were sufficiently separated in time. As discussed 

in Chapter 4, there was no observed interaction between the two laser pulses that might 

complicate the interpretation of the LII emission. This conclusion was reinforced by the 

strong agreement shown between the current LII measurements and previously published 

SVF measurements by Smooke et al. [27]. Previous work on similar dual laser interactions 

also showed that there is little impact on SVF determination from LII measurements from 

the second pulse [150]. SVF presented in the present work uses the 1064 nm LII calibrated 

against the same ethylene flames data sets available on the ISF website [200] from the Yale 
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group [27] and does not account for variations in soot refractive index, gas composition 

and temperature. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Signal Processing 

The data in these flames was processed slightly differently than that in Chapter 4 in efforts 

to unambiguously interpret the signals comprising the LIE. This was not an issue in the 

premixed flames of Chapter 4, where 266 nm originating LII contributed negligibly to the 

total 266 nm LIE on PMTs 2 and 3. This is not the case in the densely sooting regions of 

these diffusion flames. Figure 5.2 shows a typical temporally-resolved signal measured 

with PMT3, i.e. in the visible region of the LIF, in a zone where no LII is detected. The 

peak signal that appears only a few nanoseconds after the laser pulse, measured in volts, 

and can be used to measure LIF intensity. However, for the flames studied here, multiple 

signals, including LIF and LII, often coexist hence contribute to the peak value of the signal 

in varying proportions. This impacts the temporal location of the peak signal due to the 

different time evolutions of these processes in different locations and flames. All 266 nm 

excited signals reported in this study are based on a “prompt” signal approach, with the 

results based on the temporally integrated signal from 0 to 10 ns. This “prompt” approach 

allows the analysis of the component of the 266 nm excited signal that is dominated by 

fluorescence, rather than LII, and is not sensitive to the small variations in the rise and fall 

times for the LIF and LII components of the signal. Hence the “prompt” signal employed 

here provides a more consistent approach to comparing the 266 nm excited fluorescence at 

different locations and different flames, compared to simply utilising the peak or the 

integral of the signal. The “prompt” portion of the signal shown in Figure 5.2 is mainly 

composed of short-lived signals that exhibit a fast exponential-like decay.  The “prompt” 

signal is reported in this Chapter is in units of V.ns (volts x nanoseconds), where the voltage 

produced by each PMT is corrected for the spectral throughput. The small amplitude 

ringing artefacts shown in Figure 2, evident at times > 10 ns, are due to transmission line 

effects generated by the impulsive nature of the signal. The node locations of the ringing 

artefacts in time are repeatable; hence they are present in the average signal shown in 

Figure 2. The ringing artefacts are more obvious in the presented signal from the M65 

flame where signal levels are the lowest. However, they do not impact any of the results or 

throughout this thesis. 
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Figure 5.2: LIF Signal against time measured by PMT3 @ 445 nm in M65 at HAB = 22 

mm (Solid) alongside single exponential decay fit (dashed) and measured system 

response (dotted). Also presented is the area considered for “prompt” signal (shaded). 

In this study, LIF decay times were extracted using the simpler peak normalised integral 

method described in Section 3.2.1. The measured convoluted LIF signals are integrated 

from 0 ns to 200 ns and then divided by the peak. The decay times (τeff) determined with 

this method are presented herein. Whilst a bi-exponential fit has been used in previous 

work, a single exponential is more than sufficient in within these flames where LIF signals 

present no obvious bi-exponential features. A maximum error of 18% was found 

comparing a mono-exponential fit with the bi-exponential fit used previously in flat 

premixed flames in Chapter 4. The actual fitting error is far less than this as highlighted by 

the fit presented in Figure 5.2. When the UV and visible LIE signal is obviously bi-

exponential, such as in the high sooting flame regions, specific decay times are not 

presented due to challenges of separating the components belonging to LIF and LII.  

5.2.2 Methane Flames 

LIE measurements along the centrelines of both the M65 and M80 methane flames are 

presented versus height above burner (HAB) in Figs. 5.3a and b, respectively, with the 

corresponding LIF decay times reported in Figs. 5.3c and d. The centreline profile of 

temperature is reported for flame M65 in Figure 5.3c is based on the temperatures 

computed by Walsh et al. [230]. These computations of temperature and major species 

were found to agree with Rayleigh thermometry measurements by Kempema et al. [167]. 

The M65 flame has a small, orange, low-luminosity tip from 23-28 mm HAB, indicating 

the presence of soot, albeit at low concentrations. LII resulting from 1064 nm excitation is 

shown in Figure 5.3a for the M65 flame, with the results suggesting that the local soot 
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concentration is below the detection limit. The very low soot concentration in the M65 

flame shows that it is a good flame to analyse trend of the fluorescence intensity and decay 

time vs. HAB due to the very low potential interference effects from soot. The generation 

of the LIF signal above the background for the M65 flame begins at HAB = 10 mm, then 

increases at the same HAB where a rise in temperature is found in Figure 5.3c, indicating 

that the LIF signal is correlated with heat-releasing reactions in the flame. The LIF 

intensity, both at 350 nm and 445 nm in Figure 5.3a continues to increase with HAB 

towards the end of the flame before dropping off in the oxidation zone. 

 

Figure 5.3: a) and b) Prompt LIE and SVF centreline measurements against HAB in 

methane flames. c) and d) measured LIF decay times plotted alongside molecular PAH 

decay times measured by Ossler et al. [117] corresponding to the computed temperature 

of the flame from the work of Walsh et al. [230]. 

UV excited LIF in sooting or near sooting flames, such as the M65 flame in Figure 3a has 

often been attributed to PAH molecules known to form in the soot inception region [26, 

29, 116, 124]. Utilising previous measurements of PAH fluorescence decay time as a 

function of temperature, the measured fluorescence decay time and the flame temperature, 

it is possible to assess if the 266 nm excited LIF in the high aspect ratio diffusion flames 

explored in this Chapter are due to PAH. Utilising the temperature and the PAH decay time 

measurements of Ossler et al. [117], the decay times of naphthalene, fluorene, anthracene 
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and pyrene are plotted at the corresponding temperatures within the flame as shown in 

Figure 5.3c. A broad region representing the range of fluorescence decay times expected 

from PAH considering the variation of the decay time for different species and the 

temperature is shown in Figure 5.3c shaded in grey. Decay times for PAH larger than 

pyrene are not considered as their quantum efficiency, spectral emission and fluorescence 

decay time are not expected to be significantly different, and most probably exist in smaller 

concentrations, compared to the four representative PAH considered [225, 226]. The 

presence of strong quenching species such as O2 and H2O will only decrease the predicted 

PAH fluorescence decay times shown in Figure 5.3c. From the predicted PAH decay times 

shown in Figure 5.3c, a rapid decrease fluorescence decay time with temperature is 

predicted, with decay times less than 1 ns at temperatures approaching 1200 K. 

Measured decay times for the M65 flame are shown in Figure 5.3c vs. HAB for both LIF 

at 350 nm and 445 nm, with decay times ranging from 2 ns near the burner exit to 8 ns near 

the end of the flame. In the low-temperature region of the flame at HAB < 10 mm, the 

measured decay times of 2-4 ns are much smaller than the expected PAH decay times of 

10-100 ns. In the absence of strong quenchers such as oxygen, an explanation for the short 

decay time at HAB<10 mm could be due to CH4 being a strong PAH quencher or the bulk 

of the UV LIF excited signal to not be due to PAH. Multiphoton photofragmentation of 

methane from 266 nm excitation is expected to be a very small contribution to the signal 

in the methane flames, however, due to the very low LIE signal levels in the M65 flame, it 

can be seen in Figure 5.3a that for HAB  7 mm, some of the 445 nm signal could possibly 

be attributed to CH4 photofragmentation. From HAB 10-18 mm where the temperatures 

are less than 1000 K, the fluorescence decay times correspond to similar decay times 

expected from PAH at these temperatures. For HAB > 18 mm both decay times measured 

at 5-8 ns are much longer than the sub 1 ns decay times predicted for PAH at these 

temperatures. The significant difference in decay time indicates that the origin of the 

fluorescence certainly in the high-temperature region of the flame is from similar 

nanostructures found previously in premixed flames (Chapter 4). Hence the increase in LIF 

cannot be solely explained by a concentration increase of PAH because of the 

corresponding increase in decay time seen in Figure 5.3c. Previous measurements using 

time-resolved fluorescence polarisation anisotropy (TRFPA) [98, 122, 184] have also 

confirmed the presence of fluorescent particles with much larger effective diameters than 

molecular PAH in non-sooting regions of diffusion and premixed flames. 

As both the 350 nm and 445 nm emission show a similar trend to each other for both the 

LIF “prompt” component and the fluorescence decay time for all HAB despite the large 

temperature charges, it seems reasonable to hypothesise that the nanostructures concluded 

to be responsible for the LIF for HAB > 18 mm are the same source of the fluorescence 
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emission for HAB < 18 mm, thus ruling out PAH emission as the source. Fluorescence 

decay times are a function of several variables including temperature, the concentration of 

quenching species and particle structure [51, 117, 136] and thus attempts to attribute decay 

times to an average particle size would be speculative, without further information. 

However, it would be reasonable to assume that these nanostructures are somewhere 

between 1 nm and 10 nm diameter as previously observed in both lower aspect ratio 

diffusion [122, 184] and premixed flames [98] (Chapter 4). 

The centreline LIF measurements for the M80 flame are shown in Figure 5.3b, which show 

a very similar centreline trends to the M65 flame, with the exception of a detectable SVF. 

The M80 flame is visibly sooting, with 1064 nm excited LII observed from HAB = 29 mm 

to the tip at 37 mm. In the sooting region of the M80 flame, the LIE signals from 266 nm 

become a combination of LIF, LII and potential interferences from sublimated species such 

as C2 and C3 [183]. The impact of the emerging 266 nm LII signal results in a steep increase 

in decay time measured where LII is detectable. Interpreting the decay time in the sooting 

region becomes difficult and the current method is no longer appropriate due to obvious 

multi-exponential components to the signal. For this reason, decay times are not presented 

in these regions (HAB > 28 mm) where multiple LIEs contribute to the signal. Metrics that 

rely on longer integration times, such as the decay times are greatly affected by the LII 

component of the signal, however, the “prompt” part of the signal as used in Figure 5.3b is 

still very much dominated by LIF in this low sooting flame. Prior to the onset of soot, the 

decay time for the M80 flame in Figure 5.3d, displays a trend of increasing LIF decay time 

with increasing temperature, similar to the M65 flame. Even though temperature 

measurements are not available for this flame, the temperature profile can be expected to 

be similar to that seen in M65. In the high-temperature regions of the flame the LIF decay 

times in this flame are again much larger than that expected of molecular PAH at high 

temperatures, and thus can be attributed to nanostructures. 

Based on the rise and decay of LIF in M65 and M80 flames, some similarities and some 

differences can be observed. The LIF signal increase is quite similar in terms of slope once 

normalised by the maximum value, which suggests that the formation process in both 

flames involves the same pathways. However, it is interesting to note that in the M65 flame 

where no LII is detected the LIF signal rapidly decreases approaching the oxidation zone 

and thus the end of the flame. On the other hand, in the M80 flame the LIF decrease appears 

to decrease at a lower rate with respect to HAB, suggesting that in these conditions the 

small nanostructures are converted in soot before the oxidation zone and only after that the 

oxidation takes place. No ELS was detected above the system sensitivity limit for the M65 

and M80 flames despite there being a detectable, albeit small, amount of soot from 1064 

nm excited LII found in the M80 flame. The detection limit of ELS is a result of the huge 
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range of ELS signal levels present in these sooting flames. Because in the heavily sooting 

flames ELS intensity rises orders of magnitude higher than the background gas phase it is 

difficult to finely resolve lower ELS levels. Further measurements with higher sensitivity 

would be required to determine if any emissions in the region of 250-280 nm on PMT1 are 

due to elastic scattering or LIF, which is known to extend down to at least 280 nm [51] or 

lower [99]. 

5.2.3 Ethylene Flames 

Similarly to methane flames, LIE measurements along the centreline on the set of ethylene 

flames are presented in Fig 5.4. Due to the wavelength and intensity of the 266 nm laser 

used, photofragmentation of ethylene was observed close to the burner exit producing a 

signal proportional to ethylene concentration on all the PMTs. Assuming that 100% of the 

LIE signal recorded by all PMTs before the reaction zone is due to photofragmentation, 

the “prompt” signals are corrected based on ethylene concentration and consumption. The 

consumption of ethylene is computed by simple CANTERA [231] (open-source chemical 

kinetics software) diffusion flame calculation using the GRI 3.0 mechanism for computing 

species which is then matched to the temperatures of Smooke et al. [27]. Figure 5.5 shows 

this correction performed on the E32 flame, as an example, as this is the flame with the 

most severe correction. The “prompt” signal correction method employed does not remove 

any contribution of the ethylene fragmentation signal on the temporal decay. To avoid 

erroneous interpretation in Figure 5.4, decay times have been excluded for the ethylene 

flames close to the jet exit plane where decay times are expected to be impacted by the 

presence of photofragmentation. Additionally, due to the higher sooting propensity of 

ethylene flames, the “prompt” LIF and LIF decay times in the downstream regions are also 

challenging to interpret due to the presence of interferences from soot. As with the M80 

flame, the decay times deemed to be impacted by LII are omitted. In all the ethylene flames 

investigated LII has been detected, which is not surprising due to the higher sooting 

propensity of ethylene compared to methane. Unlike the methane flames, ELS is detected 

above the system sensitivity for all the ethylene flames and shown in Figure 5.4 on a 

logarithmic scale to enable trends in ELS to be observed over a wide dynamic range. Error 

bars are placed on the ELS measurements presented in Figure 5.4 to show the potential LIF 

contribution to the ELS signals. It is known that LIF signals extend down deep into the UV 

[51], around 280 nm, and thus can be present on PMT1. In sooting regions of all flames 

this deep UV fluorescence signal contributes negligibly to the ELS signal. However, at low 

HAB where ELS is low, and LIF signals are at their peak, the interference of LIF on PMT1 

can be significant. 
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Figure 5.4: a), b), c), and d) Prompt LIE and SVF centreline measurements against HAB 

in ethylene flames. e), f), g) and h) Calculated LIF decay times plotted alongside 

molecular PAH decay times measured by Ossler et al. [117] corresponding to the 

computed temperature of the flame from the work of Smooke et al. [27]. 
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Figure 5.5: LIE @ 350 nm with ethylene correction (●) and without correction and 

difference as faded (●). Corresponding temperature also presented (dashed). 

For the lowest ethylene concentration case, the E32 flame reported in Figure 5.4a and e, 

some similarities in the LIF profile compared to M80 can be seen: LIF reaches a maximum 

(around HAB = 14 mm for the E32 flame) before the occurrence of soot and continues to 

decrease with HAB when soot is detected with LII (at HAB = 18 mm for the E32 flame). 

The LIF signal decays to the background level at the end of the oxidisation region at the 

same HAB where no more LII from soot is present in both flames. Despite the broad 

similarities of the structure of the LIF vs. HAB for the E32 and M80 flames, the E32 flame 

features LIF intensities double that of the M80 flame and SVF levels approaching an order 

of magnitude greater than the M80 flame. The increased soot formation results for the E32 

flame indicate that while coagulation of smaller nanoparticles is important for continued 

soot growth the mechanisms of surface growth is becoming more dominant in the ethylene 

flames. A detectable ELS signal is evident in the E32 flame, with uniform scattering signal 

in the non-sooting region where no LII is detected, progressing to a peak that correlates 

with the location and width of the sooting region. 

Measurements in the E32 flame highlight the signal valley created between the peaks of 

UV LIF and LII signals which is often referred to as the “dark region” which has been 

observed in several studies [95, 116, 124, 232]. The rapid decrease of UV LIF before the 

occurrence of soot shows a strong resemblance to the trend of UV absorbing nano-organic 

carbon (NOC) measurements conducted by D’Anna et al. [101] in diffusion flames that 

have a particle size range estimated to be between 2 nm and 4 nm. Complementary 

investigations by the Naples group [122, 184] show that particles in this “dark region” have 

a higher quantum yield at longer wavelengths, compared to the nanostructures observed 

upstream of this region. Consequently “dark region” particles exhibit longer fluorescence 
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emission wavelengths and have sizes up to 20 nm measured through TRFPA. Relative to 

the marginally sooting methane flames, the ethylene flames feature a larger fluorescence 

intensities and longer fluorescence decay times. Considering that the fluorescence signal 

from nanoparticles can be considered to be proportional to the number of nanoparticles 

[186], the significantly higher LIF signals found in the ethylene flames compared to the 

methane flames can be attributed to a greater nanoparticle concentration. By virtue of the 

higher nanoparticle concentrations in the ethylene flames, particle coagulation rates will 

be increased, creating larger particles that are still capable of fluorescence emission. The 

enhanced production of larger nanoparticles in the ethylene flame compared to the methane 

flames agrees with the findings of longer decay times in the ethylene flames, hence larger 

nanoparticles. 

Moving from the E32 flame to the higher sooting E40, E60, and E80 flames, a strong 

increase in the ELS signal with HAB in the regions where no soot is detected, as shown in 

Fig 5.4b, c and d. The rapid initial increase in ELS with HAB in the non-sooting region of 

the flame along the centreline is faster than the growth of the LIF signal and suggests that 

in the early zone of a diffusion flame, it is possible to find fluorescing nanostructures with 

sizes that can vary from 2 to 20 nm [184] which would contribute to a significant ELS 

signal in excess to the gas phase. The formation and growth of these small nanostructures 

are influenced by the abundance of gas phase molecular precursors such as PAH, 

hydrocarbon fragments and acetylene which increases with ethylene concentration in the 

fuel stream. Because of increasing fuel concentration in the ethylene flame series, the flame 

length increases and thus so does the residence times of nanoparticles in the pyrolytic 

region. Due to the increased residence time and precursor concentrations, the reaction 

pathways lead to more abundant and slightly larger nanostructures in the non-incandescent 

parts of the flames in the ethylene flames. It is also worth noting that ELS continues to 

increase after the first LIE peak and before the onset of significant SVF, suggesting that 

nanostructures continue to grow in the “dark region” with larger ELS cross-sections, in 

agreement with previous work [122]. Note, the smoothness of the axial traverses in the E80 

flame was slightly compromised by some flame flickering resulting in the less smooth LIE 

trends presented in Figure 5.4d. 

The decay times measured along the centreline of the ethylene flames are presented in Figs. 

5.4e, f, g and h, showing that they are larger than those expected for gaseous PAH [117] at 

the given flame temperatures < 900 K [27]. Although the computed temperatures presented 

in [27] were not found to be unanimously in agreement with thermocouple measurements, 

strong agreement was shown in the location and magnitude of the initial rise in temperature 

along the centreline [233] and thus makes them suitable for this purpose. Decay times 

increase with HAB for all flames, although the E80 flame only shows a marginal increase 
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in decay times and maintains relatively low decay times in comparison to all the other 

flames studied here. It would be difficult to use decay times to provide useful information 

on particle size or structure without further information. ELS, on the other hand, provides 

an obvious indication that nanostructure size is generally increasing with HAB and in flame 

conditions that lead to higher SVFs. 

Considering only the LIF measurements before the onset of soot by the detection of 1064 

nm LII, the evolution of the spectrum emitted by the nanostructures can be explored 

through the ratio of LIF @ 350 nm and LIF @ 445 nm (UV/VIS). The UV/VIS LIF ratios 

are presented in Figure 5.6 with the two methane flames presented in Figure 5.6a and 

ethylene flames in Figure 5.6b. For the non-sooting M65 flame, the UV/VIS ratio remains 

close to 0.75, after an initial rise, corresponding to a LIF spectrum likely peaking between 

350 nm and 445 nm, suggesting that the fluorescent structures on the nanoparticles are 

primarily comprised of smaller aromatic species not significantly larger than pyrene, based 

on this rough spectrum [26, 115, 185]. On these considerations, the resulting spectra are 

more skewed towards PAHs with a small number of rings when considering the redshift of 

PAH LIF at high temperatures [117]. Because this ratio does not change, it indicates that 

there is no significant evolution in the nanostructures towards more aromatic features when 

moving downstream. Interestingly this lack of evolution coincides with the absence of 

detectable 1064 nm LII, suggesting that the evolution toward soot particles from these 

small nanostructures might need to first step into an aromatisation process, and exhibit a 

redshift in its spectrum. In contrast, the M80 flame ratio is initially close to 0.75 and then 

decreases moving downstream, indicating a shift in the spectrum towards longer 

wavelengths and consequently an increase in the size of the dominant aromatic island 

responsible for LIF, similar to that observed by Hayashida et al. [124] and Kobayashi et al. 

[232]. It could also be possible that these nanostructures evolve towards a more graphitic 

structure, having layers of small aromatics stacked, as has been found in lower temperature 

pyrolytic zones [51] which could explain the redshift of the signal. The decrease of the LIF 

signal intensity in the downstream region can be attributed partially to a decrease of the 

quantum yield of the nanostructures, and of course to the evolution towards soot particles, 

i.e., to larger structures having the capability to emit an LII signal rather than LIF. This 

second aspect would be confirmed by the rise of the LII just after the decrease of the LIF 

signal and would follow the known growth pathway for the combustion-generated 

particles. 

The sooting ethylene flames all exhibit a similar transition towards a red-shifted spectrum 

with increasing HAB as shown in Fig 5.6b. Considering all the ethylene flames, the LIF 

ratio moves to lower values with increasing HAB, a similar trend but a greater shift 

compared to the sooting M80 flame. In the E60 and E80 flames, the LIF ratio decreases to 
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ultimately lower ratios downstream indicating that in the pyrolytic formation of soot, 

higher soot concentrations are preceded by nanoparticles comprised of aromatic 

fluorophores with increasing ring numbers and more rigid structures. Comparing the 

methane flames with ethylene flames, the LIF ratio reaches a similar low value of around 

0.55 in both M80 and E80 before the onset of soot, with the E80 flame being much more 

heavily sooting than M80. The red-shifted spectrum for both the M80 and E80 flames is 

due in part to the relatively large residence times that these nanostructures have before soot 

starts and confirms once again the important role of the residence time in the study and the 

determination of the evolution of the particles in flames. 

 

Figure 5.6: LIF ratio UV/Visible against HAB a) methane flames and b) ethylene flames. 

As seen in Figure 5.4, cases E40, E60 and E80 present a dual peak (bimodal structure) in 

the LIF measurements traced along the length of the flame. Because the 266 nm LIE 

measurements are being used to quantify the soot nanostructure based on the LIF signal, it 

is important to understand if this particular feature is genuine or an artefact due to 

interferences from other emissions. LII is known to contribute a non-negligible amount to 

the total (0 – 200 ns) integral 266 nm LIE signal even in the flames of lower SVF (E32 and 

M80) due LII’s impact on signal decay time determination. 

In order to assess the correlation of the later stages of the 266 nm LIE signal with LII 

excited with 1064 nm and previous SVF measurements [27] a comparison of these signals 

is shown in Figure 5.7. The temporal tail of the 266 nm LIE signal at 575 nm is defined as 

the integral of the signal between 60 and 200 ns where the LIF contribution of the signal 

has decayed to negligible values, similar to that explored in Chapter 4. Both peak and 

integrated 1064 nm LII signals for the E60 flame are reported which agree well with 

previous SVF measurements [27]. All curves in Figure 5.7 are normalised to have their 

maximum value of unity. The similarity of all the curves in Figure 5.7 indicates that soot 
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particle size and differences in bath gas composition have a minimal impact on the 

determination of SVF whether peak, “prompt” or longer integrated signal are used. The 

remaining part of the 266 nm LIE signal (0 to 60 ns) will still contain LII alongside any 

LIF. In the higher sooting flames (E40, E60, and E80) the location of the second “prompt” 

LIE peak strongly correlates with the location where 1064 nm LII is measured. Thus, it 

would be reasonable to assume that a significant portion of this “prompt” signal in the 

second peak is driven by the interaction of 266 nm with soot. While LII from 266 nm 

excitation is expected, the “prompt” LIF HAB trend does not completely correlate with 

1064 nm LII, as shown in Figure 5.4. 

 

Figure 5.7: LII comparison in E60 flame. All measurements are normalised by the 

maximum value. 1064 nm LII peak (□), 1064 nm LII integrated 0-200 ns (○), 266 nm 

LIE integrated 60-200 ns (X) and SVF determined from LII (solid line) by Smooke et al 

[27]. 

Whilst the second peak in the “prompt” LIE signal in the highly sooting ethylene flames 

cannot be solely attributed to 266 nm LII, it is possible that it is due other interactions of 

the 266 nm pulse with soot. With the use of 266 nm and particularly at the intensity utilised 

in this work, it would be expected that sublimation and possibly some photo-dissociation 

processes of soot would lead to the ejection and subsequent excitation of C2, C3, carbon 

clusters and possibly other molecular species resulting in a fast LIE signal. Although care 

was taken to place the PMTs away from regions in the spectrum known for significant 

peaks due to C2 swan bands and C3 swing bands [176, 183], some overlap is possible given 

the 30 nm collection bin of each PMT. A few studies using deep UV laser wavelengths 

(193 nm and 248 nm) have shown that a substantial mass loss and particle disintegration 

from soot can occur even at modest fluencies with little particle heating [179-181]. Even 

though a single photon at 266 nm (37595 cm-1) does not have enough energy to break a σ 

bond between carbon atoms in a soot particle which has a bond energy of 43800 cm-1 such 
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as a 193 nm photon does (51814 cm-1), it is possible that similar processes might possible 

through a multiphoton interaction due to the short 80 ps 266 nm laser pulse. 

In order to better understand the signal components from UV excitation where soot is 

present, the E60 flame at a HAB = 35 mm is explored with a variety of 266 nm laser 

energies, with a particular focus on the “prompt” LIE signal in a heavy sooting flame 

region. The same UV laser and optics as outlined in Chapter 3 were utilised for this test so 

the spot size did not change. However, the laser fluence was varied from 0.11 to 4.2 J/cm2 

by changing the laser energy with the half-wave plate polarisation cube combination. 

The response of the LIE signal at 350 nm is presented in Figure 5.8a in the time domain 

for a range of fluence levels. The signals are presented with a logarithmic vertical axis to 

highlight the similar features of the signals over a broad dynamic range. It is evident from 

Figure 5.8a that all the signals display a broadly similar behaviour with the initial portion 

of the signal featuring a fast rise and fall close to the system response limit. The initial fast 

rise and fall portion of the signal over the first few nanoseconds cannot be attributed to LIF 

from the same nanostructures observed in other upstream non-sooting regions of the flame 

as the time decay is much shorter. The initial fast rise and fall portion of the signal is only 

significant where the SVF is large and thus was not found as an interference source in 

previous studies of premixed flames in Chapter 4 where sooting levels were much lower. 

After the initial rapid rise and fall, the signal exhibits a gradual decay that is expected to 

be from a combination of LIF and LII, with LII dominating the signal at times greater than 

20 ns. The LII dominated portion of the signal for all fluence levels displays a similar decay 

rate, indicating that only a small amount of the total soot mass is sublimated even for the 

highest fluence case of 4.2 J/cm2. 

In order to quantify the relative emission intensity at different times, the signal for each 

fluence level is integrated over three different windows in time as presented in Figure 5.8b. 

The first window from 0 to 3 ns represents the fast rise and fall component, the second 

window from 3 to 10 ns represents the portion of the signal where nanostructure LIF would 

be expected to be significant and the third window from 60 to 200 ns represents the segment 

of the signal that is due to be exclusively from LII. The integrated signal in each of the 

three windows has been normalised such that the integrated signal in each window at a 

fluence of 1.2 J/cm2 is unity to be consistent with the fluence used for all other 

measurements reported in this Chapter. A dashed line in Figure 5.8b is shown to indicate 

what would be an ideal linear response with the laser fluence. 

No correction has been made for the expected LII interference component in the first and 

second windows, or for any nanostructure LIF onto the first window. Although the total 

number of photons received from LII is large over the entire signal duration, the number 
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of photons received from LII in the first window is expected to be relatively low, based on 

estimates achieved by extrapolating the approximately exponential decay of the LII from 

later time stages (> 20 ns), noting that an exponential decay is a straight line in the log-

linear Figure 5.8a. An accurate correction in the time domain for LII interferences is not 

possible, as there is expected to be a portion of the LII signal that rises and falls rapidly at 

the system limit response. A fast initial LII signal will be present when the surface of the 

smallest incandescable soot particles [43, 234] is at a temperature sufficiently close to the 

soot sublimation temperature and the laser pulse is present to drive sublimation. During the 

laser pulse, it is possible that the smallest particles will be losing significant mass due to 

sublimation and will produce a strong signal that is only present when the laser pulse is 

present. The third window in Figure 5.8b represents the LII, the response of this region 

with fluence is a power law like with an exponent less than unity, which is expected for an 

LII process progressing from the linear regime to plateau regime [43, 174]. As the spatial 

profile of the 266 nm beam is Gaussian-like and not strictly a flat-top profile, a region of 

zero or negative slope with fluence is not observed in Figure 5.8b even at the highest 

fluence levels examined. 

The signal in the first window displays a near linear trend with the laser fluence up to 1.7 

J/cm2, which indicates that the origin of the signal in this window is not strongly dependent 

on LII. It is possible the origin of the high-intensity initial portion of the signal is either 

fluorescence of aromatic compounds coating the soot particles being volatised or excitation 

of sublimation products. Even for the lowest fluence level examined 0.11 J/cm2, some 

sublimation will be expected to occur. For fluences larger than 1.7 J/cm2 in the first 

window, the sub-linear fluence dependence is due to either saturation effects of the material 

being fluoresced or the saturation of the mechanism causing the production of the material 

being fluoresced. Further experiments with additional techniques will be required to 

definitively determine the origins of the fast high-intensity signal in the first temporal 

window region. 

The signal in the second temporal window where LIF from nanostructures is expected to 

contribute features a sub-linear power dependence indicating that there is some LII present 

in this region but not so much as to completely correlate with the trend observed for the 

third window that is expected to be exclusively from LII. The signal found in the 3-10 ns 

region would appear to have component with a decay time that is comparable to 

nanostructure LIF found in upstream regions where soot is not present. The “prompt” 

signal from 0-10 ns which is a combination of the first and second windows in Figure 5.8b 

is used for much of the analysis in this Chapter. As such it is important to ascertain the 

nature of any SVF based interferences on this measured whether they are LII based or other 

mechanisms which is proportional to SVF. A short LII signal generated by means of soot 
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mass loss is still emitting quasi-blackbody emission and thus should emit a larger intensity 

@ 445 nm than at @ 350 nm, corresponding to a black body temperature of 3500-4500 K 

[30, 43-47]. Such blackbody emission is not present in Figure 4c and d, where the “prompt” 

LIE @ 350 nm is greater than that @ 445 nm in the sooting regions of E60 and E80 flames. 

The “prompt” 266 nm LIE signal that comprises the second peak is without a doubt not 

solely due to LII. 

 

Figure 5.4: 266 nm LIE emission @ 350 nm in a high-sooting region (E60 at HAB = 35 

mm) for a range of laser fluence levels alongside system response (dotted). a) Signal 

level vs. time and b) relative emission in three temporal windows. 

If the interference on the “prompt” LIF signal occurs as a result of LII or other mechanisms 

that are related to the presence of soot, then it is possible a correction can be made for this 

interference source based on the local SVF. To determine if a relationship between the 

interference on the “prompt” LIF and the SVF is consistent for all flames at all locations 

examined, the “prompt” LIF signal at 350 nm vs. the SVF is shown in Figure 5.9. The SVF 

in Figure 5.9 is determined from the delayed integral (60 – 200 ns) of the 266 nm LIE 

measurement at 575 nm as correlated in Figure 5.7. If all data in Figure 5.9 were to sit with 

minimal scatter on some curve (linear or other) with respect to SVF, then that would 

indicate that most of the “prompt” LIF signal is due to interferences from soot. Equally, if 
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a large scatter exists in the data with realisations with very low “prompt” LIF and large 

SVF, then that would indicate that there are negligible soot interferences in the “prompt” 

LIF signal. However, what is found in Figure 5.9 is that there is a group of data points 

sitting on a linear positive slope line which is termed here as the interference limit line. 

Below the interference limit line, no data points are observed and above this line data points 

with a broad range of “prompt” LIF and SVF values are found. The interference limit line 

represents the maximum interference from soot, such that LIE values that lie on the line 

are potentially 100% soot-derived emissions, whereas values above the line contain some 

genuine LIF. As the interference limit line, shown in in Figure 5.9 is linear, this indicates 

that the “prompt” LIF interference mechanism is linearly proportional to the SVF. This 

further implies the mechanism for the interference is more likely due to sublimation rather 

than surface ablation or ejection of volatile compounds from the surface of the soot. If the 

interference was due to surface ablation, then the expected dependence would be an 

interference line with a power law relation (SVF2/3). This is because the relationship 

between the approximately volumetric LII processes (∝ d3) and the surface process (∝ d2) 

of ablation. This dependence on (SVF2/3) was not observed, thus ablation is not likely to 

be the source of interference. As the interference limit line is consistent across all flames 

at all locations, it indicates that the correction with SVF is essentially independent on the 

structure of the local soot for the conditions examined. A similar trend and scatter to the 

350 nm data presented in Figure 5.9 exists for the “prompt” LIF @ 445 nm with SVF. 

Utilising the interference limit line for the 350 nm and 445 nm PMT data, a correction for 

soot interferences has been applied to the “prompt” LIF measurements presented in Figure 

5.10. The difference before and after the soot interference correction applied to the 

“prompt” LIF signal is shown in Figure 5.10 to illustrate the region and extent of the 

correction. It is evident that the SVF correction works well for flames E32 and E40 so that 

the “prompt” LIF is reduced to very low levels where soot occurs. Flames E32 and E40 

present similar corrected LIF trends to the non-sooting M65 flame and the uncorrected 

M80 flame where 1064 nm LII is detected, exhibited in Figure 5.3a and b. Here there is no 

second increase of LIF where soot is detected; the LIF signal continues to decrease 

suggesting an evolution of the small nanostructures into large soot particle and aggregates. 

A decrease in LIF intensity is also present in the heavier sooting ethylene flames just prior 

to the second peak and hints at a similar trend of decreasing detectable nanostructure 

concentration where soot starts to be present in appreciable amounts. 
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Figure 5.9: Scatter plot of prompt LIE vs. SVF. M65 (Δ), M80 (□), E32 (▲), E40 (■), 

E60 (●) and E80 (♦). SVF maximum linear interference extrapolated from data (solid 

line). 

Unlike the trends found in the methane and E32 and E40 flames, after the SVF correction 

in the E60 and E80 flames, there is still a re-increase in fluorescent nanostructures 

downstream in the sooting region, indicating that at least some of the signal contributing 

to the second peak is genuine LIF. The resurgence of nanostructure LIF in the sooting 

regions of the E60 and E80 flames does not fit with the picture of particle formation 

supported by previous studies made in different operating conditions [116, 124, 235]. 

Considering the progress in the understanding of the chemical kinetics of the formation of 

nanostructures known to fluoresce, based purely on kinetic arguments it is difficult to see 

how the presence of the second peak of LIF in the E60 and E80 flames can be explained. 
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Figure 5.10: Lower limit (LL) of prompt LIF centreline measurements corrected for 

maximum linear interference from SVF for ethylene flames. Uncorrected LIE 

measurements and shaded area corrected as semi-transparent for comparison. 
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A possible explanation for the remaining second LIF peak in the sooting region of the E60 

and E80 flames involves the structure of the diffusion flame itself, whereby at downstream 

locations closer to flame tip, particles from the centreline mix with particles produced in 

the outer regions or wings of the flame closer to the flame front. Figure 5.11 helps illustrate 

the specifics of the soot structure within these flames, from the planar SVF measurements 

of Smooke et al. [27]. Looking the E60 flame compared to the E32 flame it becomes 

obvious that a different structure emerges as where the peak soot formation occurring off 

the centreline. To further illustrate this possible transport of material from the wings, Figure 

5.12 reports the radial profiles for the E32, E40 and E60 at three different HABs, namely 

at the peak centreline SVF (top), at the maximum soot formation rate i.e. on the maximum 

increase of the LII signal (middle) and before soot is detected (bottom). The LIF presented 

in these Figures have been corrected for the maximum interference proportional to SVF. 

These three heights can describe with sufficient precision the spatial evolution of particles 

within the flame. 

 

Figure 5.11: Structure of sooting region in height normalised E32 and E60 flames. Colour 

map presents zero (blue) to maximum SVF (red) [27] normalised for each flame. 

For the radial traverses taken at the lowest height for all flames (lower panel in Figure 5.12) 

where no soot is detected on the centreline, it is possible to measure soot on the outer 

regions, as is evident from the presence of LII toward the edge. Also for the lowest height 

cases, the LIF signal in the E32 and E40 flames is a maximum on the centreline and 

decrease with radial distance, whereas in the E60 flame features a local maximum off the 

centreline in the wing region at the same radial location as the peak SVF. Moving 

downstream (middle and top panels of Figure 5.12), it is seen that in the E32 and E40 

flames that the radial profiles of LIF decrease in a similar Gaussian-like decay at all axial 
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locations, whereas in the E60 flame the LIF wing peak is still prominent at all axial 

locations. Similarly, moving to the top panel of the E60 flame, the SVF is a maximum on 

the centreline whereas the 266 nm LIE shows a weak but detectable peak in the flame wing. 

The position of the LIF peak in the wing region of the E60 flame moves inward with 

increasing HAB, showing that the reaction zone moves closer to the centreline due to the 

closure of the flame tip. It can be considered that the material present on the tip of the flame 

to be a mixture of material originating from processes occurring from both along the 

centreline and from the wings of the flame. The presence of strong fluorescence quenching 

species such as oxygen is to be expected both in the wings as well as near the tip of the 

flame and would lead to an underestimation of the LIF peak in the wings and tip of the 

flame. 

 

Figure 5.12: Prompt LIE and SVF measurements at various HAB against radial position 

in E32 (a, b and c), E40 (d, e and e) and E60 (g, h and i) and flames. LIF measurements 

presented have been corrected for maximum linear interference from SVF. 
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The longer lengths of both the E60 and E80 flames enables much larger soot concentrations 

to be formed in the wings of the flames due to longer residence times at high temperatures. 

These features could explain, at least in part, the second peak in the 266 nm LIE signal at 

the flame tip: the small nanostructures produced on the outer zone are convected toward 

the flame tip and merge with those coming from the pyrolytic zone along on the centreline. 

The observed shift in the importance of particle production and transport from the wings 

for the high sooting flames agrees with previous results by Smooke et al. [27] and shown 

in Figure 5.11, that show that the low sooting ethylene flames (E32 and E40) feature a 

much stronger particle formation on the centreline compared to the higher sooting ethylene 

E60 and E80 flames where particle production was found to be much higher in the wings. 

It is worth noting that the formation processes along the centreline compared with that on 

the wings are very different. The wings of the flame can, in some way, be compared with 

counter-flow diffusion flames where the mixing of fuel and oxidiser are dominated by 

diffusion. However, in this coflow diffusion flame, the combustion formed particles in the 

wings of the flame are convected downstream towards higher HAB experiencing a long 

residence time in a highly reactive fuel-rich environment. A comparison with similar 

measurements in a counter-flow flame [51] shows some similarity in the shifting of the 

spectrum moving towards the oxidiser side. Nanostructures found on the oxidiser side tend 

to have a blue-shifted spectrum akin to that found in rich premixed conditions [97], where 

polymerisation of aromatic units into oligomers is favoured. Overall, the measurements 

and picture formed from the high aspect ratio sooting laminar diffusion flames reported in 

this Chapter will help in the understanding of the particle formation pathways and pose a 

challenge to modellers to successfully predict the origin and evolution of the nanoparticles 

in these flames. 

5.3 Conclusion 

The time-resolved LIE technique was extended to diffusion flames in this Chapter. LIF 

contribution primarily from aromatic nanostructures was determined in upstream regions 

of methane and ethylene coflow diffusion flames. The non-sooting M65 flame shows no 

significant nanostructure evolution before LIF emissions reduce at the oxidative flame tip. 

However, structural transitions facilitate soot formation even in the marginally sooting 

M80 flame, where the LIF emission shifts towards a red-shifted spectrum suggesting an 

increase in the aromatic and stacked nature of the nanostructures. A red-shifted spectrum 

with increasing HAB is also present in the sooting ethylene flames and coincides with a 

strong increase in ELS. In the upstream regions of the flames, an appreciable scattering 

signal above the gas phase levels with no measurable SVF, highlighting that the mean 
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nanostructure size must also be increasing with the residence time in the pyrolytic flame 

region. A reduction in the quantum yield results in the decrease in LIF intensities 

approaching the soot formation region in these flames as nanostructures become more 

graphitic and tend to incandesce instead of fluorescing. The nanostructures are known to 

still be present in this “dark region” as ELS measurements continue to increase before the 

steep increase of SVF. Higher nanostructure concentration is found to proceed the higher 

SVF found in fuel rich high-sooting flames, although not proportionally, suggesting 

surface growth strongly contributes to increasing SVF moving downstream. 

LIF measurements become challenging in sooting regions of the flames examined, and 

interference from LII and other soot derived emissions were found. A linear interference 

trend with SVF was observed, and corrections for the soot based interferences were made 

to the “prompt” LIF signal. The lower sooting flames (M80, E32 and E40) show LIF 

signals decreasing to negligible values within the sooting downstream regions well before 

oxidation at the tip. The longer, higher sooting flames (E60 and E80) showed a peculiar re-

increase in the LIF signal along the centreline in the downstream sooting zone. The 

presence of LIF from nanostructures in the sooting zone is believed to be genuine and a 

consequence of the high aspect ratio of these diffusion flames allowing particle formation 

in the outer regions, or wings, of these flames to be transported downstream to the 

centreline at the flame tip. The particle formation in the outer regions of the flames was 

identified by a wing structure found in both LIF and LII, where the presence of oxygen and 

higher temperatures facilitate a different soot formation pathway similar to counter-flow 

diffusion flames. In the outer regions of the flames less aromatic (blue-shifted spectrum) 

nanostructures co-exist with larger soot particles and are convected downstream, merging 

with the centreline. These high aspect ratio diffusion flames pose interesting and 

challenging features that highlight parallel soot formation pathways. 
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 Laminar Partially 

Premixed and Diluted 

Flames 

While a number of interlinked factors including pressure, temperature and fuel chemistry 

play significant roles in the formation of soot and nanostructures, the effect of partial 

premixing is particularly relevant in real combustion devices and emissions [14, 20]. Small 

amounts of partial premixing with air in ethylene flames is known to slightly increase soot 

volume fraction (SVF), precursor particles as well as aromatics such as benzene and 

naphthalene [191, 235, 236]. Mass spectrometry measurements have shown that the 

addition of oxygen enhances the formation of intermediate C3 hydrocarbons which are 

known precursors of benzene, whilst also increasing the formation of oxygenated 

hydrocarbons [235, 237]. However, the concentration of other hydrocarbons in these 

flames decreases, primarily due to reduced fuel concentration [238], while oxygen addition 

increases the rate of soot formation [236, 239]. Competing effects of increased reaction 

rate and reduced fuel concentration need to be considered in determining the evolution of 

soot in partially premixed flames. This purpose of this Chapter to address this distinction. 

A combination of temperature measurements, and time-resolved LIE are used to 

investigate the growth of soot and soot nanostructures within a set of partially premixed 

and a set of N2 diluted coflow diffusion flames. 
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6.1 Experimental Setup 

6.1.1 Flame Conditions 

The burner used in this study is the same laminar coflow burner in Chapter 5 and detailed 

in Section 3.3.1. The model flame chosen for this study was the 60% ethylene, 40% 

nitrogen by volume flame (E60, as in Chapter 5), a target for the ISF [200] (ISF-3 Coflow 

3) which has already been explored in previous publications [27, 213, 233]. This flame was 

used as the base to investigate the effects of premixing and dilution on the formation of 

soot and nanostructures. A set of partially premixed flames was created by adding air to 

the jet whilst keeping the flowrate of fuel constant. Equivalence ratios (ϕ defined on the 

base of the fuel jet stream composition) from 24 to 3 were investigated. It is important to 

note that the addition of air increases the jet bulk velocity (Ubulk) and reduces the fuel 

concentration, as the fuel flowrate is kept constant between these flames. For this reason, 

a complementary set of flames was also investigated to identify the effects of dilution, 

where additional nitrogen was added instead of air for each of the premixed cases. All the 

diluted cases have ϕ = ∞, however, share the same fuel dilution and Ubulk with the 

equivalent premixed case. Flame details are reported in Table 6.1 together with acronyms 

used in the text to easily identify them: partially-premixed flames are labelled PP24 through 

PP3 and nitrogen diluted flames are labelled DN24 through DN3. Time-resolved, pointwise 

LIE measurements and thermocouple temperature measurements are conducted along the 

centreline of these flames. Photographs of the flames can be found in Figure 6.1, while 

flame heights can be found in Table 6.1.  Some additional flames (E32, E40 and E80) from 

the list of ISF target flames [200] are comparatively discussed later and are detailed in 

Table 5.1. 
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Table 6.1: Partially Premixed (PP) and Diluted (DN) flame details. 

 

Set Flame ϕ 

Jet 

Ubulk, 

cm/s 

Flame 

length, 

mm 

C2H4 

flowrate 

(jet), SLPM 

N2 flowrate 

(jet), 

SLPM* 

Air 

flowrate 

(jet), SLPM 

Base E60 ∞ 35 50 0.158 0.106 0.000 

PP 

PP24 24 48 49 0.158 0.106 0.094 

PP18 18 52 48 0.158 0.106 0.126 

PP12 12 60 46 0.158 0.106 0.188 

PP6 6 85 41 0.158 0.106 0.377 

PP4 4 110 36 0.158 0.106 0.565 

PP3 3 135 33 0.158 0.106 0.754 

DN 

DN24 ∞ 48 50 0.158 0.200 - 

DN18 ∞ 52 51 0.158 0.232 - 

DN12 ∞ 60 51 0.158 0.294 - 

DN6 ∞ 85 54 0.158 0.483 - 

DN4 ∞ 110 62 0.158 0.671 - 

All air coflow velocities are 35 cm/s. 

*For PP cases N2 flowrate is in addition to the nitrogen present within jet air 

flowrate. 
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Figure 6.1: Photographs of a) DN and b) PP cases. All photographs were taken at same f# 

and exposure except for those labelled with extended exposure. Scale in cm. 

6.1.2 Time-Resolved LIE 

The setup for the LIE measurements are identical to that for diffusion flames in Chapter 5. 

However, due to the limited knowledge of the temperature close to the jet, the same 

ethylene fragmentation corrections made in Chapter 5 could not be made here. Upstream 

areas of the flames that possessed some fragmentation interference are omitted for clarity. 

Similarly, the downstream LIF measurements containing interference from soot are 

omitted, as downstream LIF was not a focus of this particular study. 

6.2 Results and Discussion 

The flame lengths of the DN cases, shown in Figure 6.1a, do not change between E60 and 

DN12. Flame DN6 begins to detach from the burner, while DN4 is a lifted flame. Flame 

DN3 was not possible to stabilise as it was beyond blow-off. The location of soot formation 

in the DN flames moves downstream with increasing dilution as indicated by the luminous 

regions of in the photographs. In the PP cases, Figure 6.1b shows that the flame height 

decreases with increasing premixing, and the location of soot remains relatively constant, 
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just above 25 mm along the centreline, similar to the features reported by De Falco et al. 

[191] and McEnally et al. [235]. In both the PP and DN cases, the length of the sooting 

region decreases with reduced fuel concentration and hence increasing jet velocity. At 

around the same fuel concentration level in flames PP6 and DN6, the flame structure 

changes, where there is a significant reduction in the luminosity of the outer annulus of the 

flame, indicating a significant drop in the soot production on the wings. 

Centreline thermocouple temperature measurements, performed with an uncoated R-

thermocouple with a bead size of 225 µm, are presented in Figure 6.2 for the PP and DN 

cases. The rapid insertion technique was used here, is the same as that presented in Chapter 

4, and corrections for radiation and soot covering the bead were applied following a 

procedure developed by Commodo et al. [191]. These measurements, as in Chapter 4, were 

conducted at the Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II by Mariano Sirignano. The 

PP cases in Figure 6.2b) show a general trend of increasing temperature with increased 

premixing is noted downstream of 16 mm, despite the reduced fuel concentration in the 

flames with greater degrees of partial premixing. The results show similarities to previous 

measurements performed in larger diameter partially premixed coflow diffusion flames 

[191, 235]. These past measurements have normalised centreline trends on the height of 

the maximum temperature (HT), however, this has not been done in the current work as it 

complicates some of the trends presented later. The DN cases in Figure 6.2a) show a 

general trend of decreasing temperature exist with increasing dilution for all height above 

burner (HAB). 

It is noted that premixing in the manner presented here, there is a trade-off that the 

temperatures present between flames will not be constant. Whilst this does make it difficult 

to separate the specific effect of O2 from that of temperature, one could argue that in 

practical combustion environments, these go hand in hand and increasing temperature is 

itself a consequence of increased reactions due to the oxygen. Some studies aimed at 

isolating effects of dilution and temperature, by dilution with H2 [240] or preheating 

reactants prior to burner outlet [241, 242] have shown that temperature, dilution and 

oxygen content have some independent impacts on foot formation. Reduction of soot 

production due to dilution was found to be due to both the lowered temperature and reduced 

fuel concentration [240, 241]. Addition of oxygen, on the other hand, appears more 

complex and dependant on fuel chemistry. The study by Gülder [242] indicates that the 

presence of oxygen aids soot formation in propane and n-butane, but it supresses soot 

formation in methane.  However, separating all these effects was not possible with the 

current flame set and thus the effect of temperature has not been separated from premixing 

in this discussion. The potential for future studies into the separate effects of temperature, 
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dilution and oxygen are important. Even so, the selected flames were favourable due to 

their similar characteristic flame lengths. 

 

Figure 6.2: Centreline temperatures for the a) DN and b) PP flames. 

Measurements of the centreline LIF @ 350 nm for both the DN and PP cases are reported 

in Figure 6.3. For the same reasons presented in Chapter 5, the “prompt” integrated (0 – 10 

ns) signals are presented here. Interferences in the LIF signal from LII in the presence of 

soot at greater than ~100 ppb and photofragmentation of ethylene at HAB < 15 mm 

complicates the interpretation of the LIF signal. Details of the possible corrections made 

are also given in Chapter 5, however, corrections due to photofragmentation are not made 

due to the uncertainty in the temperature measurements close to the burner exit plane. 

Conduction along the thermocouple wires is the likely cause of high temperatures (> 600 

K) measured at HAB = 3 for all PP and DN flames, when these temperatures are expected 

to be closer to the temperature of the incoming fuel mixture (300 K). At locations where 

the temperature was measured to be less than 1400 K, some ethylene is expected and thus 

these LIF measurements are not reported.  Similarly, to the diffusion cases presented in 

Chapter 5, a correction to the downstream LIF measurements can be made to remove the 

LII component. However, downstream measurements containing LII and potential LIF 
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originating from the converging of the wings was also removed in this data as this study is 

focused on the centreline formation of nanostructures and soot.  

 

Figure 6.3: Prompt LIF @ 350 nm centreline profiles for a) DN and b) PP cases. 

The LIF decay times for the DN and PP flames in regions not affected by ethylene 

photofragmentation or soot interference are presented in Figures 6.4a and d. The decay 

times are determined using the simpler peak normalised integral method also used in 

Chapter 5 and described in Section 3.2.1. In all flames, the effective time decay for both 

DN and PP cases are longer than 3 ns at HAB = 15 mm and increases moving downstream 

into regions of higher temperature. The increase in decay time with HAB is in stark contrast 

to the behaviour of gas phase PAH that show rapidly decreasing fluorescence lifetimes 

with increasing temperature [117]. The decay times presented are also above any measured 

gas phase PAH decay times at the measured flame temperatures. The long LIF decay times 

indicate that the majority of LIF originates from larger nanostructures with aromatic 

moieties and molecular like electronic energy levels similar to those measured in premixed 

flames (Chapter 4). It would be reasonable to assume that these nanostructures are 
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between 1 nm and 10 nm in diameter, as previously observed in both diffusion [122, 184] 

and premixed flames [98]. 

 

Figure 6.4: Exponential decay times for LIF @ 350nm vs HAB for a) DN and d) PP 

cases. b) and e) show corresponding UV/Vis LIF ratios (350nm/445nm). c) and f) show 

corresponding ELS intensities. 

The presence of long-lived LIF coincides with significant amounts of ELS as seen in 

Figures 6.4c and f, particularly in the higher sooting flames. An error band is placed on the 
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measurement as discussed in Section 3.1.6. In the higher sooting flames (PP12 to PP24 and 

DN12 to E60), the scattering signal detected in the upstream region before the onset of soot 

is well in excess of that expected from gas phase given flame temperatures. The change in 

rate of increase of ELS (d2ELS/dHAB2) in this region also exceeds that of LIF 

(d2LIF/dHAB2), suggesting that average particle size is increasing moving downstream. 

The evolution of the fluorescence emission spectrum of the nanostructures with HAB can 

be broadly monitored by considering the ratio between LIF @ 350 nm (UV) and LIF @ 

445 nm (Vis), which is presented in Figure 6.4b and e DN and PP cases respectively. All 

flames show a transition from a higher UV/Vis ratio to a lower ratio of around 0.6, which 

corresponds to a redshift in the spectrum. A shift towards longer wavelengths could 

indicate an increase in the size of the dominant aromatic island responsible for LIF, similar 

to that concluded by Hayashida et al. [124]. Alternatively, it could indicate that an 

evolution of nanoparticles to a more graphitic structure which would also exhibit longer 

lived LIF [51]. It is also noted that higher levels of premixing (PP3 and PP4) initially at 

low HAB show a very blue-shifted spectrum, highlighting the impact of small amounts of 

oxygen in an otherwise pyrolytic environment. It would seem that newly incepted 

nanostructures formed in the presence of oxygen consist of smaller PAH units exhibiting 

blue-shifted fluorescence emissions [26, 115, 185]. The pyrolytic zone of laminar diffusion 

flames initially exhibit a red-shifted spectrum in comparison to rich premixed flames [21, 

51, 124]. A shift from an initially red-shifted spectrum to a blue-shifted spectrum is 

observed with increasing partial premixing and provides a link from the nanostructures 

formed in diffusion flames and rich premixed flames.  

LII measurements, converted to a SVF in the same manner given in Chapter 5, are 

presented in Figure 6.5a and b for both the DN and PP cases respectively. The base flame, 

E60, shows that soot production emerges at HAB = 25 mm and the volume fraction 

increases rapidly until around 30 mm. The SVF plateaus at around 1.25x10-6 before the 

oxidation rate becomes larger than the growth rate after HAB = 40 mm, reducing the SVF 

towards the flame tip. Prior to the onset of soot, LIF from nanostructures prevails, as seen 

in Figure 6.3. LIF intensity, hence nanostructure concentration initially increases and peaks 

at HAB = 20 mm, after which it begins to decrease again before the onset of soot at 25 mm. 

The decrease in LIF after the peak should not be entirely attributed to a reduction in particle 

concentration or size, but a significant contribution can be associated to a transition of the 

nanostructures towards more graphitic assembly as particles likely exhibit lower 

fluorescence quantum yield causing particles to incandesce instead of fluoresce. This 

general growth process is well accepted [15, 28, 30] and present in all the flames. 
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Figure 6.5: Centreline SVF from LII in a) DN and b) PP cases. Red (dashed) line 

highlights maximum soot growth. 

Figure 6.5a shows that increasing dilution results in a reduction in the peak centreline SVF 

and a downstream shift in the location of soot emergence. A similar observation can also 

be made for the preceding nanostructure concentration in Figure 6.3a, where LIF intensity 

decreases with higher dilution levels and also shifts downstream to larger HAB. The PP 

cases, on the other hand, do not show this downstream shift for either LIF (Figure 6.3b) or 

soot (Figure 6.5b). The peak centreline SVF present in the PP cases also shows a decrease 

with increased premixing, however, not as large or as rapid as the equivalent DN cases. 

Previous studies in partially premixed flames have reported a slight increase in SVF with 

small amounts of premixing [191, 235, 236]. Although this is not observed in the current 

study, there is not a significant decrease in SVF from E60 to PP12. It is evident that partial 

premixing with air results in higher SVF, as well as higher LIF signals, compared with 

dilution, which is consistent with the results of McEnally et al. [237, 238]. The reasons for 

increased precursor formation that in turn leads to increased soot formation seems to be an 

enhancement of specific radicals promoted by oxygen, that then leads to the formation of 

benzene and other aromatics. The occurrence of the propargyl radical (C3H3), is likely 
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enhanced with the presence of oxygen, much like other C3X species, allowing the self-

reaction and formation of benzene [235, 243]. 

Irrespective of the level of premixing, Figure 6.5b shows that all the PP cases share HAB 

= 25 mm as the location for soot emergence. Due to the range of Ubulk between E60 and 

PP3, the residence time at HAB = 25 mm will not be consistent between flames, and will, 

in fact, represent shorter residence times for increasing levels of premixing. A similar 

statement regarding the reduced residence time with increased premixing can be made for 

the nanostructure formation reported in Figure 6.3b. Not only is the location of soot 

formation consistent with all the PP cases, but also the spatial rate of soot growth 

(dSVF/dHAB), marked as a dashed line in Figure 6.5b is similar between all cases. Much 

like HAB and residence time, dSVF/dHAB does not correspond to a consistent dt value for 

all flames and thus the highlights that the rate of soot growth (dSVF/dt) increases 

dramatically with premixing. The enhanced growth process of soot has been previously 

noted [236] and is also found in the LIF UV/Vis ratio presented in Figure 6.4e. The 

transition from a blue-shifted spectrum (higher ratio value) to a red-shifted spectrum (lower 

ratio value) along HAB must also happen in a shorter time frame at higher levels of 

premixing. A combination of UV/Vis ratio and LIF decay time yields insight into the 

transition of fluorescent nanostructures from simpler aromatic structures to those with 

larger aromatic islands and featuring a more stacked and rigid arrangement due to Van der 

Waals interactions between poly-aromatic planes. All flames (PP and DN) exhibit a 

transition towards a UV/Vis ratio of around 0.6 and a decay time stretching towards 7 ns 

just prior to the onset of soot. Although the LIF spectrum and decay time are impacted by 

temperature and concentration of quenching species [51, 117, 136], this common behaviour 

of PP and DN cases indicates that an average common precursor structure is arrived at, 

regardless of the flame conditions, just prior to the onset of soot. 

The increase in nanostructure and soot formation rate in the partially premixed flames 

raises the following question: what is the particle flux in these flames? In the current study, 

no increase in LIF or SVF with premixing level was observed. However, the increase in 

flame velocity means there is a higher turnover of these particles. Without knowledge of 

the flow field in these flames, a detailed assessment cannot be made, but underlying trends 

can be extracted subject to a few assumptions. Mass or volume flux measurements 

generally involve analysing an entire planar slice perpendicular to the flow. However, since 

pointwise measurements are obtained, the peak location of SVF and LIF will be used as 

representative samples for each flame. To calculate the true flux, and in the absence of flow 

field measurements, the assumption is made here that the local velocity at the same HAB 

in each flame is proportional to Ubulk with considerations for the expansion of gases due to 

temperature. For PP the cases a similar HAB exists for both peak LIF (HAB = 20 mm) and 
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SVF (HAB ≈ 30 mm). The scaled volume flux of soot (SVfx ∝ SVFUbulkTad) and 

nanostructures (NVfx ∝ LIFUbulkTad) are obtained using UbulkTad as representative 

velocities, under the previous assumptions, and are presented in Figure 6.6. UbulkTad is 

defined as the bulk velocity increased due to temperature driven gas expansion for each PP 

flame given the temperatures presented in Figure 6.2b. The author acknowledges that the 

assumptions made here are somewhat crude, but believes the underlying trends presented 

remain valid†. The same assumptions, however, cannot be justified for the DN cases due 

the large range of HAB where soot initiates and therefore flux analysis of the DN cases are 

not presented. A more robust estimate of SVfx and NVfx was calculated for the ISF target 

flames used in Chapter 5 (E32, E40, E60 and E80), using the simulated residence time 

presented by Smooke et al. [27] and then normalised to be plotted alongside the PP cases 

in Figure 6.6. Normalised SVfx and NVfx are plotted against fuel % in the jet allowing a 

comparison of dilution effects on particle production. For the ISF target flames, the Ubulk 

is kept constant while fuel concentration is varied. Figure 6.6a shows a nearly linear 

relationship of SVfx with fuel flowrate for the ISF flames. The PP cases, on the other hand, 

show a dramatically different trend with an increase in SVfx with small amounts of 

premixing (PP24 to PP12) compared to the E60 base case. Higher levels of premixing (PP6 

to PP3) then show a decrease in soot flux. Even though local soot concentration decreases 

with premixing, due to reduced fuel concertation, the total production of soot in these 

flames with a small amount of premixing increases. Figure 6.6b presents the NVfx for the 

same flames. Similarities in the trends can be seen with near linear relationship of NVfx 

against fuel flowrate for the ISF cases. The PP cases show an increase in NVfx with 

increasing premixing up to around PP4. SVfx is decreasing at these levels of premixing, 

yet further oxygen addition continues to aid in the formation of nanostructures. When 

considering the effects of partial premixing on emissions, the results reported in this study 

highlight that the increasing importance of nanoparticles in government emission 

regulations [14] are well justified in placing a greater emphasis with the number density of 

emitted particles rather than mass. In other words, the flux of nanostructures is increasing 

in seemingly lower and lower sooting conditions.  Hence, a decrease in SVF or SVfx does 

not indicate a decrease in the nanostructure formation. Furthermore, the additional oxygen 

in the premixed cases also increases the concentration of oxygenated hydrocarbons [235]. 

Such oxygenates are typically more toxic than other similar sized hydrocarbons. 

                                                 
†
 Subsequent to the submission of this thesis, computations were conducted by Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico 

II to compliment this analysis. This analysis does consider buoyancy in addition to gas expansion and has a minor impact 
on the calculation of soot and nanostructure flux. However, by and large the underlying trends remain as asserted and 

presented here. The addition of this further analysis could be made to the thesis, however, the author prefers the original 

discussion as the same conclusions are reached without the extended preface of computational results and additional 

layers of assumptions needed for this analysis. The author prefers the existing simpler presentation where assumptions 
are minimised, the analysis is easier to follow and its shortcomings are highlighted for the benefit of the reader. 
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Figure 6.6: a) Normalised SVfx and b) Normalised NVfx vs. fuel % for Partially 

Premixed (PP) and constant flowrate ISF target (E) flames. 

Similar to the results reported by reported by McEnally et al. [235], it is found in this work 

that the peak LIF signal in a flame provides a good indicator of peak SVF in the flame 

according to the trend presented in Figure 6.7a. A consistent relationship exists regardless 

of dilution, premixing or jet velocity, as DN, PP and ISF flames all fall on the same line. 

Soot formation requires a certain concentration of nanostructures and increases if 

nanostructure concentration increases. The impact of dilution (due to the addition of air) 

becomes evident in Figure 6.7b which presents SVfx vs. NVfx for the ISF and PP flames. 

The ISF cases present flames where the fuel concentration is varied in a different way to 

the DN or PP flames. For the ISF cases NVfx increases as fuel flowrate increases, while 

all flames maintain the same Ubulk by varying the nitrogen flowrate accordingly. Thus, 

NVfx is proportional to nanostructure concentration in the ISF cases, consequently, SVfx 

then follows NVfx. In the PP flames, the total jet flowrate increases with increasing 

premixing resulting in NVfx not being proportional to nanostructure concentration. Even 

though NVfx increases with increasing premixing, up till around PP4, the nanostructure 
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concentration decreases due to increase in total flowrate. Initially, between PP24 and PP12, 

small amounts of oxygen increase the radical pool and the reaction rate counteracting the 

effects of dilution. Further oxygen addition, from PP12 to PP3, has a limited return on the 

formation rate and the dilution of the nanostructures limits their coalescence into soot 

particles, thus reducing the total soot production while maintaining a similar nanostructure 

production. The physical processes that govern primary soot formation appear to be more 

affected by global dilution than the sometimes more chemical processes governing 

nanostructure formation. The effect of concentration on soot formation is already well 

established through investigations of flames at high pressure [244, 245], where higher 

concentration (due to pressure) results in a higher soot yield (amount of fuel carbon 

converted to soot). As a final remark, it seems that the NVfx cannot increase beyond a 

certain value which is determined by the amount of fuel and the level of premixing. Such 

a finding is relevant when considering the prediction and the control of condensed phase 

nanostructure in real combustion devices. 

 

Figure 6.7: a) Peak SVF vs. Peak LIF @ 350 nm for constant flowrate (ISF targets), PP 

and DN cases. b) SVfx vs. NVfx for constant flowrate (E) and PP cases.  
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6.3 Conclusion 

The effects of partial premixing and dilution on soot formation in coflowing diffusion 

flames were investigated through time-resolved LIF, LII, ELS and thermocouple 

measurements. Partial premixing was achieved by adding air to a jet of ethylene and 

nitrogen. Premixing in this manner increases the total flowrate, and partially premixed 

flames exhibit competing effects of enhanced reaction rate and dilution effects. For this 

reason, the partially premixed flames were compared with an equivalent non-premixed 

case, sharing the same level of dilution. Partial premixing showed enhanced nanostructure 

and soot formation over the equivalent diluted cases. However, both PP and DN cases 

showed a general decrease in volume fractions of both nanostructures and soot due to the 

impact of reduced fuel concentration. Even though all PP flames exhibited a lower SVF 

compared to the E60 base case, flames with low levels of premixing show an increase in 

total soot formation. This increase in SVfx is preceded by an increase in nanoparticle flux. 

NVfx continues to increase with additional premixing, highlighting that SVF or SVfx is 

not a good indicator of nanoparticle flux and vice versa. Nanoparticle flux enhancement 

due to premixing is a result of increased reaction rates whilst being less affected by global 

dilution. Soot flux, on the other hand, is greatly affected by global dilution, as the physical 

coalescence of nanostructures into primary soot is reduced due to lower nanostructure 

concentrations. This is a pertinent point for the practical combustion devices that operate 

in partial premixed conditions, with concerns about size and number of particle emissions, 

as small amounts of partial premixing noticeably increases the total particle flux. 

Irrespective of the increased reaction rate in the PP cases or dilution effect in the DN cases, 

nanostructures are found to proceed towards a common redshifted spectrum and longer 

decay times just prior to the onset of soot, indicative of evolution towards a more rigid 

stacked graphitic-like structure. 
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 Turbulent Diffusion   

             Flames 

The previous Chapters highlight the extensive literature available on laminar soot 

formation and its precursors. However, the same cannot be said for turbulent conditions. 

Whilst studies pertaining to SVF and size [55, 56, 58, 60, 61, 63, 218, 244]  employing the 

use of LII, scattering and other techniques are valuable, the ability to probe soot 

simultaneously with other quantities gives further insight into how local flame conditions 

impact soot. Many studies have described the simultaneous interaction and dependence of 

soot with temperature [59, 246], velocity fields [247] and hydroxyl (OH) defined flame 

fronts [57, 62, 248]. However, studies on the nature and evolution of soot precursors remain 

scant [49, 99], and fewer still that use a simultaneous approach [248]. The study presented 

here aims to make a contribution in this space. 

Soot exists in turbulent flows in the form of wrinkled soot layers that are distributed radially 

over the flame, in comparison to the oxidative OH flame front which often exists on the 

peripheral and does not penetrate towards the centre of the flame [57, 62, 218, 248]. The 

location of reaction zones and soot formation are consequently not constant in time and the 

intermittency of various species (and associated measurements) is very important in the 

description of turbulent combustion [55, 59, 249]. Studies in acoustically forced time 

varying laminar flames have relevance to turbulent combustion and provide insight into 

the interactions of unsteady flow fields with soot, PAH and OH layers [250, 251]. The 

flickering/oscillating flame shows that both instantaneous and time-averaged soot 

concentrations dramatically increase in these unsteady flow fields in comparison to their 

steady state counterparts. On the other hand, turbulent flames that experience high strain 

rates, due to high jet velocities/Reynolds numbers see a reduction in SVF [58, 247, 248]. 
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Further study into turbulence effects of soot and its precursors, is needed and is a goal of 

the ISF workshop [200]. 

It is worth noting that although this turbulent flame study is presented last in this thesis, it 

was chronologically one of the first studies conducted, processed and published by the 

author [2]. Consequently, some of the methodology is not the same as in Chapters 5 and 6. 

The use of the “prompt” signal in Chapter 5 was valuable in discerning the contribution of 

LIF and LII to the total 266 nm LIE signal. Using the “prompt” signal here was not 

preferred over taking a longer integral as the “prompt” component is more susceptible to 

background fluctuations in the instantaneous signal. Additionally, the sooting propensity 

of the flame investigated was similar to that of the C/O = 0.77 premixed flame of Chapter 

4 where the contribution of LII to the 266 nm LIE was determined to be marginal. The 

insights gained from this study required a different approach and focuses on the presence 

or absence of soot and nanoparticles in an intermittent turbulent flame. A simple piloted 

jet flame of Reynolds number Re = 10,000 and a mix of ethylene and nitrogen as the fuel 

provided a suitable sooting flame for this investigation. Investigating turbulent conditions 

is vitally important to describing what happens in many practical combustion technologies. 

7.1 Experimental Setup 

7.1.1 Flame Conditions 

A turbulent piloted diffusion ethylene/nitrogen flame was stabilised using the turbulent jet 

burner described in Section 3.3.3 and consists of a 4 mm diameter jet surrounded by a pilot. 

The ethylene/nitrogen dilution was kept at 1/1 by volume, and the Reynolds number is 

10,000. The ethylene/nitrogen mixture exited the jet at 25 °C before being ignited by the 

pilot. The visible length of the flame is about 0.6 m as seen in Figure 7.1 and it is blue in 

the first 100 mm or so near the pilot and visibly sooting further downstream. The pilot was 

a stoichiometric premixed hydrogen, acetylene and air mixture that matches the H/C ratio 

of ethylene and provides 5% of the total heat release. This flame was shielded with an air 

coflow velocity of 5 m/s, provided by a contracting square duct as described in Section 

3.3.3. Further details are given in table 7.1. Time-resolved LIE measurements are 

conducted along the axis of the flame and radially at a few selected heights; HAB = 150, 

245 and 340 mm. These three positions represent three distinct areas of interest, on the 

time-averaged flame: 150 mm, a quite bluish region of the flame before the onset of soot, 

245 mm the onset of yellow luminosity containing soot growth, and 340 mm at the peak of 

yellow luminosity close to peak of the average SVF. These positions are indicated in Figure 
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7.1. The axial locations were explored up to a HAB = 370 mm. This height was limited by 

the usable range of the vertical traverse that the burner was mounted to, and thus locations 

further downstream were not probed. Previous measurements have also defined three 

nominal but distinct regions in sooting turbulent flames [62, 248]: 1, growth region defined 

by rapid soot growth and where the stoichiometric reaction zone remains outside and 

separate to location of soot and precursors. 2, mixing region where large wrinkling of the 

flame front occurs vortical structures stretch soot layers, and is possibly marked with a 

decrease in precursor presence. 3, is the oxidation dominated region where soot and OH 

fields overlap. The current measurements only concern the first two regions, at 

approximately 245 mm and 350 mm HAB respectively, due to the limitations of the vertical 

traverse. However, the fate of precursor particles is mostly confined to these first two 

regions. 

Table 7.1: Turbulent flame details. 

Jet 

Reynolds Number 10,000 

C2H4 Flowrate, SLPM 11.01 

N2 Flowrate, SLPM 11.01 

Pilot 

H2 Flowrate, SLPM 0.489 

C2H2 Flowrate, SLPM 0.489 

Air Flowrate, SLPM 6.99 

Wind tunnel air coflow velocity of 

5 m/s 
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Figure 7.1: Photographs of Flame: 10,000 Reynolds number ethylene/nitrogen (1/1 by 

volume). 4 mm diameter Jet with 15 mm diameter pilot. Air coflow of 5 m/s. a) f# = 29, 

exposure = 1 s. b), c) and d) f# = 4.2, exposure = 1/4000 s. 

7.1.2 Time-Resolved LIE 

For the temporally resolved LIE technique to be valuable in the context of turbulent flames 

a key requirement is that it is capable of resolving individual instantaneous measurements. 

This means that for each laser pulse a sufficient amount of light needs to enter the 

spectrometer and reach the PMTs resulting in a signal that is easily distinguishable from 

the background noise of the system and environment. This is referred to here as the signal 

to signal to background (S/B) ratio as to distinguish it from signal to noise (S/N) ratio 

which generally refers to fluctuations inherent in the measurement system as opposed to 

the probe/environment. This condition is not crucial for the laminar flames explored in 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 as these flames are steady in time and thus numerous individual signals 

are averaged to smooth out any shot to shot fluctuation. The same luxury is not possible in 

this turbulent flame and each individual signal needed to be resolved in terms of peak value, 

integrated value and time decay. At each location, 2500 instantaneous measurements were 

recorded to have a sufficiently large sample to characterise the flame statistically. 
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 To maximise the light entering the spectrometer, the 266 nm Ekspla laser energy was 

increased to 1.2 mJ resulting in a fluence of 2.4 J/cm2. The use of higher fluence for LIF 

measurements was shown in Chapter 4, Figure 4.5b, to have no impact on the time decay 

of the signal. However, this is only true where LII originating from the 266 nm laser is not 

present. In Chapter 5 it was conversely shown that in densely sooting regions that the total 

LIE signal (LIF and LII included) does not react uniformly with increased laser fluence. 

This being said, the relative contribution of LII to the total LIE signal can still be assessed 

by the determined decay time of individual signals. Because decay times do not 

dramatically begin to increase moving downstream into areas where incandescent soot in 

present, as seen later in the Chapter, indicating that LII contributes insignificantly to the 

total 266 nm LIE in this flame. Increasing the fluence of the 1064 nm pulse for the pure 

LII measurements is not practical as it would move it into a regime of excessive soot 

sublimation. Thus, the fluence of the 1064 nm pulse remained at 0.6 J/cm2, as it is for all 

the other studies. To further increase the signal received by both laser pulses the slit width 

of the spectrometer was set to 100 µm. These differences in the experimental setup 

unfortunately make it difficult to compare specific values between this and other studies, 

however, the trends can be compared. Furthermore, to aid in mitigating the random aspect 

of noise and background fluctuation in the signals, the data presented here takes the entire 

integral rather than the “prompt” used in previous Chapters. 

It is worth noting that when 1064 nm LII was detected on PMT4, a signal was also present 

in the PMT3 and PMT2. This is due to the blackbody radiation typical of LII signal which 

extends to the edge of UV-visible spectrum. A high level of background noise due to the 

fluctuating flame luminosity is present on PMT4, whose wavelength bin lies in the centre 

of the visible spectrum. Consequently, in these turbulent flame measurements, PMT3 was 

used to evaluate individual signals of 1064 nm LII, as they were less affected by 

background fluctuations. Regardless, the mean and conditioned mean trends, discussed 

further in Section 7.2, of PMT3 and PMT4 are qualitatively identical. 

The separation between the 1064 nm pulse and the preceding 266 nm pulse was only 70 

ns. Even in this much higher velocity flame, much larger delays could have been used and 

both probes could easily still be considered simultaneous (exiting the same packet of gas). 

A larger separation was not necessary as no significant long living LII was detected from 

the 266 nm emission. Additionally, this shorter separation time allowed for a more 

economical data processing as data contained less individual data points. An example of 

an instantaneous measurement that contains both obvious 266 nm LIF and 1064 nm LII is 

presented in Figure 7.2. It highlights the high S/N and S/B achieved by the setup and also 

the limited long living LII component present from the 266 nm pulse. 
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Figure 7.2: Instantaneous signal examples. 

A potential issue in turbulent flames, particularly with a multi-laser technique, is that of 

beam steering [252]. This is the phenomena where changes in refactive index of the 

medium, generally due to local temperature gradients, that the laser passes will divert the 

laser off its original course. Due to the vertical orientation of the spectrometer slit, and the 

short distance over which the beam resides within the flame, the influence of beam steering 

is unlikely to be of concern for the measurements reported here.  

In this study, LIF decay times were extracted using the simpler peak normalised integral 

method described in Section 3.2.1 and used in Chapters 5 and 6. This method is 

computationally far more economical than the direct multi-exponential curve fitting 

method, thus making it suitable for processing the comparatively large amount of data 

collected in this turbulent flame. 

LIE @ 350 nm

LIE @ 445 nm
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7.2 Results and Discussion 

A key reason why looking at the unconditioned mean in turbulent flames can be misleading 

is due to impact of flame intermittency [55, 59, 249]. Due to the turbulent nature of the 

mixing that occurs downstream in turbulent flames, the unconditioned mean measurement 

of LIF, for example, will contain a number of near-zero instances as a result of measuring 

a pocket of unreacting air entrained from the outside. In this flame, downstream of 150 

mm, flame intermittency becomes a relevant factor. High levels of intermittency corrupt 

the mean signal level when analysing processes of soot formation in turbulent flames and 

this is evident from the Probability Density Function (PDF) plots of the LII signal which 

show a very broad scatter. Figure 7.3a reports integrated LII signal at HAB = 340 mm on 

the centreline. The spike of values close to zero are due the intermittency of LII signals and 

can hardly be attributed to a genuine LII signal. In fact, measured values refer most likely 

to an inherent noise in the recorded signal. This noise is due to the collection electronics as 

well as background luminosity of the flame. To overcome this problem, data conditioning 

was applied as follows: Signals without a sufficiently high S/B ratio were removed as seen 

in Figure 7.3a resulting in a more monomodal distribution. S/B for each instance was 

defined as the temporal peak divided by the standard deviation of background fluctuation 

(σbackground) in the signal prior to the LIE as shown in Figure 3.1. In Figure 7.3b, the radial 

profiles of the unconditioned and conditioned mean signal for the LII at 340 mm are 

reported. The conditioned mean values are reported for different cut-offs in the S/B ratio. 

These cut-offs were defined as a multiple of the standard deviation of the signal noise, as 

seen in Equation 7.1. In this way the cut-off is adaptive to the local instantaneous 

background luminosity levels present that vary through the flame and shot to shot. A 

minimum cut-off level of five standard deviations was determined to adequately separate 

intermittent signals from genuine LIF or LII signals. A mathematically identical technique 

has been used similarly to look the active instances of the flame [248] where the population 

of “zero” (or intermittent) values define what is known as the “intermittency index” [253]. 

Mahmoud et.al [59] conditioned SVF measurements on instantaneous temperature, 

focusing on reacting or reacted instances, to very similar effect. 

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘non−intermitent > 𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 × 𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑     (7.1) 

 The different S/B ratio cut-offs chosen show that radial trend was insensitive to this cut-

off although the absolute values are affected. A downwards trend moving to the edge of 

the flame can be seen in the unconditioned mean value. Data conditioning reveals the 

presence of a different trend, suggesting that soot formation is enhanced closer the edge of 

the flame. The decrease of the signal intensity seen in the unconditioned mean value is due 
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to the intermittency of the flame rather than a slowdown of in the instantaneous and local 

soot formation process as similarly observed by Qamar et al. [249] and the temperature 

conditioned profiles of Mahmoud et.al [59]. At outer radial locations (radius > 15 mm), the 

intermittency becomes so high that less than 10% of the collected data points remain after 

conditioning and hence results are not shown for these locations. While the conditioning 

applied in Figure 7.3 could be improved with additional measurements to provide sufficient 

statistics for more radial locations, the method applied here is adequate to show expected 

trends for LIF and LII in the locations measured in this flame. It is acknowledged that if 

measurements were possible in the far downstream regions of this flame, much more than 

2500 shots per location would be necessary to properly resolve a conditioned mean. 

 

Figure 7.3: a) PDF of integrated LII signal at 340 mm on centreline with various cut-off 

levels and b) relative mean radial profiles derived from cut-offs. 

Figure 7.4 shows the same conditioning applied to the LIF @ 350 nm at 150 mm HAB. 

Figure 7.4a presents the conditioned PDFs at different radial locations while Figure 7.4b 

plots the unconditioned and conditioned mean profile. Conditioning the data in this manner 
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draws focus to instances of the flame when soot or nanoparticles are present.  LIF @ 350 

nm has a defined monomodal distribution, exhibiting the influence of the intermittency just 

at the edge of the flame. In Figure 7.4c conditioned LIF @ 350 nm signals measured on 

the centreline at HAB = 340 mm show that this conditioning maintains only signals that 

have decay times above 2 ns as seen in Figure 7.4c. The presence of time decays between 

1 and 2 ns can be related to the presence of quenching species or to the detection of some 

species having shorter fluorescence lifetimes. Whilst it might be possible to detect some 

shorter-living LIF signals, these signals do not make the S/B cut-off and thus by definition 

are not strong enough to further evaluate.  

Figure 7.5 reports both the conditioned and unconditioned mean axial profiles of the laser-

induced emission signals. Signals at lower HAB were detected but contained interference 

from ethylene photofragmentation from the 266 nm laser pulse. Because the laser fluence 

used in this study is much higher than that used in the studies of Chapters 4, 5 and 6, 

photofragmentation of ethylene is more significant here. Fragmentation signals are initially 

high closer to the burner jet exit but decline rapidly approaching 100 mm HAB and it is 

possible to say that photofragmentation becomes negligible after 125 mm. Measurements 

below this are presented in grey to highlight the photofragmentation issue while the 

remaining axial profiles provide an overview of the soot formation through the flame. Note 

that all data presented in this Chapter is normalised on the peak unconditioned centreline 

mean values as seen in Figure 7.5. 

ELS has been conditioned slightly differently as, scattering is attributable to gas phase 

species through to solid soot particles and thus it is difficult to discriminate against a 

specifically gas phase, nanostructure or soot. As ELS tends to favour larger particles due 

to its d6 relationship, the LII measurements were used to condition the scattering, meaning 

that conditioned ELS here is representative of soot scattering. Both ELS and LII track well 

the larger soot particles. Discernible levels of soot, based off the unconditioned mean, 

begins above 200 mm HAB on the centreline. The conditioned mean, on the other hand, 

shows that there are some pockets of soot do, albeit very rarely, occur as low as 175 and 

200 mm HAB.  Figure 7.6 shows the spread of intermittency as defined by LII (a) and LIF 

(b) interpolated from the axial and radial data. The intermittency factor is defined as the 

number of non-intermittent instances over the total number of shots taken. Although LII 

shows high level of intermittency in upstream regions, this instantaneous sparseness of soot 

is not due to large eddies or wrinkling of the flame entraining pockets of air, but rather 

shows that the majority of instances have not had sufficient residence time to form soot. 

For both soot and nanostructures intermittency increases radially but each show different 

trends moving downstream. LIF intermittency increases with increasing HABs because of 

air entrainment in the mixing region and possibly due to instances of reduced fluorescence 
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quantum yield of nanostructures as they coagulate into primary soot particles. LII 

intermittency initially increases moving downstream due to the increasing formation of 

solid soot particles, however, begins to decrease again as the competing effects of air 

entrainment and soot burnout increase downstream and resembles that observed in previous 

studies [55, 249].  

The unconditioned axial mean LII in Figure 7.5 suggest that at the highest HAB measured, 

the mean soot concentration is approaching its maximum. However, the conditioned LII 

indicates that the local soot growth is continuing. Additionally, throughout the preceding 

soot growth region from 200 to 370 mm HAB, the presence of LIF has persisted. 

Conditioned LIF @ 350 nm shows an initial rise before plateauing around 225 mm HAB. 

Conditioned LIF @ 445 nm, on the other hand, continues to increase until 350 mm HAB. 

Both LIF @ 350 nm and 445 nm begin to show departure of the conditioned mean from 

the unconditioned mean at 250 mm HAB. These trends show that nanostructures are 

consistently formed along the centreline, with some interference from wrinkling of the 

flame in this mixing region, similar to that observed by Lee et al. [248] and Franzelli et al.  

[62]. This wrinkling can be observed in Figure 7.1 above 250 mm HAB in the short 

exposure photographs. The slight increase, or at the worst plateauing, of the conditioned 

LIF above 250 mm HAB indicates that nanostructures are continually being produced 

throughout the measured regions of the flame, despite the soot growth. Parallel to this, the 

evolution of the average nanoparticle towards a structure with larger aromatic constituents 

can be seen in Figure 7.7 via the red spectral shift with decreasing UV/Vis ratio and the 

minor increase in LIF decay times moving downstream. The increase in decay time, in 

some instances may be due to a minor presence of LII in the 266 nm LIE signal. The shift 

in decay time is not as pronounced as it is the laminar diffusion flame cases, Chapters 5 

and 6, and appears to be more akin to the rich premixed flames seen in Chapter 4, where 

little change in decay time was observed both in sooting and non- sooting conditions. 

However, a direct comparison here is challenging as the instantaneous or averaged 

temperature is not known. It is worth noting that the UV/Vis ratio presented in Figure 7.7 

is produced using the values for entire integral, and not “prompt” signal as in Chapters 5 

and 6. Consequently, the severity of the redshift is exaggerated by the fact that the LIF @ 

445 nm has a more obvious increase LIF decay time. Consequently, it would appear, that 

compared to laminar diffusion flames, the inception of nanostructures, in this turbulent 

diffusion flame initially consists of smaller PAH units. The evolution of the average 

nanostructure also appears to follow a more chemically driven pathway, where 

nanostructure grow through polymerisation of aromatic units into oligomers, like that 

observed in premixed flames [97, 205]. Growth via this mechanism is expected to have a 

lesser effect on decay time in comparison to more layered, and packed PAH clustering held 

together by van der Waals forces [51]. The enhanced mixing in the turbulent conditions 
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absolutely impacts the formation mechanisms of soot. In regions further downstream than 

those measured, the presence of nanostructures will likely begin to decline as pockets of 

nanostructures and soot begin to interact more with the oxidising flame front [248].  

  

Figure 7.4:  a) Conditioned PDFs of LIF @ 350 nm at HAB = 150 mm: radius = 0, 10 

and 12 mm. b) Unconditioned and conditioned mean profile for LIF @ 350 nm at HAB = 

150 mm. c) Unconditioned and conditioned PDF of evaluated decay times on the 

centreline at 340 mm. 
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Figure 7.5: Conditioned and unconditioned mean integrated LIE signal along centreline 

of turbulent flame with standard deviation of the signal conditioned signals. a) ELS, b) 

LII c), LIF @ 350 nm d) and LIF @ 445 nm. Measurements substantially impacted by 

photofragmentation are presented in grey. 
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Figure 7.6: Intermittency factor contours of a) LII and b) LIF. 
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Figure 7.7: Axial conditioned mean LIF decay times and UV/Vis intensity ratio. 

Figure 7.8 displays the conditioned radial profiles at 150 mm, 245 mm and 340 mm for the 

LIF @ 350 nm and LII. In terms of the flame structure, there is no defined peak in either 

350 nm or 445 nm LIF radial profiles, which show that nanoparticles are formed uniformly 

across the flame. This trend is evident only after the conditioning is applied, as evidenced 

by Figures 7.3b and 7.4b. This is very different to the radial trends seen in Chapter 5, of 

the laminar diffusion flames and some trends of NOC seen in other turbulent diffusion 

flames [99]. LII, on the other hand, is not detected at 150 mm and is observed at 245 and 

350 mm HAB. The LII signal in these planes do show some structure, similar to laminar 

diffusion soot wings seen in Chapter 5, with the conditioned average peak occurring 

between 8 and 12 mm off the centreline for both 245 and 350 mm HAB. However, these 

structures are not well defined and agree with other soot measurements in turbulent flames 

[59, 248]. It is known that increased turbulence, and thus strain rate, leads to higher degree 

of radial soot uniformity [247, 248] meaning that soot concentration is mostly governed by 

residence time in these cases, providing it is not completely suppressed [58]. But increased 

Reynolds number also reduces local soot concentration due to increased mixing rate [247, 

249, 254] and the overlapping of oxidising OH layers [62, 248]. 
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Figure 7.8: Conditioned radial profiles measured at HAB = 150, 245 and 340 mm for the 

three different LIEs: a) LII, b) LIF @ 445 nm and c) LIF @ 350 nm. 

Downstream in the flame, there is a large production of soot while LIF is still detectable. 

Similar observations on the spatial co-existence of soot and nanostructures have previously 

been made via TEM measurements in turbulent ethylene and acetylene flames [159]. From 

the conditioned mean alone, it is not possible to draw conclusions on the instantaneous 

relation between the two signals. Since signals from the PMTs are collected 

simultaneously, there is the possibility to verify the simultaneous presence of nanoparticles 

and soot. Figure 7.9 highlights the dynamics of the production of both nanoparticles and 

soot in turbulent combustion, reporting the scatter plot of LII and LIF @ 350 nm occurrence 

at 245 mm and 340 mm on the centreline. The occurrences indicated in grey are those that 
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were rejected either in the LII conditioned mean or in the LIF @ 350 nm conditioned mean. 

At both locations, a large number of instances were detected when there was no LII but 

significant LIF @ 350 nm. Conversely, comparatively few instances were detected when 

LII was present without significant LIF. Unsurprisingly the soot concentration (LII) is 

lower with less scatter at 245 mm than at 340 mm due to the difference in average residence 

time between the two locations. This plot confirms that nanoparticles are formed or at least 

present when large soot particles are detected. This is consistent with the mean profiles 

reported earlier and confirms the co-presence of nanoparticles and larger soot, not just 

spatially but instantaneously as well. These scatter results are also generally in agreement 

with similar plot produced by Franzelli et al. [62]. Although some oxidation is likely to be 

occurring at 340 mm and higher, this region of the flame is very much dominated by soot 

growth and even inception. 

 

Figure 7.9: Scatter plot of LII vs. LIF @ 350 nm signal on the centreline at a) HAB = 340 

mm and b) HAB = 245 mm. Measurements that met the conditioning for both LII and 

LIF @ 350 nm are in black. Measurements discharged by S/B threshold for one or both 

signals are displayed in grey. 
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7.3 Conclusion 

Application of the time-resolved LIE setup to a turbulent flame has demonstrated the 

technique’s capability to resolve transients of LIF and LII in turbulent flames. 

Instantaneous measurements with resolvable signal levels for intensity and decay time 

allowed the detection and tracking of nanostructures and soot simultaneously within this 

sooting diffusion flame. Data conditioning allowed the observation of intermittency and 

active particle formation and growth instances within the flame. Much like what is 

observed in laminar flames nanostructure formation precedes the formation of soot. 

However, moving downstream the presence of nanostructures remains in the presence of 

incandescent soot. The simultaneous acquisition of LIF and LII signals highlights that 

nanostructures and soot often co-exist both spatially and instantaneously in downstream 

regions of the flame, unlike laminar diffusion flames. In downstream regions, there are 

instances where nanoparticles are largely detected without the presence of soot. However, 

there are very few instances found where significant soot is present without nanostructures 

also being detected. Reaching the end of average soot growth region, particle inception is 

still active. While instantaneously the flame shows a spread of LIF and LII intensities due 

to turbulence, spatially soot formation is more defined. Turbulent mixing results in 

relatively flat conditioned mean LIF and LII radial profiles and presents average 

nanostructure inception and evolution with some similarities to rich premixed flames. An 

initially blue-shifted spectrum and relatively low LIF decay times indicate favouring of the 

chemical growth pathway that is preferred in non-pyrolytic conditions. 
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 Concluding Remarks 

8.1 General Conclusions 

The primary objectives of this thesis were to develop a time-resolved laser-induced 

emission (LIE) technique capable of capturing instantaneous emissions in turbulent 

conditions and secondly to confirm the hybrid nature of nanoparticles (semi-solid structure 

while retaining molecular qualities) in combustion. Nanoparticles that exist between the 

largest PAH and the smallest primary soot particle exhibit absorption and fluorescence 

similar to that of the constituent PAH. Investigation in rich premixed flames, containing 

and not containing soot, showed that LIF is present in areas where nanostructure of the size 

between 2 and 10 nm are found. This fluorescence presented long exponential lifetimes (> 

2 ns) at elevated temperatures which cannot be attributed to gas phase PAH, but rather to 

PAH moieties bound within semi-rigid structures such as those measured by DMA. Whilst 

this revelation is not strictly new, its acceptance in current literature is rather understated 

and often neglected in the interpretation of fluorescence measurements. Long lived 

fluorescence is invariably found in other flames and conditions at or beyond the sooting 

threshold. 

The implementation of the in-house designed and manufactured LIE system with highly 

sensitive photomultiplier tubes (PMT) is shown here to adequately capture resolvable 

instantaneous ELS, LIF and LII emission signals. Investigations in a sooting turbulent 

flame provided unique insight into soot formation by assessing simultaneous LIF and LII 

measurements. The co-existence of nanostructures and soot in downstream regions is 

identified by the co-existence of LIF and LII. This shows that in the turbulent environment 

produced by a diffusion flame with a Reynolds number of 10,000, continuing particle 
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inception contributes to the soot growth in downstream regions, well beyond the initial 

nanostructure inception region.  

Measurements in laminar premixed, partially premixed and diffusion flames were utilised 

to corroborate theorised particle inception pathways and their relevance to the specific 

thermochemical evolution in each flame. Inference on the nature of the nanostructures is 

made based on the spectrum and the decay times. Rich premixed flames in literature present 

some evidence to suggest that, under these conditions, soot inception proceeds via the 

polymerisation of PAH into loose oligomers. This translates to shorter emission 

wavelengths, similar to that of its constituent PAHs and relatively short LIF lifetimes, as 

is demonstrated here. These characteristics are also shared by the turbulent flame studied, 

highlighting the influence of turbulent mixing on the resultant soot formation. Laminar 

diffusion flames, on the other hand, presented obvious redshifted LIF and longer decay 

times that can be attributed to a layered nanostructure formed from peri-condensed PAH 

interacting via van der Walls attractive forces. Nanostructures formed in partially 

premixed flames exist somewhere between premixed and diffusion extremes. Increasing 

partial premixing exhibits incepted nanostructures with blue-shifted spectrum, similar to 

the premixed cases, however, continued growth is similar to that seen in diffusion flames 

via a more physical growth mechanism exhibiting red-shifts and increasing decay times. 

Additionally, the partially premixed study highlighted that dilution effects hide the 

enhancement of soot formation in the presence of small amounts of oxygen in an otherwise 

pyrolytic region. 

8.2 Recommendations and Future Work 

Whilst the technique has proven valuable in producing some quantitative and semi-

quantitative results, its capability to probe the nature of nanostructures and soot particles 

is far from exhausted. 

There remains significant scope for further extension and development of the technique 

with respect to elastic light scattering (ELS) and time-resolved Laser-Induced 

Incandescence (LII). Time-resolved LII can be used as a tool for average soot particle 

sizing, where a model accounting for absorption, conduction, radiation and other 

contributors (with inherent assumptions) predicts the primary particle diameter [43]. While 

LII in this work was used primarily as a marker for soot particles and in some cases soot 

volume fraction, pursuing soot modelling in future work will increase the richness of the 

technique and extend its capability to assessing the nature of soot particles. Some 

recommendations are made to improve the suitability of the 1064 nm LII for modelling. 
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By making the spatial laser beam profile “top hat” will result in uniform heating of the 

probed soot particles, as opposed to a Gaussian beam profile that unevenly distributes its 

energy across the beam. Additionally, it would be beneficial to operate LII at lower 

fluences to exist below the sublimation threshold to avoid complicating the particle sizing 

model by eliminating the sublimation terms in the model. Whilst this means that particles 

will not heated up to the sublimation point (≈ 4000 K), this is mitigated by the fact that LII 

is measured at multiple wavelengths (PMT2, 3 and 4) and pyrometry can be used to 

determine LII temperature [255]. Multi angle scattering in literature has been used to great 

effect and presents the possibility to compliment the technique with the ability to assess 

soot aggregates radius of gyration [256, 257] and fractal dimensions [148, 258, 259]. 

Additionally, the combination of calibrated ELS and LII, gives the possibility to extract 

particle diameter (d63) due to the difference of size dependence of LII and ELS signals. 

The temporal resolution of the Laser-Induced Fluorescence measurements potentially 

lends itself to time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy (TRFPA). TRFPA allows the 

measurement of the depolarisation time of the fluorescent particle that can be used to assess 

the particle diameter, some more details are given in Section 2.2.2. This is a valuable 

technique for the sizing of fluorescent nanostructures [119, 122, 184], without the need for 

ex-situ measurements.  

The experimental system and technique developed in this thesis shows great promise in 

investigating turbulent combustion. In this thesis, only the study of one turbulent flame is 

presented and leaves the vast possibilities for additional studies. The aim of this thesis was 

not to be a parametric investigation of all possible parameters in a turbulent flame. 

However, preliminary work has recently begun using and refining the system and technique 

reported in this thesis to explore Reynolds number, fuel type and the influence of dilution 

and premixing in turbulent flames, a few of many avenues for future work.
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Appendix A: Burner Dimensions 

and Assembly Drawings 
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